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squills,
appointed to arrange for the care'of ail and S a a laud. As before animu .ced in The
the bridges is impassable.
but no ot go to dosing, I implore,
mous amount of crime and sorrow
transported scholars at that time. Messrs.
/.ation.
A
resolution was passed in Calais reports that a severe shock of bathe with Nutriola
caused
The city was represented by Mayor Han- Sihlev, Wardwell and Tilton were appointed. Journal Mr. Cox has retired from the clothsoap, stick and cling to everv
ot the establishment of a govern- earthquake was felt there at eight o’clock
by rum you will not hesitate to act.
hope,
to Monday evening. March 30t,h,
ing business for a period of rest and recreI 11 guarantee that you’ll be sick no more.
nt department of commerce and maiiu- Sunday night, passing from west to east
“Our Country in a year spends one billion son and Aldermen Welch, Mayo, lviigore at Adjourned
7 o'clock, which will la; the regular meet- ! ation.
and Shute. Mr. Hanson argued in behalf of
; uies and
Will Quimby’s
live
securing government aid for and lasting from four to five seconds. No
huudred
million
dollars for ru n. The
ing of the Committee.
“Starlight, Starbright,”
F. W. Gray, formerly of Searsport, wives
the city, that, while the interests of the peoimprovement of Portland harbor. At damage is reported.
brought down tlie house. Among his local rum business is pouring its vitriolic and
in
A Shocking
from El .Moimo Ranch, Alhambra, F -s Anbanquet in tlie evening the address of
the
to
Accident.
be
ple
neighborhood
considought
damnable liq lors down the throats of hunbits were the following:
Another
Town
<»me w as made by
Kxtraordinary
Meeting.
Mayor L. F. Webb
ered, the interests of the city as a whole
geles county, Calif., under date of March
dreds of thousands of our people,
\ou will hear on the street, from each one vou
W. A. AI.LF.N OF THE MAINE < ENT It AI. KNOCKthe toasts were responded to iu brief
depleting were of more
14th : “We are slopping our mange crop at
another of its town
importance. The people of
meet,
Appleton
enjoyed
their physical energies, thereby
ED FROM RRlIHiK AT LEWISTON AND DROWNappropriate speeches.Four song meeting contests
depleting the
We must have a big hotel,
are not to he deprived of
ED IN RAl'IDS.
Monday, contests such as Ami
neighborhood
present. The mop is light, but ipia .ty and
their
Hals
arc
to
be
a
in
new
capital, bringing suffering,degradation,
Bruns- fortunately other towns in lvnox
given
Crosby Inn must be built up again
county are \\ here the other
their chance to get to the city, it means simMarch 21. Chief Engineer
ruins
Me.,
“k by Llinore Cooper Bartlett, Kate
Lewiston,
price good. I have been superintendent of
fell.
robbery, murder, aud filling our prisons
spared. The nominees of the Republican
all
ply a short increase of the distance. Mr. Win. A. Allen of the Maine Central railroad this ranch for nine years ami in that time
miiali and John Jewett Turner very caucus were defeated by narrow margins, They to tell what they’ll do, whtn they’re talking and
jails. The vast majority of children in Hanson stated that a practical road builder met an awful death at Lewiston on Saturyou,
have never seen the county so >\ errun with
utly after Lent. It may be of interest hut by methods well known to the people of And you almost believe what they say,
bad offered to put the Robbinstown road m day at 3 p. m. Chief Engineer Allen was on
our almshouses are there because their
But when you talk money, it don’t seem so
parMaine people to know that Miss Yan- that boss-ridden town and which make
funny, ents
good condition to accommodate the increas- his way to Lewiston to inspect the w ork of laboring me.n as it is at preseat.'
were
never
intend
to
decent
or
citizen
blush
They
with
or
shame.
S.
drunkards,
pay.
lazy,
and Miss Bartlett have published every
recklessly ed travel, by widening and raising the building a sidewalk in the lower chords of
J. Gushee was elected first selectman, with
Wm. M. Erskine was attached with paimprovident. Of 1,000,000 drunkards in the northerly end, and widening and grading the Maine Central railroad bridge over Lewwe songs
than any other American
CHORUS.
Seth P. Conaut and Wm. J. Martin on the
l
tilted
die
States,
00,000
It’s
a case of bluff. 1 tell vou
'men. A lull estimate of Miss Yaunali’s
annually. 100,000 the southerly part for #300. Other road iston Falls and as the train from Portland ralysis last Saturday afternoon as in was
fiat,
board. Joshua McCorrison is clerk; L. M.
men and women are thrust into
They aie only talking through their hat.
prison annu- builders, however, say that the work cannot was passing into the bridge la* went out on
business to go home to supper.
At
usical publications, apart from her songs Gushee, treasurer; \V. A.
Waterman, agent;
ally as a result of the liquor traffic ; 200,000 be properly done for three times that the rear platform to see how the work was closing
itten jointly with Miss Bartlett, and J. C. Fuller, auditor; Arthur Fish and A. T. We’ve a funny law here, that liquors and beer
first it. was thought his right sal- was w idchildren by this infamy thrown helpless on amount.
Alderman
He
was
on
asked
the
north
side of
Kilgore
No one in our city can sell.
progressing.
ques• ir
the world, or gathered up in the institutions
operatic work will, it is said, num- Mitchell school committee. Appropriations
tions in relation to the distances by the varithe platform and at the second pier from
ly paralyzed, hut he was soon able to m e
uii mu saie goes,
rigni under our nose
made as follows:
•i over
oi ctianty.
Repairs of roads As we all are aware
oU.iXKJ maniacs in the United ous roads, with answers as stated above.
seventy pieces, vocal and instru- were
ine ALiumru enu vvneii ins Head struck one
Ins leg, ami the m*xt morning partia'iy
very well.
and bridges, and other town expenses, 81,- The sherlll
States as a result of the rum traffic.
will seize, ami kick up a breeze,
-nun.aiaicu L'utn
me L/ommissioners, alter a full ami
was
Fourof
the
on
the
of
side
the
uprights
“Literary 0(H); support of poor, 8800; school text books, Ami the seller will lake to
patient
bridge. gained the use of Ins arm. IIis speech and
tilths of the crimes in the United States is hearing of all the
Hie train,
of the New Jersey Federation of
iy
evidence, reserved their Workmen saw him bound forward, lose his
But when the court’s riz, he’ll come back to
8150; support of common schools,
the
chargeable to rum. Ninety-nine one-hun- decision, which was announced Tuesday. hold upon the railing and fall forward clear hearing wore both lost at first, hut the 'after
biz,
•men’s Club at Trenton, N. J.
The amount required by law; repair of school- Ami open his bar room again.
dredths of the children of America kept out They ordered that the
city of Belfast open of the bride. The bridge at this point is gradually returned. He. is still speechless,
eakers included Mrs. II. F. Dowst of houses, 8350. A conditional vote was
of school are the children of drunkards, ft is
passthe bridge and have the same ready for fifty feet above the upper falls of the dam
chorus.
but lii.s general symptoms are more favouri«iugor, president of the Maine Fedora- ed to raise 8500 to build a new scboolhouse
said that the cost of ruin
and Mr. Allen turning over in his plunge
by rum in the travel by May 1st.
Don’t Prohibitionists sometimes get
dry,
*>n.State Superintendent of Schools at Appleton Ridge. An important change Ami safe
United States annually is twelve hundred
able.
in their homes’ take a drink on the
struck at the foot of tin; upper dam where
sly? million of dollars.”
was made in reference to the town poor who
stetson has prepared sheets
showing the for many years past, have been cared for
Waldo County Veterans’ Assoeiatiou. the water, at freshet pitch, was foamMiss Emma M. Walls, who has been
The brightest and most promising young
by As election draws nigh, you’ll hear the old crv,
■st of teachers who hold State certitiing furiously. He was not dead at the
That the party in power’s a disgrace.
one person at a lump sum.
It was voted to
men in some of our best families are
with
information
The meeting of the Waldo County Vet- time for the workmen saw him struggle spending the winter in Los Angeles, Calif.,
to
brought
ites,
them let them out
So with a great shout, we’ll turn them all
relating
and to have the
out,
to
individually,
and
a
drunkard’s grave, and their
disgrace
and then be beaten down by the rapids left there Monday for Dubuque, Iowa,
tneir residence, schools attended, and name of each and an itemized account of And put some new men in tlieir place.
erans’ Association was held at Winterport,
mothers, broken hearted on account of this
and floated o*j in the whirlpool towards
where she will make a short visit. She will
aduated from, with degrees received. his keeping appear in the next annual re- They will tell what they’ll do, but they’re just monster
March 12th, but owing to the storm few' the
rum.
evil,
into account all
fooling
you,
Taking
principal fall known as west pitch.
h« experience of the
the misery and sorrow
pupils is also given, port, that the number and actual cost of And don’t mean a word that they say.
from the were present. The local Post, however, de- The distance is from 300 to 500 feet and he return t<* Belfast some time in April. Miss
resulting
‘h any remarks as to qualification which paupers may hereafter be known to every To just be elected, is all that’s expected,
rum traffic, I cannot tell
Walls says of the weather at Los Angeles
was swept around the jagged rocks to this
why any one can
stand aloof ami let this great evil coutinue. cided to hold the meeting and Commander
‘ght be desired, by any one wishing in- voter, a thing not known for several years For they’re after the office and pay.
point, and there he was seen again, his hand “It has rained just six times since the 25th
March
21st.
past.
Tribune,
A.
I.
[Rockland
Don't
fear
called
to
order
and
rum
C.
C.
Clifrmation about them.
your
Mayo
and arm protruding and then he took the
On the lists are
CHORUS.
selling or rum drinking
of last November.
Not a drop uf rain fell
neighbors. They once were men, but the ford wras called to the chair. The
ven the requisites
When a man wants office, you’ll always find,
relating to the vafollowing final plunge and was seen no more. Chief
rum demon has or will
Fort Point to Room Again.
It has been
the month of February.
them.
That lie lias a private axe to grind.
destroy
ms groups of
Pity
and
business was done: The committee on time Engineer Allen was at the head f the con- during
teachers,
significathem and do something to
struction department of the Maine Central
stop their ruin.
an extremely dry, warm winter."
*n of the different certificates.Presi
But a short time age, as all of you know,
of the recent change of ownership
minister of the Gospel, every church ami place of next meeting— A. I. Mayo, G.
Writing
Every
He
was
born
at
in
system.
Hath, Me.,
1K52,
A mayor was to be elected.
nt Heath of the Maine State Bar Assemember, Good Templar, W. C. T. U., Non- Ii. Duuton and J. G. Cookson—reported as tiie son of Rev. Charles F. Allen, 1>. I)., of
in the Fort Point Hotel property a New
Good Templars
rtion has appointed Gov. Henry B.
j On the issue that he, and the new board should see Partisan, mother, sister, and everybody
the Maine Methodist conference, a graduate
who follows:
York correspondent says the place has been i That the Crosby Inn tax was collected.
June
Warren
Time,
4th; place,
loves humanity, come and
It burned, ami they all, when iliev met, in tlieir
oaves, Franklin A. Wilson and Judge I
of the Maine State College and had been in
help 11s. Stay
Belfast lodge of Good Templars held a very
A. If. >s ivageas the committee on interna- leased to a Mr. Clark, who long years ago
Post, Winterport. The report of the com- the employ of the Maine Central for almost
up the hands of the < Hirers of the law. Comhall,
interesting meeting Monday evening with a
pel tiieni to uo their duty; and it t.liev do,
Informally voted, in tears,
•mil arbitration to co-operate with the ran this hotel successfully, and with the in w
mittee was accepted.
The committee on twenty-one years.
If only the Inn, could be rebuilt
rum s.-iiing w ill be a
again,
Mr. Allen is survived by his aged parents
thing of the past in a program reported as follows. Address of
large attendance and live isit<»rs frmnnlhei
inmittees of other States.The Maine vigor thus instilled lie believes that the It shouldn't be taxed for ten
years.
year from now in Waldo county.
and a sister.
His wife died only a short
lodges. An excellent programme was given
iilroad commissioners have approved the Point will soon rival more
welcome, C. C. Clifford; response, H. Ii. time ago. Mr. Allen was
pretentious sumJ. R. Mu a us.
CHORDS.
in
the
prominent
as follows
ation of the Washington County K. 1!. mer resorts. Our correspondent says further:
Morrill, Me., Mar. 23, 1890.
1 deThe Inn has gone, ’twas Belfast’s pride
Dawson; remainder of program by Warren Masonic orders. He had taken the
The Maine coast grows iu interest in this But
Bert Davis
••ordiug to the petition of the company
things have changed, since Hannah died.
Post and Relief Corps. Should the day for gree and was a member of Mt. Vernon Song,
“Brier Rose,”
Mae l’einlleton
Oiirh is constructing that road.
Burnham. At the adjourned annual town
This city more and more, and the location of such
Chapter, Portland Commande.ry, K 'I'., and Leading, in
The
the
he
tiuale
was
it
valuable
will
be
held
as
received
the
t.wo
found at
grand
with roars
|« • ision
meeting
stormy
Tableau,
all tiie Scottish bodies.
parts,
meeting held March 23d the following ofgives the road authority to go Stockton curative springs andthose
at the, Point
of laughter.
village
“Popping the Question"
Master Almou McMahan as ficers were chosen: Moderator, N. E. Mur- next fair day—not the next Thursday as bebead, and work will be hastened as soon will soon Springs
asrert their power to attract not
Mamie Page
Millard
Song.
ray;
Clerk,
Gilmore;
Selectmen, fore. The comrades spent the time listen“The Coy Young Maid” dressed and acted
weather permits. Already about seven
Mr. Allen was, from the nature of his poassessors and overseers of the
only invalids, hut those more robust, who by
Recitation,
Henry Webber
poor, G. E.
ales of the road-bed have been graded.
drinking these iron-bound waters will find the part to perfection and amid distracting Berry, F. B. Lane, Wm. H. Kimball; Treas- ing to dialogues and recitations, and report sition, widely known, and the news of his Tableau, “Guardian Angel."
1 here is,
however, much surveying yet to their health restored and renewed vigor im- surroundings bore himself with the ease urer, A. D. Millett; Town agent, N. E. Mur- a good time generally, [k. r. d.
Tableau, “To the Cross I Cling."
sad death has been everywhere received
done.Fire caught in Perry Brothers’ parted, ami many thanksgivings offered up and confidence of a
School board, G. Twitchell, Jr., F. A.
Every number was well given, and received
veteran.
Part second ray ;
with profound sorrow.
In his chosen promeshed in Rockland Friday morning at that at last the Ponce de Leon search has
of
Collector
Hiram
McAlister;
Mctaxes,
About “The Dipper.”
hearty applause. Remarks were made by
was opened with a selection
fession he had no superior, and the Maine
by the Little Alister; Constables, Geo. Bickford, Hiram
o’clock.
The drain in the shed was been completed and that the “Fountain of
W. F. Keller, Sea Isle Lodge, and W. W.
Perpetual Youth” was not located in the German Band (“Our Summer Visitors”) McAlister, Charles Wood, Fred Weymouth ;
To the Editor of Tuf. Journal: From Centra! has lost one of its most valued ofMopped and the water overflowed on the land
of
but on the rugged coast of
Audit >r, A. D. Millett. Money raised for
Knowlton, L. W. Hammons and Bertha
who received an encore.
bme. The total loss is $55,000. Perry Maine, atHowers,
It is feared that
ficials.
Mr.
I
Allen
have
last
been
a
in
youth
up
admirspent
always
the head of the beautiful and
great
Thursday
the support of schools, what the law proKnowlton of Belfast Lodge.
T. H. Fernald,
Rios, lost the store and lime shed, loss dreamy Penobscot Bay, where like a senti- some of the audience mistook this performvides; free High Schools, $100; for the re- er of the heavenly bodies, and many times this city, attending the minstrel entertain>-5,000, mostly insured. Another shed nel to enchanted land Fort Point stands ance for the Belfast Band trying to get to- pair of roads and bridges. $1,500; for the re- on my way home at night have gazed at the ment in the evening, and was the guest, as Vice Chancellor of Course of Study for
Waldo County, presented the merits of the
attaining 1500 barrels of lime was also ever guarding t.he healthiest summer resort gether and not quite succeeding. The solos pair of school houses, $300; for the current long-handled
dipper. Three years ago, when on former visits, of his friends J. H. and W.
burned. A section of railway and nine in the world.”
expeuses of the town, $1,500.
which followed were all well rendered and
H. Quimby. At last advices bis body had course.
in California, I looked for it, and lo and be'ms was burned, damage $20,000.Geo.
The distribution of benefits by The Mutual
well received. The xylophone solo by R. P.
Waldo. H. A. Chase is at home from hold, there it stood in bold relief thirty-seven not been recovered, although divers have
News of the Granges.
Davis, drummer for a wholesale liquor Life Insurance
Company of New York in Chase and the clarinet solo by Master Percy Boston for a short visit-Bert Elwell is at hundred miles
bouse in Boston, was brought before Judge 181)5 was wide and
It looked to be about teen employed and everythiug possible done.
away.
vast. The record of no
home
from
J. Clary will leave
Bangor-A.
Seaside Grange of Belfast conferred the
1’ogg of the Bath Municipal court March other Company in the world can equal it. Drink water merit special mention, the first soon for Massachusetts, where he has work two-thirds the usual size. In September,
The Easter edition of The Boston Sunday
third and fourth degrees last Saturday upon
iHtli, to answer to the charge of obtaining The payments on account of matured death because of the skillful rendition of a difficult for the summer-Spring schools will begin 1H95, when at the Rangeley lakes I looked Herald
will be published next Sunday,
three candidates. Next. Saturday evening,
I'ders for sale of intoxicating and fer- claims, endow ments.aunuities.ete.,amounted piece ou a difficult
instrument, and the lat- about the middle of April. .The school board for the dipper and was much surprised to March 29. It will show newspaper enter- which will be the last meeting in the old
is R. R. Paul, L. H. Jackson Jr., Edward
mented liquors in Bath.
He pleaded to 8-3,120.728.45. This represents the savings ter because of the
prise at its best. Eight pages will he devot- hall, all the degrees will be conferred,
youth of the performer.
of
thousands
of
multimany
prudent
people
Blake, Roscoe Whitcomb and J. G. Harding, think I was standing directly under the ed to exquisite illustrations, in colors and ami it is desired that, all candidates who
guilty and was fined $50 and costs. This plied in the hands of the
Master Drinkwatcr made a mo«t favorable
ami remeet April 8th in the afternoon
!s the first case of the kind ever
Company
first star of the handle. It never entered half-tone. There will be poems and stories are entitled to receive any of the degrees
Supt.
They
brought
to the insured and their heirs.
The impression upon the audience and
into a Bath police court.Secretary paid
gives at Ritchie Grange Hall to examine teachers my mind that the grand old State of Maine suited to Eastertide, together with all the will be present. A committee lias been apmade by the Comschools_Beuiah Harding of
news and a multitude of striking features.
' oung of the State Board of Health will average daily payments
promise of becoming a fine musician. The for spring
pointed to make arrangements for the enpany during the last week of the year 1895
Troy was in town last week visiting rela- furnished a roosting place for that heavenly The supplement will be a reproduction of tertainment at the first meeting in the new
hoon send out instructions to the municiTommy Atkins Brigade, led by Sergt. R. tives.
amounted to 858,437.08.
b. f. w.
the country circus.
object.
hall, April 4th.
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In behalf of science
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respond*
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upon the columns of the newspaper for
information upon every subject, and
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concerning natural phenomena
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try can not be dragged down to the level of
a party which is far beneath their
present

so

many of them
collision should

should escape than that a
sometimes occur. After children have
read your correspondent’s article, they
will

lougei fear comets, but J fear
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knowledge
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ing phenomenon will

not
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interest-

greatly
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J et
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however, tiy to learn what your
ndent’s tl.eoiy of comets is. The
the comet seems to be the most in-
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resting object to him. Whether he explains it as the light of innumerable stars
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shining

forth from the

depths of space, or
‘•changed sunlight,” or an extraordinary
electric display, is hard to determine. At

any late, we learn from him that a comet,
like any well bred animal, always carries
its tail behind it when approaching the
sun, but when departing from our system
throws its tail over its shoulder, or
rather goes away tail first, probably to
keep its tail from getting burnt by the
it

“magnetic rays”
the

which it has induced in

sun.

The fact is, that a large number of comvisit our system and depart without

ets

showing any tail at all. The “changed
sunlight” of the tail is only reflected sunlight exactly like that of the
tail of

a

comet

moon.
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is made up of gaseous parfrom the head by electric

expelled
repulsion, and reflect light to us as other
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But your correspondent says that a
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electric-

have yet to learn that a comet
has any more electricity than any other
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even when all otlior
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wholly of flowers of the rarest and choicest
varieties, that lend their magnificence to
the display. It is really worth going miles

Bradley’s

■

PHOSPHATE,
Can

to see, and many go miles to see it. Then
comes the Los Angeles Fiesta, which
rep-

DRY

supply you with

everything good in Southern Cali- j
fornia, and the city gives itself up to joy
This Fiesta lasts three days.
supreme.
It takes on old Spanish and Mexican features that are very exciting and wonderful

Notice.

Office of the Sheriff of Waldo County.)
St a teo f M a n e Waldo County, ss
March 12, A. D. 1890.
)
This is to give notice that on the 11th (lay of
March. A. 1). 1899, a Warrant in Insolvency was
issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said Countv of Waldo, against the
estate of EDWARD S. GOODWIN of
Burnham,
in said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
tiled on the lltli day of March, A.D. 1890, to which
(late interest on claims is to be computed; that
the payment of any debt, to or by said Debtor, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by him
are forbidden by law; that a meeting of the Cred
iu»is in
sam senior
10 prove tneir debts and
choose one or more assigness of his estate will he
held at a Court of Insolvency to he holden at the
Probate Office in said Belfast, on the 15th day of
April, A. I). 189G, at two o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. MoALLISTER.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Waldo.
2wl2
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and
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grand.

THEIR DISEASES.

|

a

erous

clime.

And from these hotels

electric roads to the terminus of the mounbut tourists like to

spend

their

money in this way because it is more
novel and costs a great deal more, and
that suits them better.
To-day, 1 have
our

seven

I

traile

E.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

or

FURNITURE, WAU PAPER
BRIC-A-BRAC, PICTURES.

Osill suit!

sen

us;

and other

John M.

of these

Ames Co.,

Tally-hos passing

and
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the others four each.
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Always Something NEW

MACHINIST,
...WILL GIVE

SHOPPING AND

INFORM

dm::*

\ LOCKES:

IN_

Standard and White

SOMETHINO ENTIRELY M W

ofiiee, and four of them had six horses

each,

tro)

In fact anything which
local shops and require* e\|

fly

a footman tooting his horn as
they rattle
along the streets. Two come up from Los
Angeles every day in the most gorgeous
trappings, with six horses each, on their
way to the mountain road to Mt. Lewis,
five miles distant.
They have steam and

road,

in

Beans

scale most magnificent

hither and thither the great coaches called
Tally-hos, with four and six horses, and

tain

Era

rash

Our great hotels, as commodious as any in the country, are built to
entertain the thousands who fly hither to
escape the unpitying blasts of a less gen-

counted

HILDREN

on

t/uallfi)

will hm) first

MILLINERY

CARPETS AND RUGS.

OATS.

or

In these pleasures no expense is spared.
The generous, open-hearted people of this
great empire of the Pacific do everything
worth

SHORTS and

We

GOODS,

READY-MADE GARMENTS,

CORN,

resents

1

Rules Are:—

1.

>\V

teT
cannot. V

April, when both cultivated and wild
flowers, of which there are many hundred
varieties,

A CARD.
i; rr; •.
i.Aa we have had a large nuutbe:
and customers outside «>l Bo*;..:, i.•
ux 1
u*
to bu\ goods, get samples, a
General and detailed informal re
rcy.ua
gowns, < '.-sis. Garment*, Wrap-, ami Matei i;
when* il ha* been impossible for tin m to c mic
-md pnndi.iBoston, and wlmre tin: nature
and enquiries required good taste. i> now icdgvies, and judgment, and, whih offering to
US well for such trouble. U'e nm'il mu r.ndert
the responsibility without detriment t,.oure-‘
lished business as 1 >res,*inakcr-. wit i. the fa
ties which we had then
Ilaxing re .-nth sop
such additional ta cities a* to make it ;.ic
smdt
busine.** in •■•.nb
to
undertake
praefieal
tion with our Dressmak ing and f, iloring we
do such -i •; p,i._ «now a! \oiif service
require in
,.•

We are

Santa Barbara has her Flower Festival

uAn

Boylston Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

18 lbs Granulated Sugar

fifteen minutes, was wholly inadequate to
bring the multitude that was anxious to

355 & 357

COST.

Good Molasses

three

colby
SHOPPING AND
INFORMATION

BUREAU,

ITS

in upon
her from miles in the country, as well as
the adjoining cities.
This year the train

C

^^B

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO

the dense crowds that

by

)

?

The

assure you.
Little Pasadena with its 1:3.000 inhabitants was completely overrun

/\
/

( Eli SHOES

flying, parade the streets on
da\; and a gala day it is, i

Years

New

I general health built up, and I have £
\ never had any return ot the disease, f

pliCHILDHOOD

be spent in

tractions is the Tournament of Host's, a
midwinter carnival, when floats and car-

11

was

can

riding, sketching, hunting, etc. Then, too, the people here are
alive to the many advantages to be derived
from the wealthy classes who come here
to enjoy the mild winters, and they improvise many attractions to help lure them
Not the least of these athere again.

From early child- S
hood u,u,11was
grown my family S
spent a fortune J

a

TO FH1E.XDS

Southern < alifornia is the tourists’ parThe winters are so perfect that a

greater part of the time

“s

\

LETTISH

adise.

Heyulate the lioivels.

S J ||/
£" sf||4
B a
> fcg ** £®
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Admitted at the World's Fair.
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Southern

HOME.
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in

Ca lifornia

Sarsaparilla

L PiL EH it

i

country will

our

E. C. Dow.

AT

t

the

remain true t<‘ our

manhood.

Encouraged by this result. 1 persevered. until in a month or so tin* sore
under my chin began to heal.
In three
months my lip In g in to heal. and. after
using the Sarsaparilla for six months,
the last trace of the cancer disappeared.'*

Ayer's

to

citizens.

spread to my chin, and I suffered in
agony for v-Ven long > tis. I'inally. 1
1 began taking Ay r> Sarsaparilla. in
two I noticed

cling

say that it is
to be deceived by chaff and
me

misery likes company. Unrest, agitation,
dissatisfaction, business troubles and
social disturbances will prove to be only
stepping stones by which a higher and
nobler national life shall be attained by

Mr. Nicholson says: “1 con stilted doctors who prescribed for me, but to
no purpose; the cancer began to

or

To

get caught, but it is a disgrace to aid the
deception aud try to catch others—perhaps for, no better reason than because

true of tern-

If this he true, and the past life
of parties will show tliar. it is, it is still
more certain that the citizens of this coun-

really gold.
subject, let

simile of my

AYER'S H
week

classed with the
have often mistaken

dross for gold; they cease to be
they retain such substance and

that it is

CURED BY

AND IS

men

delude themselves into the belief

to

try

no

<

stranger that

wise when

CANCER ON THE LIP,

<•

s» <

glistening

to be

as

Wise

Populists.

on

death.

unfortunate

so

Mr. Jas. E. Nicholson, Florenceville,
N. B., Struggles for Seven Long
Years with

the reformation of

not

Nicholson.

hi.

Passes Belief

different lines of work than have been

pursued.

a

It is uot my intention or desire to misrepresent my fellow citizens who may be

Almost

we

perauce and temperance workers, but it
is equally true of a large part of tbc moral

Lowest Price!

hand,

life is destined to have

country’s

our

in tem-

attempted

founda-

short career.

Had we, as temperance men and women,
learned the real needs of those whom we
the world would have been

a

On the other

any political party that is a growth from
the lower and more un-American part of

perance work, judged men from our point
of view alone, when justice has demanded that tlieir side be carefully considered.

have wished to

has

things,

tion that is secure.

forgotten

have,

and nobler

higher

sense

pitied and nut.
Clubs is now an enormous
organization, plane of life.
l‘ct<•!e 'he public unsound and even ridi434 clubs.
This includes 17 !
What is the attitude of the Populists
ttlous theorits concerning nature and numbering
State federations, Comprising the
large ! upon the temperance question? What
h'T works, is in the highest degree repreCity 61ubs whose membership numbers ! have their leaders told
hensible.
you? What is the
many hundreds, as well as the small !
d '-oiidiy. he seems
only inference that can be logically drawn
unaware
that
totally
clubs whose membership counts 30 and
from their platform and their
ii- is iL’uoiant.
He deals with the pheteaching?
upward. The membership of the clubs I lie Omaha
hoi>;i• r,;i
f tliu universe with the greatest
platform is silent on this subStates
is
as
follows:
by
Alabama, 2; Ar- ject, hut
c■ nli■;. 111 .*, as it ue had a free
Populists have not been slow- to
pass into
kansas, 1; California, 14; Colorado, 13; talk about the matter. The
natui'
bihoratories, and had been initial- ;
plain inferConnecticut, 7; District of Columbia, 4; ence which can
< d in
justly be drawn from their
many of the secrets that lie hidI
Delaware, 1; England, 1; Georgia, 3; attitude ou other
den !)< in tie “brilliant astronomers.”
subjects, is that they bei
Idaho, 3; Illinois, 68; Indiana, 22; India,
lieve in national control. This is supportmi
well aware that every uneducated
2; Iowa, 26; Kansas, 3; Kentucky, 9; ed
man
has theories to account for
by their utterances. So far, I will not
every- Louisiana,
2; Maine, 5; Maryland, 2; Masquarrel with them, for the government lias
ihing but t■ u Junately he does not publish
sachusetts, 53; Michigan, 23; Minnesota, a
them in the newspapers.
right to control some things, and the
13; Missouri, 7; Montana, 1; Nebraska,
traffic is one of them.
If it can be
He ridicules the belief that a comet 2; New Hampshire, 2; New
liquor
Jersey, 17;
New Mexico, 2; New York, 35: North i proven that the liquor traffic is a menace
might >tnke the earth. Now, no fact in
uaicota, 1; Uliio, 48; Oregon, 1; Pennsyl- to our country, the
government has a
Astronomy is better established than that vania, 22; Rhode
Island, 4; South Caroto prohibit it.
i the possibility of a collision between lina,
By a train of logical
1; South Dakota, 1; Tennessee, 0; light
the caith auci a comet.
The probability, Texas, 3: Utah, 3; Vermont, 1; Washing- reasoning, I could readily show that national control could only mean national
l owevei, is very small, since comets ap- ton, 7: Wisconsin, 5.
The number of clubs in the State federprohibition. But this is not the desire of
proach the sun from all points of space, ations are as follows:
Colorado, 44; Dis- the Populists. When
and t lie chance that one should cross the trict of Columbia, 10;
you hear me say
Iowa, lid; Illinois,
earth's i»1 bit at the point where the eaitli 70; Kansas, 33. Kentucky, 23; Maine, 03; that the liquor traffic can be controlled
70; Michigan, 02; Min-* effectively only when Uncle Sam sits upon
happened to be, would indeed be very Massachusetts,
nesota, 30; Nebraska, 41; New Hampshire, the head of
small.
every rum barrel in the land,
Hut we must remember that the 20; New
Jersey, 53; New Vork, 100;Ohio,
head of many comets is very large, often 104; Pennsylvania, 11; Rhode Island, 9; you will know that I mean he can control
10.
exc reding 500,000 miles in
j by not allowing the barrel to be tapped.
diameter, and Utah,
Three years ago the movement toward
But, when you hear a Populist make the
Hiking this fact into consideration, it State federation was
inaugurated, as the same statement, you will know that he
n s
I**

That party which has its birth in a
spontaneous outburst of a demand for

that human nature needs to he dealt with
as

Quality!
Largest Size!

upon?

arrive at truth.
Yet, I am safe in saying that sentiment and feeling have often
of

Best

j

to

been allowed to take the

the

placing

telephone and railroads under national
ownership and control are unjust, illogical f
aud impossible of fulfillment.
Add to
these tilings the greater fact that the !
whole tendeuey of their party workings
is opposed to all that is purest aud best
j
in life, and what is there left to build

THE TEMPERANCE

1

that!
telegraph, |

it has further been shown

their demands for

spondent's theory, that tlie Creator treats
alike, when he conies to learn and religious work done in the world. In
that <■ ui moon has no atmosphere, and the great ‘war which Truth and Freedom
wages” many false moves have been made
presents to us only a barren, rugged lietni
sphere devoid of life and all of the possi- and much lias been lost thereby. In time,
no doubt, the world will learn just howto
bilities of life.
His next paragraph will probably as- deal with the temperance question, but
tonish astronomers, for in it he makes the now “the helping angels” have good
cause for sorrowing over the evil caused
sun draw heat from the fixed
stars, turns
it into a storage battery, peoples it with by the hate and malice and self love which
living creatures, gives it a subsidized line mar the notes of triumph in the world’s
of comets to bring it electricity, etc., but great battle between right and wrong.
Has the temperance cause any place in
finds some slight difficulties when he conies
to the .spots.
He remarks, however, very politics? Most men are willing to admit
naively, that “there are many little facts that it lias to some extent. Very few men
that point to” his conclusion.
Let us believe that it is possible to settle it by
means of political work.
It is now my
have the facts, in heaven’s name!
As a climax to this wonderful communi- opinion that tbc party that stands ready
to do the will of the people in matters
cation, he states that the “system is wiseto temperance, is occupying
ly, economically, grandly and perfectly pertaining
the only position warranted by trutli and
managed.”
Toeuactand enforce such tem1 am responsible for the italics, and lie justice.
for the rest. Nature is far from economi- perance laws as the majority of the citizens demand, is
the whole duty of any
cal.
Only one hundred millionth of the
sun’s heat is utilized by all the planets, political party in this matter. If the peoand of this small fraction our earth re- ple are wrong in their demands, then they
But the
ceives a very small share.
It must he need to be taught what is right.
that
while nature is political party which starts in life with the
confessed, however,
so
prodigal in most of her realm, she has idea that it can educate the voters up to
its standard is foreordained to an
not been lavish of
early
gifts to your corre-

m

■

demands;

Chaff.

all worlds

....

i-t

consequently would receive four times

light and heat. As to “magnetic
mys" producing light and heat, 1 must be
silent, only remarking in passing that if
to depend upon the “magnetic
we had
rays’’ which come from the sun for light

l have tla reforc included

am.

my is entitled

■
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no
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to

hi'

the square of the distance
from the heating body increases. It makes

ortiou of our election syso't n-quires that candidates
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no.
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gotten,
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Sella lot's, wen- Uoin i
eoi.vi nrion.
and ti e remaining
'e>|'oiid; g to lie members of the
H 'tisi of lbq ie-«-nt atives, were
the sc.era’
ugressional district
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1
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between a

with

QUESTION.
“In the war wluch Truth or Freedom wages
With impious fraud and the wrong of ages,
j Hate
and malice and self-love mar
comet carries away as much electricity as ;
The notes of triumph with painful jar,
it brings.
And the he!; tag angels turn aside
faces the same to hide.”
The crude and antiquated idea that' Their sorrowing
Truth aud freedom are dear to the
with
“lifelias
to
do
electiicity
anything
hearts of the American people.
Every- ;
giving" is too absorb to refute. Electrichas been borne for Freedom’s sake
ity is used by physicians to incite activity thing
in the past and as much would be borne
in torpid nerves, but only as any other
again were it necessary. It is not always
mechanical stimulant would be used.
to determine just wliat is true
From what “known facts" he reasons possible
what is false, yet it may safely be
and
to the conclusion that comets replenish
that as a people, we are truth desirthe sun, give life to the solar system, and said,
ing aud truth seeking.
arouse wars and activity on the earth, I
In temperance work it is especially
fail to discover.
Donati’s comet, which
needful that the freedom of thought,
in
must
have
the
caused
appeared
Isr.s,
which is the birth-right of all, and the
slave-holders’ rebellion.
But I refrain
of honest judgments, even
decisions
from saying any more on this subject, for
be defective, be given their
his conclusions from “known facts’’ are though they
There is oue fact which
place.
rightful
too ridiculous for ridicule.
be lost sight of in discussing
In his vagaries about the heat of the should never
It
ways and means of temperance work.
sun and the warming of the planets, there
that the rights
is only one statement worth refuting, should ever be remembered
which men claim for themselves belong
namely, that “the distance from the sun
It would
has nothing to do with the amount of likewise to their opponents.
to be just, for us all to reheat received, because the ether is a per- seem, at least,
member that our opinions are valuable
fect conductor." On this theory we ought
only as they are logical and pertinent to
to receive >.000 times .is. much light and
Personal
heat from Arcturus as from the sun, the subject under discussion.
since that star is that many times larger feeling ought not to be allowed to inPoor man! lie has for- fluence well-meaning men in their efforts
than the sun.

for the ] u r] >m* of si leciing six eamlidaTes for'
eleetor> ■! President ami Yice-ITt sident of the
Crited States, and tour delegates at large and
font alt< 11 H es to attend the Nt. tm; a’ Republican
Cut volition, to lie held at S? Louis, Missouri, on
'I ni >..a\, dune 1 0, 1 S'.Mt, and transacting any other
business that may properly conn- before ir.
f-i- '1
II-..'
represeuta’ti• i> will be as follows:
each < itv. Town and Plantation will he entitled to
aim tor each seventv-tive votes cast
oi.c beleg; ''
lb pu' lican candidate for Governor in
for ib<
lS'd-Laii aoititional delegate, and for a fraction
ol forty \oies in excess of seventy-five votes, an
additional relegate.
\ acaneies in the delegation ot any City. Town
or plantation ran i>nly he filled by a resident of
the < unty m which the vacancy exists.
The state connnitlee will be in session in the
reception r> m of the ball at nine o'clock, on the
morning of the convention, for the purpose of
receiv mg tl e credentials of delegatt s. De'egates
in older to be eligible to participate in the convention. must be elected subsequent to the date
of the eali for this convention and delegates,
under this call, should not he elected to the State
convention to be hereafter called for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for Governor.
All ele.-t'-rs of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments • xpvessed in the call of the Republican National Committee tor the Republican
National Convention, are cordially invited to
umte with the Republicans of the State in electing- de egates to this Convent ion.
Pei order Republican Stale Commit.ee.
JOSEPH li. MANLEY, Chairman.
R\ R< >N 1 11\ D. Secretary.
Augusta. Maim Jai 2-S. ixdb.

en

aroused

comet

Thursday, April 16, 1896,
At Eleven o'clock A.

excitement

and the sun when they come near,
but there is also no doubt but that a

HALL, PORTLAND,

CITY

Catching Birds

cosmical body, or that electricity is particularly life-giving. No doubt there is a

Rcpilcan Slate Couvection

A

AM) NOVEL IN

These

purposely

for

this business.
is the title of a book published by the mfrs. I
They set up very high and
club members who attended the biennials
of that old time-tried remedy —True’n Pin I
of the General Federation
their finish and trappings are most elebegan to real- means for the barrel to be opened and its
W orm Elixir—and which they send free I
Agent for Waldo County for an.
ize how much they gained
on request. No mother should be without it. I
by the exchange contents distributed to the people at first
gant.
of thought and comparison of methods of
hr..). F.Tltl'EA( 0., Auburn, Me. I
automatic burglar alarm
a grand climate.
cost.
This
is
1
A gigantic free rum scheme, is it
Were
a
poet
|
work and the broadening of social life
and wants a few working
not? There are meu in the Populist army
1 would never tire of singing its praise.
which such a gathering implied.
The
State of Missouri formed a State federa- who are firm believers in national prohibiIt is beautiful and comfortable in sumMessenger’s Noti<‘e.
HZ £#=
iff
agent s.fff,
tion in January, and Tennessee in FebruYou
mer, but most inspiring in winter.
tion; they have been caught by the sound OF KICK OF THE SllKIUKI OK WALDO COl'NTY, I
ary. Alabama and Florida have formed
!
State
of
S
Waldo
Coi
nty
ss.
Maine,
can almost toss an orange from an orchard
of words rather than by the sense thereof.
GEO. T. HEAD.
State federations, but they have not as
March 12. A. I). 1890.
)
yet
of this golden fruit to the snow on the
If it were possible for the general govThis is to give notice that on the 11th day of
joined the General Federation. At tlie
beneath
whose
shadows
stand.
46
MAIN
STREET
BELFAST.
A
I)
you
1890, a Warrant in Insolvency "was peaks
annual meetings of the State federations ernment to assume control of the business March,
issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court of
It is simply grand, beyond description.
the programmes submitted are
Insolvency
for
of
said
county
Waldo, against the
very rep- j affairs of the country; if the nation had
estate of EDWARD J. STEVENS of Burnham, in
resentative of the work of the clubs, |
“Your money or your life!*’ shouted the
to enter into trade for its citi- | said county, adjudged to bean Insolvent Debtor,
treating as they do of literature, educa- any right
on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
footpad with more brusquene than is pertion, civics. Many of these federations zens, there would not long be any distil'ed tiled on the 11th day of March, A. D. 1890, mitted in social circles where real diamonds
to which date interest on claims is
have adopted as their special work educahe com- are worn.
j liquors made or sold. For the intelligent puted. that the payment of any debtto to
or bv
“Permit me,” said the gentlemanly hook
turn, above all the public school system, I
of this country would at once re- said Debtor, and the transfer and*delivery of anv agent, opening his valise, “to offer yon, in
which in itself is worthy of the interests people
property by him are forbidden by law: that a j lien of
my insignificant existence, this calf
volt against the wrong being done them. meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
of women of every
JOBBERS OK
j
community. [From
tooled Life of Napoleon
“Ihe General Federation of Women’s The Government could not trade and make their debts and choose one or more assignees of hound,gilt edge,hand
his estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to in three volumes, payable ou the installment
Clubs,’' by Ellen M. Henrotin, in the protitputof its citizens; the citizens would be holden at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on plan. Make your own terms, we never disapthe loth day of
A. D. 1890, at two o’clock
March Review of Reviews.
point a subscriber, and if—”
not allow the traffic to continue at their in tlie afternoon.April,
lie found himself alone.
FEED.
[Indianapolis
Given under my hand the date first above writIf
were
alive
to the ten.
Journal.
Populists
“What an unusual number of women were expense.
H. MCALLISTER.
in church to-night.”
Bucklen’s Arnica Halve.
fact that national control could only mean
SEEDS and
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of In2wl2
solvency for said County of Waldo.
“Well, you see, the deacons had announcThe Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
ed a lot of hymn books marked down to half prohibition, they would not demand it.
Salt
Fever
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers,
Rheum,
GROCERIES.
price.” [Chicago Record.
For whatever may be true of a few of the
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveImporters ol Suit.
Populist leaders and followers, the rank
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
Cascarets-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed to
Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Dealers in the finest quality ol
Cure Constipation, sold by Kiigore & Wilson and file of the party is not made up of
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness, guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
or
special
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
general Neuralgia: also for Rheuthe kind of men who desire prohibition.
money
matism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid DysFor sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
■
pepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
^
This statement may sound harsh, but it is
and other excesses. Price, 10, 26 and 60 cents.
“Is your wife a new woman?” he asked of
Effervescent.
sustained by their actions.
Their want is
the old farmer.
THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
“New?” exclaimed the latter, inquiringly.
liquor at cost—not because it must lead to
ISI S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
“Yes. This is the era of new women, you
a suspension of the traffic, but because it
•BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
Sold by all dealers.
know.”
would make liquors plenty and cheap.
“Then, stranger, my wife ain’t in it even 33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
If you care
a little bit.
a flexible
Why, she ain’t even an old
Such, at least, is the reason I heard one
woman made over, let alone beiu’ new.”
1 f
TELEPHONE 4-2.
man give for voting the Populist ticket.
Post.
[Chicago
a
a
That they have a false idea of what their
To California.
a
theory would do if put in practice, does
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pair of Goodyear

Anthracite and

not make that

theory

any

more

worthy of

respect.
I have

now

shown my readers the abPopulist financial scheme

surdity

of the

and the

impracticability

of their

banking

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

in upholstered Pullman Tourist Sleepers,
via Union Pacific. Special attention to ladies traveling alone. For details write to
Willard Massey, or J. S. Smith, Trav. Pass.
Agents, 292 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,
or R. Ten Brock, Gen. East. Agt.,j287 BroadIteowll
way, N. Y.

Tenement for Rent.

The ground tenement in the brick house adjoining the homestead of Mrs. Emily Peirce on Oigli

street, is ottered for

rent

about March 20th.

Fine-

ly located in best part of city; has stable connected; city water, etc. Apply to
C. W. FREDERICK, Attornev.
Belfast, March 4, 181#>.-^lwl0*

No.
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IS*

Sit.,

Nf-whur,

c.vknkk of

Fairfield

Sr

MASS,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hour hv appointment
s
Oct., 1895.-Iyr45*
BOSTON,

•'

Beglstered Jersey Bill.
The BULL EXILE OI:
American

BELFAST. NO. il
Jersey Cattle Club Register, is it

stable in South Belfast for service.
he paid at time of service. He

to

Exile; he by
Tree Corona,

Maine's

Terms
is

Exile, 2<5,‘d2i>,

si

by

( Ore

mu

of

j
!

54,(503; Maine's Exile is by Exile
St. Lambert, out. of Exile’s Success. Fine Tr
Corona is hv Buffer’s Son, 21,1(51, out of FineTi
Mary, 1(5,321. Farmers wishing
give him a call.

stock should

ELIJAH

PHILLIPS,

to

improve th*
3in4

South Balfast
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i
j
<

and

taught to imitate every sound. The
Canary, by the way, is becoming exceedingly scarce in these islands from which

How to
Fry with

it took its name.
Its true
plumage in its
native wildness is
green, the yellow coat
by which we know it being the result of

found

fHE N

I

in tlie

Jiings

of The

Journal.]
20, 1800.

(

valley

of

<

the

"S',

A

cat

running

island,

distanee of

however,

are

a

scarce

|

di-

on

of

a

a

iuto its

muddy brown,

running string

!i his brush of green boughs, who
hired to run alongside for the ex-

no use

and

at

new

cloak,

to

offer

one over

think of wash-

never
a

life time.

It must

the

top fastens this

queer garment around the throat, and
not another thing needs to be worn above
or below
it.
The primitive cloak is as
old as the Cuanehes, the
aboriginal in-

irpose of “shooing” the insects
Immediately after leaving .Santa
road ascends rapidly and in a habitants of the island, as old as the first
of hours you are breakfasting at attempt at general clothing made by any
a.
quaint little village on the sum- nation in its infancy. It corresponds to
the ridge, :1,00c) feet above the abba worn by tliej Arab and the
•darting point. Without exception, Bedouin in the sandy deserts of Arabia;
na is the drowsiest and most
peace- to the cot ham ore of the ancient Irish; the
poking place 1 ever beheld—an ideal burnoose of the Algerian; the plaid of the
for undisturbed repose of mind and Highlander; the blanket of the American
It used to be the capital of the isIndian; the toga of the Roman; the Bow■

1

•*

;t

>

anri the abode par elegance of its ar- ing garment of the Druid: the zarape of
racy, which included many wealthy ; the Mexican, the poncho of the South
The people of the Canaries
its and marquises.
The first viceroy American.

archipelago resided here, and his
built: more than four centuries

we.

are

tinique,

1

irishes among the mossy tiles of the
pidated roofs and springs up unhind in the crevices of forgotten jalousies.

whom

re-

rank

On

driven into retirement by their
> s i-i
misfortunes —live in the utmost
-sioii, rarely venturing outside their

were

and much less

■'"

admitting

others to

to “plant," as it is called.
It
that the bug mothers prefer to deposit their young on the leaves of the
prickly pear cactus; and in order to increase the supply of marketable cochineal
j
the people carefully pick off the older

the

by: sc uvciy a sound tells
that the ghostly palace is inhabited
i.
1’lic great plain of Laguna is ex-

females at the proper season,
by one, in thin cambric

is

-ii:11 i\ licavv

an

-••mpeiled

fiy

to

rains

he peasants
from their huts to
;

leaving everything greener than before.
explains tlie- eouliicMng statements

..is

travelers.
at

1 hose who have visited La-

certain

speak of the town
a great lake:
bile others, with equal truth, at ditl'erma

standing

>

seasons

the brink of

on

describe it

nt times

surrounded

as

on

One singucry side with grain Helds.
ti and unexplained
thing about the place
group ot

wells, standing

near toof which the water is
ery salt, in others brackish and in others
fresh.
Owing to its exceptionally cool,
s

gether,

in

the vines

nods of TeneriiTe rains and breezes are
ather too abundant: but meadow-lands
tud intervales, surrouuded by tall

since the

afford

prospects

over

delightful change

a

the life of the port.
At this time of
the whole plain is an immense cornield, unbroken by fences or other euear

sembles

I uder

brisk

a

billowing

wind it

tatoes in

Laguna

still

sea,

retain

re-

over

one

the whole

leg,

trousers ot

blue

rover
worn

nearly

to

the knees.

over

these

cloth, coming
The latter

are

bling cuia

steel

<>i

few years every

n a

bad its
ill

tsses

own

village iu

the Canaries

On

some

of the islands

they

still prevail in original
pieturesquebut in more frequently visited Teneriffe they have mostly disappeared, exaess;

cept in the remote districts of Laguna,
Jcod and ( hasna.
The country women,

however, invariably
•f white cotton

large square
white knitted
heads
and
necks,
wear

cloth,

a

or a

shawl, over their
Jangling ungracefully down
•n

top of the shawl

a

the back; and
straw or felt hat.

a

Bermudas, only larger
wine industry, too, which

number of years and alis looking up again, al-

died out,
though it has not yet attained its old pro-

usually wholly

rough usage the
ed to Y'ork, Me.
Daniel, son of Eliakim and

un-

a

ried Sarah

|

having gained tire heights that environ it,
he looks down upon a vineyard far
below,
pierced here and there by tall dragon
trees and

erly a
ridge

waving palms. It is more proplong slope than a valley. A central

called the Cumbre runs from the
Laguna to the crater of the Canadas,
where it is continued across the island by
a ridge of another formation.
From this
latter
a

ridge, where it meets the Canadas,
magnificent bastion, named Mount l'i-

gayga, stretches for several miles like a
stupendous wall, forming one side of the

valley
throwing
astonishing grandeur,
and

buttresses

out

often

cal for thousands of feet.

nearly

of

verii-

On the other

more

Staples,

Ruth,

mar-

whose mother’s

name

Daniel with his

(unknown)

;

the

of it is to protect the
>pine from the sun, which is believed to
•ause ague and
rheumatism, as well as to
ward off the pest of stinging flies.
The
use

Children

FRED

family moved to MajorPenobscot, April, 1774.

a time within the memory of
persons living, so that those interested
may trace their connection to our common

British ancestor.
Thomas YVardwell with his wife Elizabeth came from Great Britain to Boston.

were

Thirteen

WRITTEN

Eliakim settled

in

Hampton,

X.

II.

b<>rn Dec.

have been the oldest known tree in the
world, and 5,000 years was the least age
to

it.

it

stood fsu teet

and

assigned
nigh
of enormous circumference, but for many
years had been reduced to a mere shell,
still green at the top.
The Marquis failed to appreciate his treasure and
left it entirely without support; and on a
wild night, not long ago, when a hurri-

though

swept the island, the old dragon
tree, that had survived the fall of empires

cane

and

earthquake

rents of

mighty
seekers,

crash.
with

little of the

heap

shocks and the

volcanoes,

went

fiery

Relic hunters and
sorrow

be it

tor-

down with

said,

a

fuel

have left

venerable patriarch but a
The dragon tree of the

of red bark.

climates it is

trunk brandies out at the top with many
strong and “heady” for general use.
grotesque arms not unlike candelabra,
Leaving the Laguna plains we followed
each holding a single tuft of leaves as if
gentle ascent for several miles, amid
grasped in a bony list.
of

too

j
a

j

copses
daphne, yellow St.
and ferns of every variety.

j long

stretches

John’s wort

of

bushes had ceased at this altitude, but
the vine still crept over the walls of every
cottage, and its pendant clusters, now

nearly ripe, hung

around the balconies

and jalousies. The glorious l’icode Teyde
was in full
view, glistening snow-white in
the sun, its venerable head enwrapped in
mist.
tion in

Fannie B. Ward.

Happily, the
rag-festooned cacti

The

tig tree flourishes to perfecTeneriffe, producing several excel-

lent varieties of fruit.

During the fruit

moved,

To

Ibe

Sufferers

of Rheumatism.

“1 hear Jack Fortescue is ill.
trouble?”
“He was frost bitten.”
“While he was skating?”
“No, he proposed to a Boston

What is

the

girl.”

blotted

from the

records,

which petition was granted.
Mary, Samuel s eldest child,

though but
nineteen years old, was one of the condemned.
As a compensation for the sufferings of the family, the General Court
voted them the sum of 3(1 pounds, 10 shilsix pence.
Children born to Samuel and his

lings,

Sarah

wife,

all in Andover, Mass;
Mary, born Oct. 3,1673; Elizabeth, Sept. 3,
1675; Samuel, Feb. 24, 1676-7; William, Nov.
9. 1679; Eliakim, Aug. 17, 1687; Rebecca,
Sept. 10, 1691.
Eliakim, son of Samuel, married Miss

Hawkes,

Ruth, daughter
York, Me.
wife Ruth

CURRENT

Accident Insurance Co.

-—■—

of

Samuel

Bragdon

of

Children of Eliakim and his

Bragdon:

But

will close with

we

a

few anecdotes and incidents to illustrate
the character of the clan.
In

1779, when the British took possesBagaduce in Penobscot, Daniel of
York owned a coasting sloop called Polly.
This sloop was seized by Commodore
sion of

Mowatt of infamous memory, to be confiscated for the use of King George.
Mrs.
Ward well started
distance of

sloop’s

seven

on

Bagaduce,

foot to

miles,

to

release of Gen. McLean.

On

her

way she was met by a British officer of
rank, who demanded her business with

of

an

Indian chief, born while her mother
captivity. The tradition does not

in

appear to be well authenticated, but Meribah’s name was changed to Ruth, and in

Dec.,

1742, she married Major William

Eaton of

Haverhill, Mass., and in 1702
large family of children moved to
Deer Isle, Me., where they have numerous descendants, who boast of their descent from an Indian king.
From their
with

a

appearance we would think there is truth
in the tradition.

the

sloop

was

released

without

ransom.

She died in 1817 in her 85tli year.
Moses and Elias, sons of John It. Ward-

well,

were

killed in battle in the civil war.

More than twenty of the family have
been lost at sea. Fifteen served in the
civil war, and only three
Daniel’s descendants

were

season

the trees

are

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.
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“what everybody says must be true.”

under the taint of the sentence for witch-

at Belfast, within and for
on the second Tuesday of

(USSIK M.

HALL of

Rufus A. Hall.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
all persons interested by causing a'
copy ot this
order to he puhlished three weeks successively m
; the Repuhlican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Prohate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said Countv. on the second
Tuesday of April next, a; ten of the .dock he
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why
the prayei of said petitioners should not he -rain< HO. K. JOil Nso\.
ed.
.tnd're.
A true copy. Attest.
dkkk'm II’akkkr. Register.
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Honey of Horehound and Tar :

Hale’s

acts like magic for a cough
or bronchial trouble.
Ask

^ Pikers

Toothacdie

Drops

any throat
your druggist.
or

cure

in

one

j|
1

minute.

j

It Is
the Best
in buying a wheel, to avoid the
and untried makes.
Buy one that
has stood the test of time.
For se'-un
years our
be-sure-you-are-right undthen go ahead
policy has made the

plan,

new

“Phoenix”

(lay of

\|>vil next. ;it ten I the clock before
noon, ami show cause, i: my they have, wuy the
same should not he proved, appr> >\cd and alloweu.
dKd. E
HiHNStiN, Judge,
A true copy. Attest
.1 KKF’ It 1). l’Ai'K KK, Register.
irAl.lH) SS. In Court <d 1‘rotiafe, held at Relit
I .March iv.id.
last, on the secon<l Tin-"'i.i>
ALICE .M EVERETT. Admini-: at ri\. or tuiis
non. with the will annexed, id
.MARSH A EE
DAYFS, late ol Relfast. in •: id oiiniy, deceased,
adhaving presented her fii-t and lina1 ace. mu
min istration ol said e-iulc toi allowance
Ordered, Thai notice tliercd
given, three
weeks sii.-ees<i vely in 1 he HrpubI i«-an .louriial,
printed in Relfast, in said county. lia; all persona
t•. be
interested, may attend at a Id a au
held al Relfast. on the -in ud I'li.-.-dav oi April
next, and show cause, if any lln v have, why the
said account should mu be allowed.
(; l a >. E. JOHNSON. .Judge.
A true copy.
Atle-i
.1 kickTi I >. I a i;k lai, Register.
I E subscriber hereby giv
put die not ice c all
1
uicenied, tliai be lia.- been duly appointed
and taken upon himself tlie trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOSEPH II. DANA, late of Prank I ort.

r|M

>■

in the County ol Waldo, deceased, by giv iag bond
the law directs; lie therefore requests all perwho are indebted to said deceased's .-late to
make immediate payment, and
hose who have
t hereon, to exhibit the same tor setdemands
any
DPP PH 1 M S DANA.
tlement to him.
as

lost.

sons

were

early

con-

the Methodi§t doctrines, and several of them have become preachers of no
verts to

ability, viz: Revs. Virgil 1\, Harrison B., Irving and Lorenzo I). Ward well.
Of doctors, Percival G. Ward well and Ernest Wardwell Keith.
1 am happy to say
there is only one lawyer in the family.
mean

carry spirit levels.”

*tc>0ctl contf

KOKiiK W. II All. and

the General.

She opened her broadside
on the officer, all her guns double shotted.
He in a burning passion drew his sword

buildings acceptable,

on

II Montville.in said County ol \\ aldo,
having
presented a petition for leave* t(» adopt Rufus A
Maeurda, .!r., and that his name !>.• « handed to

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

a

demand the

RATES.

At a l’rohate Court held
the County of \\ aldo,
March, A. I). 189(5.

i

30, 1802, married Joanna Criudle:

afford.

Assets.

I_PROBATE NOTICES._

i

all born in Pe-

Mary horn in York, Me., March 9, 1711-12; and threatened to thrust her through;
Abigail born Andover, Mass., June 27, 1714; undaunted she bared her bosom, bade
Hannah, York, Me., Sept. 11, 1716; Joseph, him
strike, at the same time calling him
Hec. IS, 1718; Meribah, Dee. 25,1720; Samuel,
II arch 2,1722 23 ; El iakim, July 5,1725 ;
Lydia, a cowardly British dog.
Aug. 8, 1727; Heplizihah, Oct. 6, 1729; JereThe Briton did not strike, but such was
miah, Feb. 19, 1731-32; Daniel, York, Me.
his admiration of her pluck, that he made
Apr 17,1734.
Meribah was reputed to he the daughter a favorable report to Gen. McLean and
was

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
some time in my practice I take great pleasure in saying that it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
only one I have found for the cure of this
disease in all its various forms.
0m41
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
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Fire

AT

Travelers Life

Abigail born Dec. 24, 1789, married John
Leach; Joel born July 20, 1791, a soldier,
was killed in the battle of Plattsburg, )814;
Stephen born June 3, 1791, married Mercy
Hutchiugs; Daniel born June 6, 1797, killed
by a fall from a horse when a boy; Sylvia
born May 14, 1799, married Robert Wardisear
tnc
sea
two
talL
mounds
rise
port,
missioner to try small causes for that well; Taylor born April IS, 1801, married
|
up like pillars—volcanic cones of so recent jurisdiction, where he remained a few Sarah Dunbar; Mary born Aug. 7,1803, married Rev. Joseph Smith; Irene born March
*
origin that they are not yet clothed with j years and returned again to Boston, 20, lfcOG; Joel
born April 27,1817, fell from
If the passages of the head are
the
vegetation. On their right the ocean, rol- where he died Dec. 10, 1040. William
bowsprit of the ship Robert Morris off
1839.
ling in measured swells to the wild coast, removed to Wells, Me., remaining but a Cape Cod, April
i befouled and filthy, a breeding
Samuel son of Daniel and liis wife. Sarah
breaks in tremendous surf; on the left the Title while. lie also returned to Boston,
;
place of fungi and disease
Staples, born in York Sept. 22, 1774, mar- I
shore terminates in abrupt precipices of where he died 10)70.
germs, constantly secreting
ried Polly Banks, born iuCastine, April 17,
lava and basalt, beat upon by ceaseless
The children of Thomas Ward well as
purulent matter, no wonder
1772. Their children were all born in Pej
Time was when Orotava bay was ! found on the Boston records are:
surges.
nobscot.
i j the breath is fetid.
the best along the shores of Teueriffe,
Ejiakim born in Boston, Nov. 1025: Martha,
Jeremiah born Sept. 15, 1795, married
until the last, volcanic eruption tilled it I Boston, Aug. 1027; Benjamin, Boston, Feb.
Trypheua Hutchings; Clarissa, born Noe.
:
1042.
with lava.
Now vessels must anchor sev- lorp; Samuel, Boston, May 10,
7, 1797, married Kben Leach; Eliakim,
eral miles out and communicate with the

W interport,
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daughter

Their children

AT W OOD,

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Go., Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
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Mass., in 1633,accompanied by his brother married Uriel Macomber.
William.
Soon after they joined the first
Capt. Daniel, Jr., married Miss Mary
church in Boston, but being Antinomians
of Charles HutchHutchings,

ings.

days

BY A. A. IIOWKS & CO.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

scot, as follows:
William, born Aug. 23, 1780, married Deborah Littlefield; Eliakim, June 29,1782, married Katherine Reidhead; Ruth, June 15,
1785; married Amos Perkins; Ebenezer,
April 22, 1788, married Mehitable New'berry,
second wife, Joanna Robbins; Anna, April
7, 1790, married Daniel Wardwell, 3d ; Elizabeth, Sept. 17, 1792, married Cryus Bunker;
Joseph, Oct. 10, 1794. married Hannah Atkins; Robert, Dec. fi, 1790, married Sylvia
Wardwell; Lewis, Feb. 1,1799, married Abigail W ardwell; Seneca, Jan. 29, 1802, married Hannah Snow ; Vespasian, April 3, 1804,
married Lucy Dunbar; Mercy, Dec. 4, 1800,

from 1633 to

Profession for

A positive Cure effected in from 6 to 13
FOR SALK

survey, his son Jeremiah married Elizabeth, daughter of Aaron Banks of Y'ork.
Their children were all born in Penob-

I shall

(viduey Diseases.

tiiUj

bigyuduce, now
The following September his wife returned to Y’ork to be confined, as there was no
midwife here. He took up lot 79, Peters’

trace the line of Daniel of Old York, the
progenitor of all those in Eastern Maine,

to the Medical

Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Dismenorrhcea. Psoriasis, Scrofula. Liver

neuralgia, Ovarian

Samuel,

It appears that Eliakim moved back to
frequented by that [Detroit Free Press.
and resided there about
beautiful songster which rivals the nightNo-To-Bae, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure Andover, Mass.,
two years, that during the time he was
the Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.
and
bird
ingale
mocking
combined, and is
Hose a B. Wakdwell.
Paderewski came to the front of the stage there he was persecuted by repeated and
called the capirole. It nestles in the dense
for the fifth time and bowed low in response
Penobscot, Me., Feb. 22, 1896.
burdensome fines for non-attendance upon
men of the lower classes
yet wear the shade, seldom seen, but literally tilling the to the tumultuous applause of the hysterical 1
public worship, and probably he was not
him.
blanket cloak, which bulges out in
Gov. Atkinson of Georgia and his staff
stiff, air with melody. It is a modest little women beforehim!”
muttered a bald-headed very much in love with the
went on a little junket the other day to the
“Dog-gone
barrel-like rotundity and looks absurd
standing order town
of
creature, dressed in pale gray, so shy and pianist in the audience, looking with glitter- of
in the southern part of
religious worship of his day, since his the State.Waycross
On their return the Governor
enough when the mercury is soaring sensitive that all attempts to acclimate it ing eyes at the flaming head of hair bobbing I
up and down. “I’d like to mop the earth father had died upon the scaffold witli the preserved a dignified silence when asked if
One of the greatest in other lands have
imong the eighties.
he had had a good time. A prominent memfailed, although it with him!” [Chicago Tribune.
opprobrious murmurs of religious bigots ber of the
events in the simple lives of these Tenebe
tamed
staff, however, was notso reticent.
on
its
native
island
may
easily
You make no mistake when you buy dal- of the Orthodox church
“Talk about your dry towns,” he exclaimsounding in his
ton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
ed.
Waycross is the dryest on earth. They
ears; and his own mother and sister living
dalton’s family fills. Everybody says so,
don’t even allow carpenters down there to

I'robably

Is the only positive Cure known

Sarah,

(unknown) ; Sarah,
Sept. 22, 1774.

of

druggista.

tile cure of Acute and Chronic

Trefetheren.

his wife

at all
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Children of Daniel and
all born in York, Me.:
Josiah born Jan. 20, 1755; Jeremiah, Dec.
ill, 1750^ Daniel, Jr., Jan. 11, 1700; Mercy,
Oct. 0,1770; Abigail, (unknown):
Trypliena,

was

To write a complete genealogy of the
Ward well clan from its arrival in America
would require more of my time than I
could well spare, and occupy
your space than you can afford.

in front of

twenty-nine
Immediately
family return-

after this

treatment.”

necessary.
few .Spanish adventurers
I >r. Pierce's Favorite Prescription will
j
to embark on Belancourt*s
do what not one doctor in a hundred can
and
galleys;
they it was, and their descendants, who, do—it will cure. In our 1000 page book
entitled "The People’s Medical Adviser,”
after 7J years hard lighting,
gained the are hundreds of testimonials to its wonCanaries for the Spanish crown. The his- i derful efficacy.
The book will he sent free on
tory of the singular people they found on
receipt
of twenty-one cents to pay
postage and
the island and the war of cor.putst is full
wrapping only.
of romantic interest.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical Association, No. 663 Main Street
Humboldt
said that he considered
Buffalo, N. Y.
the vale of Orotava the most beautiful spot on earth, and every travelThe YVardwell Genealogy
er is inclined to echo the
opinion, when,
who induced

Canary wine, though always
Canaries—so-called from its red sap, forinferior to old port and Madeira, has a
merly used as a dye—is one of the oddest
rich golden hue and a fine fruity
flavor; of growths.
Its short, thick, leafless
but like that of most hot
portions.

down

I’liiii witli-

armor.

for

most

bound

costuming, each distinct from

the others.

languished

are

with scarlet cord, but arc so slashed and
-ut away over the hips that little is left of
them but flaps in front and rear, resem-

a

and whiter. The

the ancient
White drawers

and

Now-a-days
dyes has so
demand for cochineal,
of aniline

like those of the

of

costumes of the island.

Tuckeri.

year, and such potatoes as we
cannot raise in the United
States, not even
in Utah; while the mammoth onions are

which great
fleecy clouds float, their shadows chasing
each other over the grain like the scattered cohorts -*f an
The peasants of
army.
a

by oideum
discovery

duction of onions and potatoes, which are
exported to the West Indies. The climate
of the Canaries allows three crops of po-

mm

losures.

lay them,
bags and

largely reduced the
the loss to the commerce of the islands
has been partially made up by the pro-

peaks

sea.

"local

hitching post

the town tavern and received
lashes on her bare back.

\

wealthy citizens of Santa Cruz, where the
neat, though never intense, is so constant
is to become
enervating. In these high-

oinmanding

then tied to the

for

aoist atmosphere. Laguna continues to
*e
a favorite
summer
resort
for the

and and

j

examinations and
These things are

$x

by
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some

wonderful

heard of the distant Canaries set
conquer them. Finding no Frenchmen willing to
accompany him he went to
Spain, where he was joined by a cousin,

50c. and

for punishment—it is not said
civil or ecclesiastical sentence
—tied to the tail of a cart, dragged about
the streets with a rope around her neck,
whether

Many modest women and girls suffer
j unspeakable torments because they
I dread telling their troubles to a physician. They fear the almost inevitable

having

On
was

led forth

system.

out to

hurried to the town

was

lockup, where she spent the night.
the following Monday morning she

;

o'Wn, higher up on the edge of the
dies but 111 a few hours the water runs
o

that of the Guanclies
against the
lord, Jean de Belancourt, who

was

Norman

dren. It nourishes and builds
them up when
ordinary foods
absolutely fail.

:

frequently inundated by
rains to the depth of several feet.

i

It

clad condition

is above all other
things, the
remedy for sickly, wasted chil-

Samuel with seven others was hanged for Sophronia, born Nov. 22, 1804, married a
Mr. Atkins; Moses, born Aug. 19, ISOS, marport by means of lighters and eauoes.
wrap them around fresh plants in a new
the imagined crime of witchcraft at Salem,
ried Sally Cl--ui.mt; Samuel, born Oct. 11,
the city of Orotava contains not
To-day
married .Jam- (irindle; Polly, born
The
wanks
1810,
but
it
must
place.
plan
well,
Mass., Sept. 22. 1092.
more than <3,000 inhabitants.
It is an anJuly 13, 1812, married Rev Henry Cushman;
be confessed that it does not add to the
John II. Hinton in his United States Washing), n, horn Aug. 5, 1814, maried Nelcient looking place, whose dilapidated I
beauty of the landscape to see miles upon
!
94, mentions him as follows: lie Perkins.
houses wear a musty air of down-at-heel history, page
milts of cacti tields wrapped up in rags!
Josiali, son of Daniel, born in York Jan.
I “Even amidst those who had been overAfter the bugs have reached maturity all gentility. It is still the residence of many come with the
aris1755, was pressed on board a British
26,
powerful temptation,
j
hut a few females are picked off and Spanish Counts, Marquises and “Dons”
from the desire to escape the dreadful man-of-war, served two years and escaped
ing
of high degree.
A handsome church,
dried, either in the sun or in ovens, and
doom of those who persisted in their inno- by swimming to the shore in the night, | 1 Keeps the nasal passages clean
never completed but evidently old, occuare then ready for shipment. Two
1
of
crops
cence, there were some who on mature married Hannah Wescott. Their children
and the breath odorless.
pies a prominent position; and dominating
t he
ugly wood-lice are gathered every year,
reflection did not hesitate to retract their ! were all born in Penobscot, as follows:
all is the Pico de Teyde, the lower ranges
1
and form an impoitant article of export
Daniel “*!, horn Dec 1,178b, married Anna
forced confession, though death looked |
j Write for Testimonials to the
that form the steps to its cloud-canopied
Wardwell; Sally, born Feb. 22,1788, married
from Teneriffe.
The cochineal was origthem full in the face.
Samuel Ward- ! Hon. Charles
1
born
Dec..
Olive,
Hutchings;
i California Catarrh Cure
Co.
inally introduced into the Canaries from throne draped from base to summit with well was the first who ventured to 11, 1790, married Lewis Wardwell; Hannah,
the Canary pine—a tree of great beauty
born May 10, 1792, married Jonathan Var- I
Mass.
Mexico, by a priest, who is now almost
act so noble a part; and he was imme- J
|
Boston,
Samuel Jr., Dec. 12, 1795, married
1
worshipped as a saint, though during his and value. On their upper heights is a diately put on his trial, condemned jiium;
Abigail Wight: Abigail, born May 9, 1797,
ALL DRUGGISTS.
dense
of
laurel
and
married
Lewis Wardwell, 2d, Stephen Perundergrowth
heath,
life the islanders persecuted the poor man
and hanged.”
His was property conkins.
in every possible way, believing in their arbutus, and below the vine riots everyfiscated for the use of the State. Samuel,
I have now brought the family history
where, laden with purple clusters. Tener- the martyr and son of Thomas, settled in
j ignorance that his bugs were ruining the itie’s
down to a time w hen any of the clan who
once famous botanical gardens are
where
j prickly pear, upon the fruit of which they
he
married
Miss
Andover, Mass.,
:
a
I depended for one of their staple articles of located at Orotava; but judging from their Sarah Hawkes Jan. 9, 1072. She was liv- are living may, if they wish, trace their
Daniel
of
to
York,
have
lineage
through
been negMe.,
appearance they
ing as late as 1708, when she with several
i cure
(food. In time cochineal culture became present
Thomas of Boston.
To give a more comlected of late. Much more interesting are
others who had been condemned for
great source of profit to the people, and
j atided
account would require the lathe
prehensive
remains
of
the
tree
in
them over the distress that would
great dragon
witchcraft in 1092, but whose sentence
bor of months, a time that one who has
otherwise have ensued when the wine the private grounds of the Marquis de had not been executed, petitioned the
to labor with his hands for daily bread
Sausal.
It
was
said
on
to
high
authority
General Court to have their conviction recrop failed because of the destruction of
one

meh fertile a;ni produces most of the
n
of tli.
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Being completely
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island

kept as closely as in Turkish
\
mils.
tuning of guitars is heard
aid garden walls; no coquettish or cuts
e
(lashed from balconies
glam >

1

swarthy,

passed many women trudging
foot, with boxes of live cochineal bugs oil theii beads, which they were
carrying over to tlie north side of the

along

me

'll

and

the road between Santa Cruz and

Orotava

liouseli--ids, and their women, it is

0

tall, strong

than any
since in Mar-

women with
the blackest eyes, the
whitest teeth and the finest figures. The
ladies of the aristocracy universally wear

nobles of the mother country

the

a_:

The few

of

most

strongly tonic properties. It puts
the whole body
into erood condition and is particularly efficacious in
its action on tile peculiarly feminine
organism. There is no sort of female
trouble that it will not correct if it is
taken in time. Thousands of the worst
possible cases have been cured by it.
It works in a
perfectly natural way,
and drives out disease by building up
the stretig.h and purifying tile whole

ed upon the road.
the sea, but 3,000 feet above
it, sometimes
on the edge of a
slope that runs steeply to
the surf; again
separated from the blue
expanse by a valley studded with hamlets.
One of the
stopping places is

white, in all side of the long slope another mountain and followers of Jno. Wheelwright and
of different formation rears its vast bulk. Ann Hutchinson were dismissed from
they sometimes
j spoil its becoming effect by perching on The space between the two, sloping gradu- said church, and they with several others
from the sea to an elevation of 7,000 banded
to}* of it a hideous high-crowned hat, ally
together and organized an intrimmed with parti-colored ribbons, in feet is the celebrated Vale of Orotava. The ! dependent church at Exeter, >. 11.,
of the same name stands in the midwhich,however,continued but three years.
?>li:ipe much like those the Welsh women city
dle of the valley, three miles from its Thomas was
wear.
appointed Justice and Com-

carved above them, are walled up.
“the spider hath woven her web in
citizens
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the lace mantilla, black
abroad; but

with the Castilian coat

palaces of Afrasiab."
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preparation of

their walks
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Jrass and weeds grow rankly in
deserted streets and the Canary-leek
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cly gateways,

better

other islanders I have

looks little older than most of the
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decidedly

aspect to the scene,
camels encounterNow the way lies along

it. and the nap must run downwards, in
order to make it shed rain properly.
A

the Hies pester within an inch of
ives, in spite of the efforts of tlie

Oriental

heightened by troops of

also have two stripes of sky blue, one
"hie and the other narrow, all around
the edges: there must be no thin places in

in these

by we came down into a country
palms, growing in clusters, which

an

(

Favorite
Prescription has
been found an unfailing aid. It is a

Matanzas,
(from mataz, “to kill,") signifying “slaughter” and referring to the
battle ever fought on the island.
greatest
composition, lacking

ing it. should it last

tourists make the trip in
the lean and lazy horses

most

give

In the first
any counter in TeneriiTc.
place the blanket must, be white as snow,
though the wearer will soon convert it to
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the two,

ouneets
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must enter

which it would be

the capital, lies near
corner of the narrowest

celebrated

By

Qcott’s
Emulsion

exhausted, and also the patience of his
wife Ruth, who seized with
righteous indignation and with the fury of an ancient
prophetess, and carried away by her transports of wrath against the congregation
of what she believed to be a
hypocritical
and unjust worship, stripped herself
of all clothing and advanced to the front
of the pulpit, where facing the astonished
congregation, she declared her present
plight a sign unto them of their nakedness before the
Lord, and as they had
stripped her and hers, they should be
punished for their misdeeds.
She was hastily seized and in a partly

years of suffer-
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and
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Eliakim persisted in his refusal to atchurch, choosing rather to pay fine
after fine until his limited resources were
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ing sickness.
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safely through this
critical period, Dr.
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every woman’s life.
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the care and the
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from potato chips to doughnuts in Cottolene.
:t Cottolene in a cold pan—heat it slowly until it will deli:'.eh brown a bit of bread In half a minute. Then put in
ir food.
It will pay you to try Cottolene just this way—
see how delicious and wholesome it makes the food.
genuine.

here,

Africa.

everything

the

t

cultivation. The black-bird of the Madeiras, known as the Tinto Negro, is also

(ottolene
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Budding

the time when girlhood blossoms into
womanhood—is a

[Detroit Free Press.
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beauty, durability, strength
Cost, $100.

A
Phoenix,” unless abused, needs no repairs a
considerable saving!
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on t « market.
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subscriber hereby gives public mice to all
that he has ... dmy appointed
and taken upon himself the trtis: of Executor
of the last will and testament of
KK HARD E. PATTERSON, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased; he therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands 1 hereon*, to exhibit
the same for settlement to him.
CYRCS TRI E

THE
concerned,

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that, she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

THE

in the

CAPS'IN WORK, late of Jackson,
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

as the law directs; she therefore request* all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to

make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for setEMMA M. WORK.
tlement to her.
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The Til in I District Republican Convention will
* rHall, Waterville. Friilay. April 17.
beheld
a...lor the purpose of mm1890. .o 1! "'flock
n.itiic.: a c.n «!i< ate tor representative to the f>5th
ot ti c I niteu States, also to select two
Cuiigr
delciunr- ai>il tw<> alternates to attend the National Republican i'onvention to be held at St.
Louis. Missouri <>n Tuesday, dune 16. 1890, also
a
o i;< t
ouiinittee and to transact any
to
other 1 '.'tin -s 11:;ir may properly come before it.
REPRESENTATION.
Each city, town and plantation will lie entitled
delegate, ai.d for each 7f> votes cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor in 1894 ac
additional delegate; and for a fraction ef forty

to one

in

of seventy five vo es an additional
voters in the County where the
vacancy exists are eligible to fill vacancies in the
delegation of any city, town or plantation.
Tlu District Committee will be in session at
( it\ Hall at 1 it o'clock on the morning of the Convotes,

excess

delegate.

Only

ion for the purpose of receiving credentials
of the delegates.
d W. Black, hairman.
Frank \Y. Hoy fy, Scoretary.
l’ittsrield. Me.. March 18. 1896.
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new bridge project through?

carry the

to

The Mayor’s address and semi-official
indicate that Mr. Evans will

utteianees
to

c-.mi

be superintindent of tlie Belfast
the close of his present year,

ho..Is at

said

be many candidates for
’*•" p'-di''!'
and among them filename
o! W.
Id Iiowaid lias been mentioned.
i*

ate

.'

1

:o

opinion of all whom

1

we

have

xpress themselves on the subject
-V
d by
Ib-w
training and exjielithe ;i an for ihe place, and that.

■

o

1

'lot

Ids

do better than

secure

services.

-’•i•1.'

-her of Bath in his

Ik

‘'r

had

si

mething

to

say

r

as

.ntage <>.t nil] .aid taxes.
tilings lie said :

l
tin

inaugural
to

the

Among

entiue Doris, built at Belfast, and we
have the facilities and skill for producing
We
the finest wooden vessels that float.
have

railway capable of hauling
largest craft that frequent these

marine

a

the

out

waters, with other facilities for repairing
vessels.
We have a shoe factory second
to none in the country in the quality of

produced and in the character of
its employees. Home capital was invested
in it with the desire to benefit Belfast,
and that it has done so none will question.
the work

Its proprietors deserve encouragement for
w hat they have done, and their prosperity
means

good

community genMachine aud Foundry

times for the

The Belfast

erally.

Co. is well

equipped

for all kinds of

ma-

chine work and casting and ought to do
a large and prosperous business.
There
many lesser industries which need not
be enumerated here, but all contributing

It

t lie
duty of e\cry man living in the
."id protected by its government to
h
s taxes.
'I'he man who lias only a
:l>
]
has the same
]'"i;
advantage of
ho. Is, ]*r<*tcet i* n from lire and
disorder,

1 ri

v

ieg<

j

s

sidewalk, streets, bridges,

who is taxed his thousands and he ought to look
upon it as
duty he owes tiie city to pay promptly
me!
h.
The city can not run undully
less the citizens pay their
taxes, each
man in propomiou to his worth.
■

1

>‘s

to

the

prosperity

place and all deWhy not give

of the

the

Shovel

All

the

man

Walks.

The sentiment is universally

throughout, the city

expressed

for the enactment, of

a

ordinance that shall provide for
shoveling all the sidewalks in the city
throughout the winter, the cost to he met by
the general appropriations. This sentiment
should prevail.
There is no equity in the
present arrangement whereby one householder cleans his walk after a snowfall lmt is
forced to wade through drifts on the walks
of his neighbors whose hearts are devoid of
snow cleaning sentiments.
The clearing of
the walks benefits all citizens equally and
it is an expense which could easily—and we
believe would cheerfully—lie borne by the
new

snow

Tribune.

Tribune further says that Thomaston with her is miles of sidewalks has for
years been a model in the snow cleaning diThe

After each storm as by magic her
freed of snow. The expense enters into tlie general bills of the town and nobody feels it, and the Tribune thinks that
Ro< klaud a.so should he out of the backrection.

walks

are

country town class. Why not Belfast V JViH\or Hanson has advocated abolishing the cilice of sexton, and the old system
woods

*>f

highway surveyors, and the proposition
that the city should care for the sidewalks,
as well as the streets, is a move in the same
direction. What is said of the situation in
I oekland applies with equal force here. A
few citizens pay for cleaning the walks and
in some eases it is indifferently done. Where
there are vacant lots from which no revenue is derived the private shovelers allow
the

snow

to

remain, ami

unsatisfactory

as a

whole the

one

re-

unequally
borne.
All the walks should be. promptly
ami thoroughly cleaned, end this can only l>e
done by the city. There were two days last
week when the sidewalks were comparatively clear, but the street crossings generally
could not be crossed dryshod unless the
p* destrain was provided with rubber boots.
The care of the crossings certainly devolves
upon the city now, and a very little work
would have made them passable.
and the cost

wants

and

1

Is it not time that the Mooseliead Lake
region had a newspaper to set forth its

advantages

as a

summer

and

hunting and
The lield is certainly an
inviting one, both for rest and recreation,
and the summer population at Mooseliead

fishing

J ake

lesort?

could

creased.

he

easily

and

largely

in-

Concerning

Local

attaining the ripened age of 77 years, 2
months and 22 days. Having always enjoyed robust health bis sudden demise was a
grievous blow to his wife ami family, who
tore

If a small bottle of Shaker Digestive Corto find out about all the
dial does you no good, don't buy a large one.
sporting facilities in the
“Prove all things; hold fast that which is
Uangeley region, the Phillips Phonograph good.” It’s not good for everybody, only
will furnish it.
All the guides, camps for the thin, pale, sick, weak and weary.
and hotels have advertisements in it, and For those who are starving for want of diail the sporting news is
given. Brother gested food. For those who cannot get fat
Brackett gets out a linelv printed paper, or strong, because their stomachs do not
and we only hope the neighborhood is work as they ought to.
These are the people, millions of them,
doing as much for him as he is for the whom Shaker
Digestive Cordial will cure.
.neigh hoi hood.
F ood makes strength,
Reporter-Journal.
muscle, brain,
it is digested.
If not
rJ he Uangeley Lakes is also
blood,
energy—after
doing good
it will do you no good at ali.
digested,
work for that section, and the
Shaker Digestive Cordial helps your
personal
efforts of Miss L'orneliaT.
food and cures indiCrosby (“Fly stomach to digest your When
gestion permanently.
you’ve tried a
Pod") are an important factor in promot- small
can
tell.
bottle, you
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.
ing the prosperity of the Uangeley region.

If

camps

the town, died last Thursday noon, March
IDth, from the effects of a paralytic shock
received about two weeks ago. Previous to i
that he was apparently enjoying good \
health and in excellent spirits.
He was i
born on the 25tb of December, 1818, there- i

serving of encouragement.
this encouragement ?

sult is

..

taken ill rather

Industries.

Critcliett, Sibley & Co. began Monday
morning to run their shoe factory ten hours
per day.
John H. Healey & Co. are at work on two
large monuments of Oak Hill granite for
parties in Ohio.

A car-load of grauite was received from
I lie repoit of the bank commissioners
Oak IIiil Saturday for J. II. Healey & Co.
of New Hampshire upon the character
and condition of the Granite State lTovi- and Hutchings Bros.
d* nt Association, which The Mirror was
The Belfast Ice Co. resumed cutting on
the first paper to make public,
exposes,
and we trust brings to an end, the most Goose River above the bridge Monday. The
ingenious, intricate, extensive and suc- j ice is 24 inches thick, the best of the season.
cessful scheme for enriching sharpers at
£ nother proprietary medicine has made
the t x pc use of working people ami others
of small means that has ever cursed New its appearance in Belfast. It is known as
Hampshire. [Manchester, N. H., Mirror. Knowlton’s German Oil, and is put up by
W. W. Kuowlton.
This is the opening paragraph of a
long
James F. F’ernald began yesterday on a
editorial in which the methods of the asmonument for Capt. E. E. Pendleton of this
sociation are reviewed from data furnishof a design never before made here. It
ed by the report of the bank commission- city
consists only of a base and ball, the latter 3
ers.
It is sufficient to show how this confeet 4 inches in diameter, polished. It is of
cern is
regarded at home, and to furnish a Oak Hill granite.
to
Maine people who have money
warning
Secret Societies.
to invest.
Belfast and vicinity had a fortunate escape, but tlie association lias reThe degree staff of Aurora Rebekah
ceived some $400,000 from shareholders
Lodge are requested to meet for drill this,
in Maine.
Bank Examiner Timberlake
Thursday, evening, at 7 30. A special meetsays there are on deposit with the State ing is call for Monday evening, March 30th,
treasurer at Augusta $07,787.90 which for the purpose of working the degree.
will be distributed
among the shareholdReliance Lodge, F. & A. M., Green’s Landentertained visitors from Vinalhaven
ers in Maine if the association winds
up ing,
and North West Harbor at a special meeting
its business.
There are about 000 shares
Wednesday evening, March 18th. The third
was worked.
of the stock in force iu Franklin
Among the visitors we
county degree
noticed Messrs. J. W. Sanborn, H. W. Fiand the local treasurer and collector exfield, F. A. Grindle, R. J. Clarke, C. R. Itobpresses confidence that shareholders will < rts, W. J. Johnson, Alex Simpson, Samuel
C. Fifield, It. K. Roberts, Alex Fraser, J.
receive from 75 to 90 cents on the dollar.
H. Patterson, from Moses
of
This is naturally the most favorable view Vinalhaven; and Messrs. Webste^Lodge
Loman Grey, JoClias.
Alfred
GreenRobbins,
Lufkiu,
of the situation.
How those who have seph
law, Willard G. Haskell, Alvah Conary,
borrowed money from the association and fr< m Marine Lodge, Deer Isle, and O. G.
from
Flye,
Lodge, Brooklin. Ice
put up buildings with it are coming out, cream and Naskeag
cake, coffee and doughnuts and
it is difficult to say just now.
cigars were served. [Deer Isle Gazette.

Galen Keen died at bis late residence in
Appleton, March 22nd, aged 76 years, 7
months, 21 days. He leaves a widow and
seven
children, four of whom were with him
at the time of his death.
Mr. Keen was a
prominent member of the F & A. M. and of
tlie 1. O. O. F. From early childhood Appleton had been bis residence and he had long
been prominent in town affairs. The funeral
services were conducted by the Odd Fellows

Stockton Springs. Capt. aud Mrs.
Ralph
Morse visited Mr. and Mrs. Alden in Camden last week... .Miss Nellie Roberts went
to New York last week for an indefinite

Avalena Griffin and Mrs. Nellie Patterson
arrived home by boat last
Thursday from
New Bedford, Mass_Mrs. Florrie Ames
entertained a number of friends last Satur-

and the
Masons, the officiating clergyman
being the Rev. M. F. Bridgham of Searsmont, who was assisted by Rev. Mr. Allen
of Appleton.
The interment was in the
family lot at South Moutville.

a

1

vet can hardly realize the painful fact of
his departure from the happy home whenhe lias so long been their honored friend
and counsellor. For several years he followas

j

ed the coasting business, being in command
of several vessels. Having been long on the
sea he concluded to try his fortune, on
shore,
so securing a farm but a short distance from
the old homestead he married and settled
down to the comforts of a happy home,
which he enjoyed to a well advanced age.
The funeral was well attended by liis friends
and neighbors. Rev. L. M. Burringtou of
Belfast officiated and spoke words full of
hjpe and encouragement to the afflicted,
which brought solace and sweet relief to the
wounded hearts of those who mourned the

kiud husband and father.
The kind and gentle wife, who so keenly
feels the sudden severing of the ties of com-

departure

panionship

of

a

so

long enjoyed by them,

is

con-

soled by the cheerful assurance that her
loneliness will lose its harshness in the
presence of her two sons ami daughter, who
will ever he ready to soothe ami soften
every
grief, and t<> make her decliningyears full of
peace and happiness.

Barker

Benjamin

it

It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It

out last Sunday
milk cart_The
many friends in towu of Mrs. Will Tainter
regret to learn of the death of her husband,
which took place at their home in Winterport March 14th. Mr. Tainter was .'ill years
of age. Mrs. Tainter was 'Miss Annie Ileagau, third daughter of Mrs. Octavia and the
late Capt. John Heagau of this towu_The
Current Events Club will meet with Mrs.
Charles Park to-day, Thursday.

W. True was born 71
years ago at Moutville.
In early life he taught school at Westbrook
and
later in the West. A number
seminary
of Portland citizens who attended the seminary while he was there speak very highly
of liia ability as an instructor.
While he
was at Mansfield,
Ohio, he became au iutiniate friend of General Sherman and took a
prominent part in his first election for govHe married in Ohio Mrs. Louise P.
ernor.
Raymond, from which marriage came two
sons and a daughter, all dead.
Mr. True
later moved to Delaware, Ohio, where he
engaged in the boot and shoe business
until his removal to Portland
in
1866.
In that year lie formed a partnership to
carry on a grain and Hour business with

Hon.

milk route,

new

with

Ex-Mayor George W.True died at his resion Thomas
street, Portland, March
20th, after an illness of about six weeks.
His death had been expected for several
days. He passed away peacefully and had
suffered no pain for several days. George

of

a

came

newly painted

Marden, our present supervisor, is an
active teacher, one who can see the needs,
and will doubtless do his best for the benefit,
of all....Mrs. W. E
ifilnin lias returned
from Hampden-Miss Agnes M.

Walker,

young lady of merit of this town, and Mr.
Byron L. Larrabee of West Wiuterport were
married March 21st by Hon. A. E. Nickerson
...Josiab Nickerson, an old and rea

spected citizen, passed
after

an

away

Wollaston,

THAI' CAN BE HC).

if

got.,

such

enquirers

will

We

on

at

Mass.

intelligence,

and among many interesting
reminiscences of her childhood she used to
tell of the coming or the British up the Penobscot during the war of 1812, when she
lived in Northport. She was a member of the
Hammond street church, Bangor.

sale.

or no

Trv

us

for the first ti;

the_._

D *White Store, 81 Main St.,^
CHARLES O'CONNELL,

covering now are Mrs. Freeman Atwood,
D. A. Xye and Mertie Haley_Miss Nura
Lufkin lias quite a little class to which she
is giving music
lessons, hut has time for
more pupils if she can secure them_Mr
A. H. Mayo lias received news from Buffalo, N. V., of the birth of a grandson—Paul
Douglas Dingwell, 11 lbs. His daughter,
Mrs. Agnes Mayo Dingwell, and son, were
doing well. Many congratulations are extended through the columns of this
paper to
the parents, Rev. and Mrs. Dingwell; also
to the grandparent and aunt, A. If.
Mayo
and daughter Louise..
Mrs. Gilmore is aide
t<» sit up some.
Her many friends hope she

Dickey was a grand-niece of Gen. Israel Putnam, the Revolutionary hero. She
was a woman of lovable character and
great

suit you ALL and we can SELL YOl
\\
you are in want of Clothing.
not make am BAD BREAKS. SOLAR

goods ii

is the word

Coin-

rule

of

WE HAVE THEM,

can

do

made': Now

call

>

Stouts and
I? eu'i ilai-s.
our

Edwin Lufkin at Orchard lliii Farm
lie will tell them all about it, for lie is
posted. on the matter. He will show them
pieces
of the metal, photographs of many styles of

of

Slims,

Sunday night, j

it

was

styles

CLOTHING

s

111 ness of about three weeks.

and where

GOODS*;

■

Are all in, the best and latest

times

lie

ones

ten years ago at the age of 8f>.
three children—Mrs. James If.
William P. Dickey of Bangor,
of

^SPRING

The questions are asked a great
by comrades and others who
visit oursoldiers' monument, what, is it. made
of, whore did it come from, could smaller

Mrs. Lucy L. Dickey, widow of George
Dickey, died March 22d at the residence of
her sou-iu-law, James H. Snow, Ki-l, Ohio
street, Bangor. The deceased was horn in
Knox, Me., in December, 180b. Her hus-

Dickey

\ l\| ft 1"%^/ |N|

C

monuments, an t possibly tell them where
Died in Searsport-, March lltth, after an illthey could get oue, and what it would cost.
ness
of a few
months, Sergt. Bciij. E. |
Stevens, aged about o!» years. He was born ....Dr. aud Mrs. Whiteoiuh have the symin Dixmont, where lie spent the larger part ! pathy of all their
neighbors and friends in
•M
in?* me, moving to
E>e;i!sporT, anoui eigiil
riie loss of their little baby, “Clifford.''
aged
lie was a member ot Co. I)., 14rli
years ago.
Regt., Me. Vols., serving with his regiment six weeks. As lie lay in his little white
m the Gulf department in 18(12
Subsequent- easket lie certainly looked too pure tor this
ly he was assistant messenger to the Maim cartli. Rev. I). Brackett of Brooks made
Senate for several years.
11
was faithful
to every trust, both m private and public sume very appropriate and sympathizing rehie, for he was a man ol strict integrity, marks at the house last Friday afternoon,
leading and living an honest, blameless life, where services were
held_(hip seems to
and leaving t<> his wife and two sons, who
survive him, the priceless legacy of a good have had a firm hold of some of our people
name, more to be desired than great riches. the past week.
Among those who are re

A.

A

Monroe.

many

nLALIIlU

1

s
p
R
j
N

Mr.

press.

Mrs.

Liniment/olw.. |Mp]

is the original.
W
"
^
is the best in use.
I
\
^
is unlike any other.
8
\
^
is the oldest on earth.
»
Af
g
jk.
is superior to all others.
^J
"
X.
^ yj
is the great vital and muscle nervine.
1
is for internal as much as external use.
is used and endorsed by all athletes.
is a soothing, healing, penetrating Anodyne.
is what every mother should have in the house.
is used and recommended by many phvsicians
everywhere.
is the Universal Household Remedy from infancy to old
age.
is safe to trust that which has satisfied generation after
generation.
is made from the favorite prescription of a good old
family physician.
is marvellous how many ailments it will quickly relieve, heal and cure

Our Book “Treatment for Diseases and Care of Sick Room,” Mailed Free
Sold by all Druggists. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House Street,
Boston, Mass!

Swanvu.i.e. T. It., Percy L. and Ernest
Nickerson came home from Westbrook last
Friday night-Mrs. Mary Edgecouib has
gone to Waldoboro-Edgar C., and Guy L.
Peavey have gone to Boston_The school
committee met witli Hon. A. E. Nickerson
last Saturday and elected Mr. A. C. Marden
as supervisor of schools for the
coining year.
Hon. A. E. Nickersofi, the past faithful
supervisor, although much interested in the
schools and school work, had so much outside business to attend to that lie felt he
could not have the care of it another year

Hiram, and a daughter, Mrs. McKim of
Montreal, Can da. [Portland Evening Ex-

band died
She leaves
Snow and
and George

Anodyne
It
It
It
It
It
It

evening. lee cream and cake were served
and the evening was passed very
pleasantly.
-Henry Hawes, who recently established

dence

daughter

Johnson’s

period... Mrs. ,r. F. Hichborn left by boat
last week for Boston and vicinity_Mrs.

will regain his normal state of health, if
Mr. E. H Bergen under the style, of E. II.
strict guard is maintained about going out ! Bergen & Co. He later formed a partnership in the same business with Mr. W. H.
too soon in the strong weather of windy
Waldron and Mr. Clark II. B arker, the firm
March.
being known as George W. True & Co. Mr.
Waldron afterward retired and Mr. William
A veritable, surprise party was given Miss
Trott King came into the firm
Mr. Barker
Annie Shaw last Saturday evening by her
retired later and Mr. M. F. Hicks came in.
The firm as then constituted continued until
many friends. So seciet was the affair kept
that the young lady was entirely ignorant, of 1881* when it was dissolved. M r. True was
appointed port surveyor in I St it > by President
the matter until a furious rap at the door of
Grant and held the office for 12 years. In
her house announced the arrival of her ls'.'l Mr. True was nominated and elected
friends. Having fully overcome her aston- mayor. He was re-nominated in 18H2 but
was not re-elected.
Mr. True was well
ishment at the sudden appearance of so
known as a gentleman of literary tastes and
many of her associates, she received them considerable literary attainments. He concordially and bent every effort to make their tributed a number of valuable articles to
the
lie was a brilliant
stay enjoyable, and how well she succeeded and leading magazines.
witty conversationalist, although quiet
was amply testified to by the lateness of the
and unassuming iu bis public and private
hour when they took their departure, and life. During bis life lie became very well
with many prominent statesmen
acquainted
the various comments that we heard exof the, country, among them being Gen. Sherpressed by those who were present, and we man and lion. Hannibal Hamlin. IL
as
should judge that they were very anxious to greatly interested in charitable work, and
particularly so in the Fraternity club of
go again, so delightful was their visit.
which he has been one of the most active
Mr. Otis Drink water, a highly respected
members for many years.
He leav es a wife,
and life-long resident at the lower end of Mrs. Augusta Barker True, who was a

to-day

fleet

built.; aiufwhat of the
vicinity of the upper
is proposed to discontaxpayers. [Rockland

is

v

was

nounced his ailment inflammation of the
brain. Effective remedies were given and
by Saturday afternoon Mr. H. was enabled
It is confidently expected that he
to sit up.

siii'ii

:«

Shadrac Herrick

polishing machinery, etc. We have two suddenly last Thursday evening. By mornwood-working establishments capable of ing lie had grown rapidly worse and Dr. E.
producing everything required for ex- L Stevens of Belfast was sent for, who pro-

I.«>ngieliows would lie a
iliis country.

:

i.d

m

■

Williams of Islesboro was in town
Friday in attendance on Mrs. Charles Orcutt>
who is not improving as rapidly as was exDr.

to

are

Mi" Alice 1 i'lmfcllow. daughter of the
l ed. :: all article in the current number
* i.tnbi
cl i.
idge Magazine, says that an
I id w eight d mi Lei father like a
..!:j

Capt. Alonzo Batchelder joined his| vessel
Rockland last Thursday.
Mr. Charles El well was out Monday, having been confined, to die house by illness for
about ten days.
Byron El well picked up live bales of bay
Saturday in the Cove. He will probably
use it for bedding.

at

day and the Saint by calling the sou Patrick
for it is not the privilege of everyone to
witness the anniversary of their birth publicly honored as that of the Saint.

waters.

County Correspondence.

Obituary.

The 17th of March, or in other words St.
Patrick’s day, will long be remembered in
the household of Mr. and Mrs. William
Flanders as an eventful one, for an additional member was ushered in in the shape of a
bouncing son. While we. think of it, perhaps
a suggestion might be in order to honor the

pansion, and all merit encouragement.
Near at hand we have inexhaustible quar-

road communication

News.

pected.

surfeited and seek something substantial
by promoting the industries we now have!
They are many and varied, capable of ex-

Baltimore coffee

passed

The House lias

■

as

sashes for the humblest

linn believer in the Mon-

was a

a

ly worthy of serious consideration. Take
the proposed match factory, for example.
Why should such a factory be located
wheie there is

District Convention.

North port

good thing to
Belfast; but the j
lately presented have been so

It would of course be
bring new industries to

iv,,,.,..

$250.00 IN CASH PREMIUMS
PUEMIITM

FIUST
SECO'D PREMIUM
THIRD PREMIUM
FOURTH PREMIUM

SIOO OO.

850.00 FIFTH PREMIUM
30 00 SIX TH PREMIUM
25 00 SEVENTH PREMIUM

$20/
15
10

Everybody Is invited to participate in a contest to ascertain the greatest number,
will gain faster as the warm weather is
words which can be made from the letters contained in the following sentence
Bkliuont. Our aged fellow citizen, Horace
«
on.
Her
omiiig
brother, Mr. (.'has. Sargent,
Leighr,dropped dead *>1' heart disease Monday is
“USE TOPPAN’S
WASHIMi
remarkably smart fora man of ‘Mi years,
afternoon. The tool shop of William BickHe is able to be out every day and do some 1
nell was burned, and Mr. Leighr assisted in !
work, and especially enjoys reading The
snciti. uiii.i: ixtii. .)/ n
20. ism;.
getting out the contents. After the work ! Journal
every week as well as he has for
was done lie sat down to rest and died a few
Wf will Klvr tin* FIKST I’UKMII VI to I li person sending us In 'Arc \!;n _U>, v ■; :i
years.
KnmlMi words made from tin* Sellers contained in the seim-in
minutes later, almost instantly.
He was
('ami ox. The annual report of the, town
about 70 years of age.
USE TOPPAN’S CLEARENE I OR \\ ASHINO
ohirers published March 1‘Jth shows that tin* i
I
> \ ;
■■
net indebtedness of the town was reduced
\ in
ii'f ,rin .,><■ Hu </..ro\ h. r/ui:/>. / “inn/. nrni.
h, Hr ,trrsn„
;
M
2". is
•«.
</••■■■/i
to twenty-one thousand, eight hundred and
I,
I.
//,.
ir
iron!*
laws! UM»f IHuj/lsl,
tifteen dollars, with a total excess of ex- |
USE TGPP AN'S CLEARENE FOR WASHING,
peiiditures over appropriations for ls‘>5 ..t
less than three hundred dollars. It is a
The following are the Conditions of the Contest :
gratifying report, considering the improve- j
ments which have been made.... At. the
>\-min. mi.FIKST— In in .kina
the sentence
( se Toppun’s < learene tor Wu'diim.
town meeting March 2'i.l the

CLEARENE LOR

•'

The

Churches.

The North church sociable will l>e held at
the parsonage to-morrow, Friday, evening, at
7 o’clock.
Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar,
religious services on Easter Sunday at the Unitarian church. The sermon
will be by Rev. J. F. Tilton, and music
by a
union choir.

will attend

special half-hour meeting

A

will he held
the Universalist church next Sunday afternoon at 4 o’clock. Men without regard to religious belief are invited to be
present, rain or shine, to consider a impor-

for

men

tant

1

Republicans

BARRELS

at

who

are

leetmau

Democrats.
was

251

The vote

Republican

on

tirst

se-

to lfcv> Demo-

!

The following were elected : Select- !
men, D. J. Andrews, S. 0. Ritterbush, A. B. I
I
Ayer: treasurer, Fred Lewis; auditor, Josiah !
llobbs; school committee, I. A. Hunt
(Dem.,) F K. Shaw (Rep.) The town voted
to establish a free public library, raising
81,500 for that purpose, uearly 81,000 adI ditional having been raised a few days precratie.

The services at the Universaiist church
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship with sermon commemorating Palm
Sunday, 10:45. Subject, “The King of Peace.”
Sunday School 12 o’clock. Young People's
meeting at 6 p. m. Topic, “Decision.”
next

Rev. G. D. B. Pepper, D. D. of Colby
preached at the Baptist church morning and
evening last Sunday. The morning dis-

I vious
500 to

practical sermon from 2d Cor.
18, and in the evening he gave a most interesting talk on the Psalms, taken as a
whole. Every seat was occupied at the
course was a
iv:

The last of the series of six Unity Sunday
evenings with “World Helpers” will be held
at the Unitarian church next
Sunday. The
subject will be “Science and Education.”
The papers will be on Benjamin Franklin,
Louis Agassiz and Horace Mann. Readings
will be
from “The Fiftieth Birthday of
Agassiz” by Longfellow and “The Good
Time Coming” by Charles Mackay.

i^At the Baptist church next Sunday the
pastor will preach morning and evening upon [the "following themes:
Morning, “The
Christian’s Commission,” John 20:21. Evening, “The Locust | Eaten Past,” Joel 2.25.
The musical selections will be as follows:
In the morning the anthem “The Earth is
the Lord’s,” by Pilueger. In the evening
there’will be a selection by the chorus and
the duet “Just as I am,” by Tucker, Mr.
and Mrs. Pitcher.

Made and Sold every year than
any other flour.
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i Indian
Restorative

I

are

the

best

Spring

tonic.

They

cure

all

bilious

dis-

eases.

|
J
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.,

m
They clear the complexion.
m
They give an appetite.
They take away drowsiness. I *
They are meiele wholly of * *

roots, barks etnel herbs.

*

[
].

They stop that elizzy fettling.
They are pleasant to take.
,,
•*
A pint bottle for i»0 cents.
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AND SAMPLE

town

small shoe factory already
the same perio l.

<

is |.(.51 a .'
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total amount raised for all purposes was
829,800. There were thirty-nine articles to
be acted upon, the meeting holding from
a. m. to 5.80 p. m.
About 81,800 more was
raised this year than last, but with the new
property rate the taxation will probably be
no higher than last year, sixteen mills.
The
town voted to exempt from taxation for ten
years a new summer hotel above present

value, also

: COME IN

.i-M

■

writ'en
FIFTH F\ril LIST MIST BK XU OHf’AMFinn
“CLKAI1KNK,” AS OKSt'UIBKH BELOW.
Lists will im it- nit •! -Ala. i,
SIXTH
marked “FliEE SAMPLE.

by private subscription, making 82,start with, beside the State aid.
The

tablished for

Castine.
At the annual town meeting
the following officers were elected : George
A. Wheeler, J. P. Shepherd and
George
clerk ; C. H. Hooper, collector and treasurer.
The usual amount of money was raised for
schools and roads, and $500 was raised for
the celebration of the town’s centennial. J.
M. Vogell was elected road commissioner.

j

OF THIS BRAND

evening meeting.

ll

-»

•'

subject.

Wescott, selectmen;

SK 'ON0

elected all town otbeers except treasurer, j does n >1 appear in Web'tor's.
r<* rs
w 1111 li 11 n r>
TIII till I
collector and one school committeeman, \
KtHIKril— VII words, as uM a-

transfers in real estate

were

rernrded in Waldo county Registry of Deeds
John
for the week ending March 25, IS*.hi:
F. Benson, Frankfort, to .John W. Hobbs,
in
Maria
laud
Frankfort.
R.
Winterport;
Littlefield, Winterport,, to Franklin B. Cole,
do.: land and buildings in
Winterport..
John M. Roberts, Swanville, to Idella L.
McKean, Waldo; laud and buildings in !
Idella L. MeKeen to John M.
Roberts, land and buildings in Waldo. W.
Parker Stewart, Watervilie, to L. W. Benner, Northport; land and buildings in Northport. Clias. F. Bessey et als., Thorndike, to
Pardon T. Bessey, Albion; land in Freedom.
Lizzie S. Robertson, Augusta, to G.
Edmund Marks, et al., Searsport; land in
Searsport. Elden B. Smith, Union, to Eliza
land in Montville.
M. Wentworth, do.;
Hannah D. Curtis, Belfast, to Eliza J.
Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. John F. Rogers, Belfast, to Amos M.
Poor, Waltham, Mass.; land in Belfast.
Samuel G. Tiltou, Knox, to Clias. A. Milliken, Augusta; laud iu Knox and Thorndike.
Bethiah H. Chase, Winterport, to John F.
Hussey, do.; land in Winterport. Patrick
Cuddy, Frankfort, to Thomas Cuddy, do.;
land and buildings iu Frankfort. Hill Rogers, Frankfort, to Thomas Cuddy; land and
wharf iu Frankfort. P. G. Warren, Searsport, to Edwin E. Clements, Swanville ; land
Rosetta A.
and buildings in Searsport.
French, Belfast, to Benton F. Thompson,
Montville; land in Montville. Charles H.
Davis, by guardian, Jackson, to Charles H.
Gatchell, do.; land and buildings in Jackson.
Evelina M. Davis, et als., Jackson, to

;it the very lowest
.Vise

a

vets

Ia

fee lie-

f

t!

prices.
lew

c

-5;

ost

priced

CURTAINS o:1,
l»IC IT RE I h’A.'lES in.eh* tshort notice.
Ti vin and Fas
Mot 1. DIM. s.

Swanville.

Clias. H. Gatchell; laud and buildings in
Jackson. Chas. F. Bessey, Brooks, to Clias.
H. Gatchell; laud and buildings in Jackson.
B. F. Stevens, Rockland, to Mabel F. Stevens, do.; land and buildings in Northport.
Thomas H. Parkliurst estate, Unity, to
Nathaniel C. Getcliell, Montville; land in
Montville. Elvira R. Stearns, Monroe, to
Wilson Wingate, do.; land and buildings in
• Monroe. Rufus Littlefield, Swanville, to
Henry'Hudson, Guilford; land in Winterport.
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BOYS OF ALL AGES
very apt to l>e “Hard on Clothes.
We sell the good kind, the kind that
will stand the hardest kind of wear.
And what is more, we combine style
with these good wearing qualities. Our
clothes may cost a little more than the

are

kind, but our customers say
that they’re worth more than the deference. If the boy needs a suit why
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a

interesting meeting Monday evening,
with a literary program by the members. A
vote of thanks whs passed to Mrs. A. K.
Pierce for a gift of magazines.
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coast.
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bound from Mobile to (benumber. The 'Tew was saved,
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total loss.

Tiie captain's

insured. This is the vessel that
frame, last summer, for the
M Donald A Brown are buildlaid at this port some weeks,
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here in her as mate, hut
u» accident and returned home.
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was
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W. Ellis has been char-.
Wilmington, N. C., to San DoUiber. $5 50; hack to north of Hatgar, $2.50... .Sclis. James Holmes,
"mh, Fannie and Edith and Sarah
all hay-laden, sailed from this
J,
ii 10th for Boston.
They were redliferent ports un the way still in
Sch. A.

ind all arrived at Portland the 18th.
Icu ksport schooner N. E.

Symonds,

ud Manan fur New Yurk with a
minked herring, was in the lower
■o week-Senator
Frye has introion

signed by thirty-live prom•iim of Searsport and Belfast inin
shipping, praying for the
several house bills providing for
it

■

"'cut of certain laws fur the unit lal
seamen and ship owners.
The

referred to the committee on
Hayford is to be taken
winter quarters this week and got
her lime coasting business. This
but two vessels in winter quarters
schs. Geo. B. Ferguson and Alula,
w ill be started next week_Sell.
lingers loaded hay and coal at F. G.
^
for Seal Harbor yesterday_Sell.
>
loaded hay at A. M. Carter’s for
yesterday... .Sch. P. M. Bonnie arVi ualhaven March 25th_Sell
Mu Ivey, New York for
Winterport,
Portland March 23d, leaking, and
,T*in noted protest. The
Mulvey had
was

Sell. A.

;
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cd

very

severe

weather_Bark

Mudgett has been on the railway at
repairing metal-The bark Havana
from

Philadelphia

Feb. 9tli for
1,000 tons of coal and has not
ud from since. She was command1
apt. B. F. Rice «f Sandy point, and
rt*wof eleven men. The vessel has
triv«ii up, but there is still
hope that
r#iW
"my have been taken off by a for"ud craft-Schs. James Holmes
M'antonoraah were to sail from Boston
,,ay afternoon for Belfast_Schs. A.
,IM and Anna
W. Parker will load lime
kland for New York.
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FRIDAY,

MARCH

koovitcheverspleeutruzxyclieerstics (otherknown

to

the

public as Honolulu
Dwarfs) the original and only. The abilities
of these dwarfs are celebrated,
mysterious,

numerous to mention.
Men, women
children should dock to see them. Admission 25 cents. The program for Wednesday is as follows: A first class supper at 25

not

cents per plate, served at
Opera House by Mr. Chas.
able

corps of assistants.
be followed at 8 o’clock
au

adjoining

(5 o’clock in the
H. Mitchell and
The supper will

ber

towns this year.

Among

the

prompts

us to

this Grand

and

incuts have been ma It* on the steamer Frank
'I he new way to purify blood is to make
!
new, rich, red blood, then Nature throw's
Jones since last season, and several new out ail impurity through the Kidneys—the only blood
purifiers known. We claim "reat
ami up-to-date appliances have been furnishthings for NUTRIOLA, because it performs great tilings. We challenge the world to
i <‘d, which add not only to the convenience produce like results. Helpless, hopeless sons and daughters of Adam listen to our
Proclamation of Emancipation.
Emancipation from disease, doctors death
| hut safety. Among those is a patent regis1>j<<’c'LAMAT10N: Be it known to all men, all
ter in the pilot house, which, when the bell
women, and
everyvtheie. that NUTRIOLA will do for you what
nothing else can do, restore health
is pulled to slow her,
stop her or back her,
where everything has failed, clothe shrunken limbs with a
of beauty make the
garb
shows at ouce whether the signal has been hollow cheek plump and
Fill the system with
rosy.
glowing, throbbing life The
answered.
The steering gear is run by Step becomes elastic, the eyes blight. It performs all this
naturally, common-senselv
about
nothing
can
but
has
mysterious
a
understand
double wheel for hand
it, everyone
how it works.
steam,
It simplv mves
Nature
the
chemical
elements
is
in
of.
your
case anything should
body
Gives them in the
composed
steering
happen to
in the right
proportion,
Nature
way,
thereby
and
the steam gear-Arrangements are
material to reconbeing struct the whole system, and Nature supplyingthe work power
performs
rapidly and thorougly.
uiaue lora steam noat Hue trom Kocklanil to
Boothbay. Tlie steamer Salacia is to run
We have sold NUTRIOLA for the last year all
fri m Portland to Bootlibay and tbe steamer
A Case Without
over the U. S. ard we can show testimonials from
Silver Star, Capt. Archibald, will run from Maine to Florida, from
Mrs Etta Waltz, formerly of
Plymouth Rock to the
Searsmont, but
Rockland to Boothbay to connect with the Golden Gate. Testimonials from prominent well" now residing in Belfast, is well-known
as a woman
whose every statement c n be relied
Salacia. It is proposed to commence the known persons. They say NUTRIOLA has made date of
upon. Under
March 17, 1806, she says, “I am
fortytrips about April loth and for a while three them “New all over.” Restored them to health eight years of age, and for nearly twenty years’I
have been afflicted with Kidney Trouble.
Mv
trips a week will be made and afterwards after everything else has failed. But we 'don’t back would be so
extremely lame'at times that I
daily... .The steamer Mt. Desert of the Bos- expect everybody to believe it. If they did they could get no position where l could rest.
couldn’t be hired to pour liquid death down their
For some fifteen years I have suffered
greatly
ton and Bangor Company's line, will
go on
throats in the form of “Compounds,” “Nerve with Nervous Prostration. Could not keep still,
nor could 1
her route between Rockland and Mt. Desert
nights, and when I did sleep it
Tonies,” “Sarsaparillas,” etc. Fortunately for did not rest sleep
me. Two months ago I was
prostrated
on Wednesday, April 8th.The
there’s a laige class that will for three
City of the obi liners
days, could not leave my bed.
“pooh,” turn up their noses, and say “I don’t beFor several years I have had a terrible bad feelBangor will come on the Boston and Ban- lieve it.” Weil
supposing you don’t, what then, ing in back of head, extending down to
my ne k.
gor line Tuesday, April 7th, and the Penob- doesn’t change the faets, does it? Because you I have suffered greatly with indigestion and have
prefer tallow candles to electric lights, is no pro.f also had a had heart trouble.
scot will be taken off for repairs.
Any quick moveF. W. the candle is superior. Of this class, scores will
ment
would
cause palpitation and shortness of
I
die with
Pete will go to Boston April 1st to
right'before them. Yet, will breath—breathing would be so difficult that I
get his not reachNUTRIOLA
out and take it.
Write on their tomb- would he bathed in
perspiration. Dr. McCurdy
department ready. Chas. E. Johnson will stones “Died in sight of help.”
said
We can’t retrain from telling you about a few live years ago, ‘Unless you get help, \ou will not
have charge of the wharf in Belfast through
long, any quick excitement may cost you
cases right here in Belfast.
Can’t tell you about your life
1 have employed doctors* and taken
the season.
all of tlietn, ’twould cost us too much." Investi- two
different sarsaparillas but continually grew
gate, if you please, see if we tell tlie truth.
worse.
Akiel-Gkilly Comiiination.
The closI have taken one box of special NUTRIOI A
ing entertainment of the Peoples' Lecture
one box LAXATIVE
A
from Life.
GRANULES, using NUTRIOLA NERVE PLASTER as directed, and the re
Course of this city took place at the Belfast
On the Lincolnville road, about two miles from suit is just wonderful. I
like a child. Don’tOpera House, Tuesday evening, March 24th, the city, lives A. S. Redman, a prosperous, indus- wake up more than once sleep
in a night, and go right
trious farmer, well-known throughout Waldo to sleep again. When it comes
wlieu the Ariel Quartet of Boston
morning I feel
appearCounty If is word is as good as his bond. He had rested. The bad feeling in back of my bead and
ed here for tlie second time. The
reputa- purchased a bottle of Sarsaparilla and had it in neck is gon
Indigestion is all gone. And I
tion established by them last year, both as his pocket when he entered our office, to inquire don't notice my heart trouble at all. Can go upabout NU TRIOLA. After talking with him a lit- stairs or move quickly without
or
regards their musical ability and their tle. he decided to set the Sarsapari la upon the shortness of breath. My back is palpitation
ever so much
shelf, as we told him he would not need it or want better. My friends who have known mv condition
line presence and dignified
was
bearing,
will be snip rised to learn what NUTRIOLA lias
it after trying NUTRIOLA.
Mr. Redman is sixty-seven years old, had suffer- done tor me.”
fully sustained and they met the expeced with Jaundice for over thirty years. Doctored
tations of tlie most critical.
They were for it every spring and fall. Had some kidney
assisted by Mr. Chas. T. Grilley, entertain- trouble. Poor appetite. The moment you looked
READ!
er.
Mr. Grilley is without exception the at him you would know that, his liver was working
badly. Skin yellow, aim all the pronounced symp- Ten Years With Doctors,
best reciter beard iu Belfast for a long tune. toms of Liver Complaint prominent. When he
had taken NUTRIOLA twenty days be came into
25 Days With Nutriola,
He is very clever in the serious recitations, our office
and said, “Well, Nutriola is helping me.
Note the Difference.
and in tbe dialect pieces delighted every- I feel better every way. My kidney trouble is considerably better and
appetite gradually imAt No. 23, Union St., Belfast, lives Mr. U. <L
body. As an impersonator be is exceptionally proving. My wife toldmy
me to be sure and get her
Hussey, (me of Belfast’s reliable citizens. A man
tine. He was recalled again and again and a box of NUTRIOLA, and I guess I will have one, who enjoys the confidence of the
entire commutoo.” So he bought two boxes of NUTRIOLA, a box
Conservative—very careful about his stateresponded in a refined and modest manner. of SKIN FOOD, and a cake of SOAP. He then nity.
ments—but quite en'husiastic over the wonderful
Miss Christie’s violin solo, “Souvenir de Bel- said, “My wife, who began using NUTRIOLA at effects of NUTRIOLA. Under date of March
4th,
the same time I did, has received great benefit. If he
says, ‘‘I have suffered for ten years or longer,
lini,” showed her skill and artistic feeling, you could see her she would tell you all about it.” at
times, with illusionary spe Is of from ne-half
while for the first encore she gave “Home,
So we told him we would come out ami see her. to one
followed by very severe headSweet Home,” iu a manner that delighted We went. On entering the neat little farm house, ache, hour, always
lasting from a few hours to two days.
the audience and brought outlieartyapplause we met a lady of fifty-seven, whose very face
During the spells of illusion it would seem as
will
beamed
to
all.
Mrs.
Redman
was
good
very
and a second encore. The first selection by
radiant was whirling before
careful not to make any statements that were though something
the quartet, the “Concert Waltz,"showed the
eyes in various forms and many ways. Could
not
true.
She said, “For years I have my
not see clearly, had to stop work until the
smooth and harmonious manner in which had absolutely
spell
at times, a dull pain at the pit of the stomach,
had passed. I have taken many kinds of patent
their trained voices blend.
Tbe “Brazilian extending through to my hack. It would come on medicine
and been treated by several physicians,
and
Bird” song, by Miss Fernandez,
at
time
while
would
not
it
last
any
very long, with no benefit. At the time I commenced to
though iu
some places difficult,
was
splendidly ren- it would be very severe while it did last. I have take NLTRIOLA, I was having from one to three
dered. The “Mission of the Rose,” by Miss also had catarrh for a great many years, often so attacks per day.
that I nearly lost the power of smelling. I
I have taken one box of NUTRIOLA during the
Holt, as well as her encore, showed li r fine badly
had considerable discharge from the nostrils.
expression and the extra compass of her NUTRIOLA has helped me wonderfully. My stom- last twenty-five days and have had only two light
attacks
during that time. I am of the opinion
voice. Both her high and low notes W'ere ach trouble is all gone. My head feels clear. I
that one more box of NUTRIOLA will make a full
very clear. The “Summer Night” song by sleep first, rate and tnv appetite is much improved. and complete cure in
my case. In short, NUTRIMiss Foster, the second alto, was thought It helped me so quickly that I was afraid it was OLA has done me more
good in 25 days than all
powerful.”
the patent medicine* I have taken and the doctors
by many to be tbe most pleasiug solo on the tooWe
replied, “There is nothing in it, Mrs. Red- who have treated me hive in the last ten
program. Her encore was equally well re- man, that
years.
cau injure a person in any way.
It is
ceived. The concert as a whole was a grand made to
Hoping if there are others who have suffered as
help, not to harm.” “Well,”*said Mr. R., I have they will see this testimonial, believe
it,
success and closes the best lecture course
“We have got a bo tie of Sarsaparilla to sell. I for
it is true, take NUTRIOLA as I have and be
ever given in our city.
am satisfied NUTRIOLA is what we want.”
cured.”
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Special

to call tlu* attention of our patrons to tin* verv Ian- Inn- ol WALL i'APKKS which wo are carrying this season
c)nr s.lm I :■ ns have been made from tin
stock of fifteen of the hest. factories in the '•mnitw, ;uni ■•(insists a
| UK|>
HI N DIvKl) 1)IS | 1\( | PATTKKNS. Purchasing in quantities as we do, ami
ai't-r to
marking these goods at our usual low rate of protit w>- are .nat>!• d t
customers the best values in wall papers to be obtained in tins part ..| the Si it,
It is of course impossible to des
;lie w i: 1 pap. s t.hroiigc mi
I'.'eri:' ■■ -nr
we respeetriilly reipiest tliosi-who rout.-mpiat.' purchasing t
a 1
‘x
a
a:
fore selecting elsewhere, ami allow its to show them ou; line m.l : u :..
n
we can save them oil any and to. .-rv quality of these goods
We have between.

the door to be let in to get into the
meal barrel and to get an apple. When they
were in their cage the boys used to often let
them out in the room, and such jumping and
running from chairs and the people in the

there die uo lame, bees among the blosthe spring. Only bumble-bees can
be seen, ami our State College people should
study up the interests of the farmer. That

etc.

Rush which has attended these

Odd Fellows’

to

room you never saw before. Now they will
NUTRIOLA, NATURE’S NATURAL NUTRITION.
venture very near, but hati rather not be
The new chemical blood and nerve food demonstrates its
marvellous life-Mvinncaught... .There are farmers here who think
power, proves the broad claim that it makes the system new all over.
Science and
common sense, at last united,
produce the invincible conqueror of disease. NUTRIOL A that the cause of a part of the falling 01T in
is a human lertilizer, so to speak.
It does for the human
body just what the chemi- the apple crop is the want of bees to fertilize
cal fertilizer does for plant life, promotes new
growth, regenerates and renews—not the pollen in blossoming time. Now, when
one
but
all
It
is
a
blood maker—a nerve builder—a tissue former
part only,
improve-j
parts.
there are no hives of tame bees for
mile or

largest firm in the country, will be present

required.

are

come

( II eight'll in /he balance and found wanting.)
THE HAND OF SCIENCE WRITES THE DOOM OF
PHYSICIAN’S PHYSIC
AND PATENT POISONS. ’Tis the Death Knell of the Whole
Family of Death Dealum
Drugs. From Bitters, Sarsaparillas, Compounds, Prescriptions, and Nerve Tonies to
l iver Bills, we bid you a glad farewell.
Suffering humanity extends a "tkonw
welcome to

|

The Grand

gatherings in town-Our two little pet red
squirrels that the boys gave their liberty
last summer have staid by us all winter and We desire

TEKEL! TEKEL!!

27,

ders will be taken.

num-

Sarah Littlefield, Ashley Littlefield,
Flora Haley, Laura Crockett, Horace Gould,
Bertha A. Partridge, Sanford Lane, Wendall
Harden and Edna Ginn—all from Prospect—
and Addie B. Crockett, just over the line,
who belongs to Prospect Grange and other

by e dance, Sanborns Orchestra furnishing music.
Tickets,
at 2.» cents each, for
dancing are on sale by
members of the parish. Indications point to
a very successful and
enjoyable time.

ones.

the

with Sample Suits,

in town

....

■

wise

Representing

Freeman W. Clark of Swanville
March 22d_Mrs. C. H. Gross
is very sick and not expected to live_Miss
Eva Clark of Biicksport is at home for a few
days-Mrs. Pheliua Harding lias recovered from her sickness and is able to go out
again... N. L. Littlefield has his creamery
about completed-Herbert Black of Scarsport was in town last week buying veals for
the Boston market
Mrs. Fannie Larrabee
of Frankfort is at work at E. Clark’s_The
barn on the old homestead of A. G. Clark's
blew down in last week’s storm.... Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Brown of Belfast were in town last week,
the guests of G. O. Clark-N. W. Staples
has 19 Oxford Down lambs from 17 sheep
and for straight backed and handsome modeled lambs several in the lot were never
beaten. There has never been an artist yet
that has made as good a picture of a lamb as
people have seeu. Mr. Staples is agent for
the Cooper Dip.Prospect sends more
young people to tlie Normal school than the

parish will be held in Belfast Opera
House Tuesday and Wednesday, March 81st
and April 1st.
The sale will begin at 2.20
o’clock Tuesday afternoon and continue
until 8 o’clock, when the entertainment begins. For the convenience of all wishing to
remain through the afternoon and
evening a
lunch will be served from a to b o’clock on
’he European plan. The entertainment
will
•oiisist of music by a male
quartette., Miss
Susie Dinsmore, Mr. and Mrs.
Pitcher, Mr.
Parker, Miss Blanche Sullivan, Mr. Boundv
and Mrs. Ed. P. Frost. There will also
be a
unique exhibition by the matchless Gritmal-

*

MR. GEORGE L. KNIGHT,

-Mr.

versalis?

MARCH

*

FOR OHE DAY ONLY.

Son.

was

„

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S,

OF THE

Faster Salk. The Easter sab* which has
been in preparation by the ladies of the Uni-

hauled in on runners and it is coming now
on
wheels.... The Waldo Bar Association
has received, from the press of Geo. W.
Burgess, the printed copies of the docket for
the April term of S. J. Court-Work began
Monday morning on the electric wiring in
Hay ford's block. All wooden fixings are to
be

All

Unity, by F. A. Bartlett, administrator.. .There will be a clear- R. H. Coombs &
ance sale
of the Crosby Inn furniture at
Peirce's Parlor Theatre, March 28th. Doors
Prospect. Mrs. Betsy Bassett, who lias
open at 8 o’clock.
Bargains for everybody. been dangerously sick, is recovering slowly.

and

hay

•

MERRELL-SOULE CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y., Mfrs. of

[IF

two farms for sale in

and too

he

\\f

little

SATURDAY,

lantic.

t

Send your address, naming this
and we will send you free
a hook, “Mrs. Popkins'thanksgiving,' byoneofthe most popufwlar humorous writers of the day.

■paper,

AT
See notice of the Belfast assessors_All
dogs must he licensed by the 1st of April.
Peirce’s Parlor Theatre,
See notice of city clerk-Grand opening at
28.
Burkett's March 27th—one day only. See
advt-H. A. Starrett invites inspection of
I> ors will be open at 8 o'clock.
a line of spring jackets and capes.
A large
Parties wishing anything in the line of Chamber
assortment from $2 to $14. A special leader
suits, Hair Mattresses, Pillows Bolsters, Dinjacket for $5. Cotton dress goods for 10 ing Room Furniture, Wardrobes, Sideboards,
cents per yard. Look at the window
display. ! Parlor Furniture, Office Furniture, etc. etc., will
-See advt. “Wanted at Once.” A good do well to he on hand for everything will go
chance for the right person-See advt. of CHFAP.

Penobscot bay with
The Deer Isle Gazette reports
that lobsters are selling for *20 cents at AtAll

E^\

Ring, and from the Belfast Band_John
M. Ames Co
Stockton Springs, have something to say about rubbers aud rubber boots.

bullet....

...

.OF.

}B

E.

ice in

OPENING*-

*
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The Nutriola
space this week with
a new advertisement in which is set forth the
virtues of the Nutriola remedies, backed up
by some convincing testimonials from well
known residents of Belfast.Carle &
Jones, 21 Main street, have over three hundred distinct patterns of wall papers to select from, at prices from 5 cents per roll
up.
Curtains on spring fixtures from 17 cents up.
Dinner sets, 112 prices, $(>.50-See cards of
thanks from Mrs. Sarah J. Ring and George

he hints that the best way to get rid
of them is to build good streets alongside
the walks-(’apt. W. G. Butman of steamer
Grace Morgan recently killed two seals on a

floating

a

-*GRAND

1

=

is an acquaintance I
I in thousands of American homes I
I where she is known as The I
S None Such Mince Meat Girl.” I
R Her smile is reflected in every M
Hi home she enters for she brings
B\ delicious mince pie to all, and /I
at the same time saves the /fl
BK housewife from the drudgKy ery that old time mince
pie
making requ i red.
Sold ••v.-rywher-. Take HO substitute.
M
/llfjfl

100 feet

Company occupy

when

one

was

y*ik.mgr

1 This Girl

side of

few small ones, and will aggregate
less than $800.

keep hieycles oil’ the sidewalk, and Mayor
Beal of Bangor hits the nail on the head

cake of

V

place to-day, when the work of repair will
be completed. The bills are all in except a

(’hat.
1. V. Miller has a pet mink at the
West End Grocery Store-Three Boston
men have been camping on Butter Island.
One of them is interested in the island and
proposes to make it a summer resort....
Everywhere there is a call for legislation to

shortly after the freshet, the smelt tents
were replaced, and up to last
Saturday the
fish were taken 11 good numbers. The last

■

f

years ago.

Daily Telegraph of Melbourne, Australia,
in which city they sang eighty consecutive
nights, places them beside the three, host
choirs of Europe in accuracy of intonation,
and finished graduation of tone.
They will
doubtless give the finest musical concert
ever given in Belfast.

the

was

long. Monday forethe draw was opened and the
pile driver was carried through to the lower
side of the bridge, where the work of driving the fender piles was finished Tuesday.
The rail was also completed the same day.
The winch for hoisting the easterly side of
the draw has been repaired by the Belfast
Machine & Foundry Co., and will be put in
replaced

noon one

awakened such world-wide interest, drew
such numbers of people, or received such
praise through the press of all lands. The

1

"oner

some

transporting passengers

The work of repair
was delayed at the start by stormy weather,
which prevented the arrival of a pile driver,
but after that arrived the bridge was opened
to foot passengers the third day and for
teams the sixth working day.
The section

company

■apes, suits, skirts and bicycle suits, Friday,
March 27th—one day only. Mr. George L.
Knight, representing the largest firm in the
country, will be present with sample suits,
etc., and special measurement and orders
■a ill
be taken.
Call ill the morning ami
avoid the rush.

■

;

tre goers

for

maintained 18 days.

The Lillian Tucker Company is booked for
Belfast Opera House for Monday
evening,
Miss Ahhie H. Faunce brought to this ofApril <»th. This company lias played two
lice last Saturday a cluster of
snow-drops very successful engagements in Belfast, and
ami crocuses. March 4th the snow-drops were
our theatre goers will be
pleased to greet
in blossom and the crocuses were budded, !
them again. Further particulars next week.
but the recent snow storm covered them !
We have received some sheet music from
and they did uot appear again until the 20th. 1
the Montague Music Pub. Co., 42 Fifth AveOur item last week on Waldo county’s
nue, Brooklyn, N. Y., including a waltz,
representation at Bowdoin College was “Across the Waves,” by J.
Harry Gould,
based on the last catalogue received. with a
portrait of the composer on the title
Since that was issued Sumuer Pattee of this
Mr.
is
Gould
page.
secretary and treasurer
city, a graduate of the Belfast High school, of this publishing company and is a Belfast
has entered, and Mr. Pratt had been ad vane- j boy. We have handed the music to P.
A.
ed to the junior class.
Sanborn, leader of Sanborn’s Orchestra.
Two men were arrested on the streets
The County Commissioners visited the
Sunday night for drunkenness. Monday jail Tuesday and made
arrangements for
were
tried
before
the
Police Court and
they
setting the tramps at new work. The Comeach was sentenced to 30 days in jail. One missioners ask the
city to make some
appealed, and in the case of the other the changes in the culvert near the
County lot,
mittimus was suspended on condition that
on Miller street, and offer to supply
tramps
he depart from our borders, never to return,
enough to do the work. The tramps will
which he promised to do forthwith.
also be put into the cellar of the jail house
North Belfast. The Russ and Gurney to grade and cement the floor.
They will be
bridges have been rebuilt and will soon be put at ditching on the county garden when
open to travel. The eastern abutment of these jobs are finished.
the Gurney bridge has been extended ten
The Fisk Jubilee singers, who are to give
feet and is now a substantial structure_
a concert at the Methodist
church Friday
Mr. R. A. Gurney has begun removing the
« veiling, April .‘kl, have
just returned from a
debris of his wrecked mill preparatory to
tour of six years around the world, during
rebuilding.... German measles and severe
which time they sang in all the principal
colds are quite prevalent in our village.
cities <>f England, Ireland, Scotland, HolBekkktt's Grand Opening. George W.
land, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, AusBurkett, Odd Fellows block, Belfast, will tralia, New Zealand, India, China and
have a grand opening of ladies’ jackets, .japan.
.\o concert
ever before

1

1

city ferry

Mrs.

McDonald & Drown are pushing work on
the new barkeiitine in their yard very rapids< :■
1:1
Anna \Y. Barker
N w Y >rk, Thursday, March
i\, and every part is meeting with the full i
'pbatc for L. A. Kuowlton and approval of the inspectors and the firm for
ksp. rt. She anchored off whom the vessel is being built. The houses
during the night dragged j are on, bowsprit set, and the calkers are
imi went ashore on the East
well along with their work.
The tanks, :
Hstaiice above tin* rag wharf,
patent steerer, windlass, etc., have arrived j
n
a smooth bottom so
easily and are being taken on board. All her
board, who were all asleep be- appliances are first-class and of the most
1-now anything was
wrong un- j approved' patterns. The rigging is fitted,!
*
Ui deck the next
morning. and the spars will be ready when needed.
She will lie launched on or about
>g Bismarck was sent, for, but
April 2Utb.
not i1 -at by two feet the first
i lit* first selectman of a
neighboring town
aked considerably, but her own
had an experience one stormy night recentituie To keep the water from
ly that would have given him a bad reputa’■day night’s tide the tug again tion for
sobriety had his temperance prinh couh:
not. start her.
Satur- ciples not been well known and above re(1 a/.•i
was employed
as
a
proach. lie returned home late with a
!
work of removing the
cargo
sleigh-load of passengers, and was driving,
1 «>
afternoon, after several as he supposed, into his own door yard,
f the cargo had been removed
when the sleigh brought up
suddenly. An
it' d oh and was
again anehored investigation showed that he had driven
upShe leaked hut
slightly after on the farm by the wrong path and was
y\
Km wltoifs part of the
around
in
the
prowling
orchard, on the
'den out and was found t > be
wrong side of the buildings. It required
The Bismarck came M. ndav
several minutes, in the storm and
darkness,
1
w.nl her to Buck sport.
for the party t" learn positively “where
1 ums.
A
Fd tells tin* story himself,
espateli fr<mi Prn- they were at.
C!
announeeM the loss of the
therefore we presume it is all correct.
•'

Travel Resumed over the Lower
Bridge. The passage of teams over the
lower bridge was resumed last Thursday
forenoon, it having been (dosed 18 days. The

Boston.
Kimball was the mother (?) of Little
Corinne, who was a favorite with our thea-

Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, had

an

Fresh

opened his

The young people of the Unitarian parish
will have a sociable and hop at Memorial
Hall to-morrow, Friday, evening.

be taken to

A. E.

wish to

ou

Your A Hie.

:.

The meeting of the Board of Trade called
for March 24tli was
postponed to next Toes-

<lay evening.
special meeting of Co. B,
The store in Johnson
Block, High street,
Boys’ Brigade, at A. C. Sibley’s stable to- formerly occupied by H. H.
Johnson & Co.
morrow, Friday, evening, at (1.30 o’clock.
may he rented on satisfactory terms. For
further particulars enquire of Poor & Sou.
We are indebted to A. A. Howes & Co.
for a package of prunes from Santa Clara
List of letters
remaining unclaimed in the
valley, California—the best in the world.
Belfast post cilice for the week
ending Mar.
Pensions have been granted as follows:
21, 1890:
Ladies—Miss Carrie M. Brier;
Additional, Mareellus A. Harding, Thorn- Miss Lizzie Jackson ; Miss Alice Newell.
dike; original, Russell G. Dyer, Belfast;
.SJ' ,VaFl’ March 28. Mrs. Jeunie Kimball
Henry J. Leach, Brewer; increase, Joshua oi biladeiphia, tlie vveil known opera mandied here to-day. Her remains will
ager
Parson, South Jefferson.
There will be

Geo. W.

to

Archibald, fore-

U.

and

i

w. H. Quimby has received an Eclipse
bicycle, the first double machine to
be owned in Belfast.

tandem

of cattle to ship

lot

a

irk.

rt

p

p
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they

are

employed

will

Knights is
to travel-Mrs. S. S. Berry is quite
sick. Dr. Thomas attends her_Dr. Cook,
our new' M. D., is having some practice and
go

as

soon as

i-s iumi.oi ii:

.ot.
At

s*<‘,

l<>

I'J 1 'Jf.

for.

Unity. Almost every one in the village
has a cold. Some have been very sickPerley Clark lias been very ill and cannot
go back to Kent’s Hill for the spring term..
Mrs. Nellie Clark, who lias been with her
sister, Mrs. Geo. Clark, for the past year,
has gone to Thorndike to stop with her
brother, Roscoe Perley... .Dr. Cook has got
settled in the Fogg house-John Thomas
visited his brother, Dr. Thomas, last week.
-Clough Moshier and Simon Conner went
to Boston Monday to get work....Dr. Porter
from Pittsfield visited Fred Whitten Saturday-On the account of the sudden illness
of Miss Knights she and Mrs. Fred Fuller
did not start on their journey to California.

They
ready

100

EH Beautiful Patterns in Embossed Gilts.
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CAPTPIDfiF
I rtrLKC’
Lrtiyl KIDVjL |)AI)Pp

100 Doz. CURTAINS

on

is »" n rim i in i s.
WITH VVIDl; and NARROW

Spring Fixtures,

liOROFTRS.

17 Cents up.

ROOM MOULDINGS, 2c. to 5c.
$6.SO. | Lamp Chimneys.
3c.
10 Quart Tin Pails,

1 12 Pieces Dinner Sets.

Tumblers,

»

3c.
12c.

=

CARLE cHa JOISTES,
-421 Main

Miss

I think will he liked very much-Sami.

GILT PAPER

|icr 1{ >II.

Belfast. Maine>

Street,

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

Kelley started for Montana March 23d....
FRANK R. WIGGIN. Cashier.
L. A. KN0WLF0N, President.
Levi Whitten is quite sick....Mrs. Geo.
Whitten is improving slowly, but is still very
poorly-The young ladies of this village
1
gave a Leap Year hall March 17th and all
! report a
Del. 2, 1*94.
very pleasant time. The ladies paid
Dec. 10. 1 *<J5
INDIVIDUAL Feb. 28 1801.
May 4, 1804.
July 24, I Mil.
the hills-Marcel Whitney, who has been
DEPOSITS:
050.180.29
041,080.54
071.532 52
030,353.00
*70.1*0.51'.
|
1895.
II.
1*95.
at home on a visit, returned to Lowell,
March 5, 1895.
7,
1*95.
May
.lily
Sepl. ‘is,
Ore. I 5.1*95
I
0123,9*5.5*
8110,117.1*
0110,325.50
083,078.53
8190.*5*.17
1 Mass., March *23d. His daughter, Kate Hall,
accompanied him.... Mrs. Adam Myrick has
These figures are taken from oar sworn statements to the Comptroller
been very sick, but is somewhat better at
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates,
this writing.
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on de nind. draw in;- iv-t i. v.tl-'e J mu-

Deposits Solicited

1

Poor’s Mills. Mr. G.H. Park while choping wood cut his foot quite badly, but the
wound is slowly healing-Mrs. Nathaniel
Simmons is visiting relatives in Portsmouth,
N. H-Mr. and Mrs. V. Neal of China, Me.,
visited friends and relatives in this vicinity
last w’eek. Mrs. Neal’s former home was here
and we were all glad to see her and also her
husband, and wrere sorry they had to make
their visit short on account of the travelling.
-Rev. S. L. Hanscom will preach at the
schoolhouse the first Sunday of April, if the
travelling is not too bad.

READ!! READ!!!

Deafness

Cannot

be

»•
m
r>, dr w in
and July 1st. Deposits during t.be tir-t three days ..f
n,
lie A rat
.in,
of*that, month. This department offers
yr-'itrr .<>
de,..i>jr<,rs
|i.vu}<s. inas/ i,> twice tha
much as every deposit is a loan to the hank, and all deposits in our Rank are-//
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in W ill > u n itv, our vau'i Ims
Ui
I, k r
improve
meats in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering yr (ifers rarity to ieposit »rs than
anyotherbank in ibis county.
Wo still have a few 05.00 SAVE DEPOSIT BOXES. All our boxes ;are n-,>r r >riin itl extra
1 vd
ocks,so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.

arv 1st

Belfast National Bant
Belfast,

j

Maine.

Cured

by local applications, as they cannot reach the dis
eased portion of the ear. There is only one way to
I erne deafness, and that is by constitutional reme| dies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition
1
of the mucous lining of tlie Eustachian Tube.
; When this tube is inflamed you have a
rumbling
! sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entire
ly closed, Deafness is the result,and unless the in

SURPLUS, $33,000

<

|

Card of Thanks.
The Belfast Baud wish to express their grateful
acknowledgments and thanks to all wlm aided
them in the preparation and presentation of the
minstrel entertainments last week, and to the
public for their liberal patronage. These evidences of appreciation arc both gratifying ami
encouraging ai.d will be held in grateGi’i remembrance.
Per order,
BAND.
March

flammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine eases out of ten are caused
by catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars;
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4wl0
B3P~Sold by Druggists, 75c.,,

Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.

Cnrd ol

From

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

Cottage

SOLICITED.

41tf

for Sale.

“Union Lodge,” located on the west side of
Swan Lake, Swanville.
In good repair, newly
painted, well furnished, four chambers. Two
boats. For further particulars enquire of
3w2L
C. F. GORDON, Searsport.

!

Thanks:

We take this opportunity to express our heartfelt thanks to our friends and neighbors for their
assistance and sympathy in our late bereavement
MRS. S\RAH .1 RING.
GKORGK K. RING
North Searsmont, March is. lsatk iwl3*
—

WANTED AT ONCE.
An agent

to canvass Seursport, Stockton and
surrounding towns. Agreeable work, liberal commission. Territory can be covered in from two
to four weeks. No
experience necessary. A good
chance for the right person to make'good pav.
Address
“A.” BELFAST, MAINE.

Literary

News

The

Notes.

and

The Atlantic Monthly for April contains llie opening chapters of The Old

Things,

a

James.
delicate
character.

foui-part

It pi
ami

story,

by Henry

to be one of bis most
ehamatic delineations of

onuses

by Anthony Hope begins in the Apiil McClure’s, it is a tale
ot novel and thrilling adventure, like the
“Prisoner ot Zenda,” and is said te> he
even
moie engaging than that, in both
character and incident.
A

romance

new

Geoige Meredith is often ambiguous in
his novels, but nobody can fail to understand the iollowing sentence in one of
his recent letters: “Since the benignant
conclusion of the gicutest of civil wars,
I have looked upon the American people
as the leaders ot our civilization.”
In

connection with an appreciative
of the work ot the late cartoonist
of Judge, Bernhard Gillam, the Review
of Reviews for Maieh reproduces a caricature ot (.ilium drawn by himself in 1891
and never before published. The artist is
represented with his particular favorites
at that linn- ( leveland. llill, Kvarts and
Rutlci
dangling on his fish-line.

resume

Tim April McClure's will contain what
is about the lirst really authoritative and
direct account yet g.veil of Professor
Roentgen and his discovery of the cathode
rays.
Immediately on the anooucement
ol the discovery, the editors of the magazine cabled Mr. 11. J. W. Dam of London,
to hasten t«* Wurzburg, and talk with
Professor Roentgen in his laboratory, and
learn all them was to be learned of the
new marvel in photography.
The paper
will b< illustrated with a portrait of Professor Roentgen ami numerous photographs by the new process. A supplemental} article by Cleveland Moffett will
tell w hat has been done in America with
the cathode rays.
The

of the

public schools is being
vigorously championed by the Atlantic
I
nder
the* general heading,
Monthly.
The

cause

ot the Public Schools, a series
oi ai tunes is oemg
punted wiiieii must
tend to awaken put lie sentiment in behalf
oi our school system.
The second paper,
upon The Training oi the Teacher, is by
Fred W. Atkinson, Principal of the lligii
School. Springfield, Mass.
Mr. Atkinson
prepared himself for teaching in the public schools at Harvard University, at
various German Universities, and the
Sorbonne, and has given a life of study
to the consideration of
pedagogical questions. llis paper should do much to show
teachers the responsibilities of their position.
( ase

During

these months of

extraordinary

in foreign politics, the Review of
Reviews devotes its attention in large
measure to
international allairs.
Its
editorial department discusses matters in
South Africa, the attitude of the great
European powers, and the most recent
phases of the movement among the nations for the arbitration of disputes; the
March number also contains a most timely article on “The Government of France
and Its Recent Changes,” by Baron Pierre
de Coubertin; “A Review of Canadian
Allans," by ,1. W. Russell, and a character sketch of “Cecil Rhodes of
Africa,”
by \\. I. Stead. It can hardly he said
that the Reviews of Reviews is narrowly
provincial in its outlook on men and
events!
unrest

New
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C

Longfellow,
Magazine for March,

In its report of the Sportsman’s Exhibition a New York paper says: The gown
worn

by

Miss

Crosby when she receives
guide attendants, is

the cabin, with her

in
of

particular interest. It lias been made for
this especial occasiou and is a gift to her
from a well-known sporting goods bouse
iu this city.
The material—light weight
leather of a dull moss-green color—was
ordered expressly from Paris for this purpose, and the suit is made from Worth’s
latest model for hunting costumes.
The
skirt is short, rather scant and exceedingly graceful; the jacket is well-fitted and
double-breasted.
and

Long buttoned leggings

belt also of the green leathA novel contrast is provided by the
scarlet
sweater and cap that comjaunty
plete the suit. The boots are strong and
heavy, fitted for long tramps on damp
mornings, or rough climbing over unfrequented trails. The expense for mere
material in this most stunning of outing
suits will be at least $100.
er.

a narrow

new

LINTON EXPECTS

A COTTON

MILL.

Clinton is to have a cotton mill, unless
unexpected hitch occurs in the negotiations now pending.
The builders of the
mill will be A. T. Atherton of Pawtucket,
K. 1., and two or three other
gentlemen
interested with him in the plan. Last fall
Mr. Atherton was at Clinton and looked
over the water privilege with reference to
this new industry.
Nunc time after his
visit he offered to undertake the erection
of a cotton mill on condition that the
owners of the water
privilege should give
it.
This privilege was owned by Messrs.
Lamb, Morrison and Smith. An attempt
was at once made by some of the
leading
citizens to secure the pledge of money
enough to buy this privilege at the price
of $<>,000. The first efforts were unproductive of results and a board of trade was
formed and the united action secured
through that body did the work. Sixty men
agreed to pay tin* owners of the water
privilege the sum of $0,0(0 and the owners
were in turn to bond
the piivilege to
Atherton and his companions.
The bond
was prepared and sent on to Atherton
and he has written back that it is
entirely
satisfactory and that an engineer will be
st ilt at once to do tlie
preliminary work.
The bond requires of Atherton and his associate's that they shall expend $75,000
by
the first of next September.
The mill
will probably cost between $150,000 and
$200,000 aud will contain 300 looms. It
w ill
employ at the outset about 300 hands.
The erection and running of this mPl will
mean a
good deal to Clinton, which has
suffered much in the last few years by fire.
A good deal of credit for the success of
the present move is due to the
energetic
efforts of the board of trade.

Alice M.

Fly Costume.

Home.

an

“Longfellow in Home Life,” by Miss

Rod's”

Near

woolen mill at Hartland is
money has
about the
mill is first class.
The floors are laid and
work is being pushed on the large tank in
the tower, to be used to store water for
the automatic sprinklers.
The shafting
is being placed in position, and the elevators put in running order.
Another
new mill is among the possibilities.
For
some time some of the
wealthy men of
the town have had serious thoughts of
putting up a mill on the site of the old
tannery at the upper dam, and definite
steps will he taken the coming summer.

way.
Many persons
'A!‘n
i with pleasure Harriet
Pt r-« ’-n >polh : Ts story, “The Godir.oi hfirA’ ■‘The Ti ue
story of the Death
■»i sm iii_ Bu i.
I»\ Ma jor Edmond G.
l‘,, ,i sij- i.ov.iu Arnold's poem, entit*'
"'lh
Two s .orifices:'
The Last
^1 •>*>.
!•> Mai us .Jokai. and “The Ai t of
hv
Sarah
Bernhardt.
Sir
p,’
R"bcri Haiti
s
“Brief History of an
ideai Ij'lildi
is also excellent.

“Kly

Industries

nearing completion. No
been spared, and everything

owe

in the Cambridge
is an article of unusual interest.
Up to this time Miss
Longfellow iad never written anything
for publioat'on about her father.
She
says m begii ning tier article: “My desire
in writing tins short sketch of Mr.
Longfellow is to bring him before you in as
natural a way as possible.”
In this attempt she ias succeeded. We. are told
about the poet's care of his books, ami
about tin promptness with which he answered letters and paid bills.
“An unpaid bill weighed oil him like a niglitnciie.
His treatment of the unending
stream of callers is described.
“His unsein. hness a id courtesy prevented him
from showing the weariness of
spirit he
often felt, and many valuable hours were
taken out of his life by those with no
claim and no appreciation of what they
■were uoiug.
.Miss Longtellow gives tins
beautiful example of Uerfalher’s thoughtfulness for others.
“Whenever he saw in
a newspaper
any pleasant notice of friends
or
a
acquaintances, review of a book, or a
subject in which they were interested, he
cut it out, and kept the scraps in an envelope addressed to the person, and mailed
them when several had accumulated.”
Longfellow was so reserved, and talked so
little about himself, that sometimes a
volume would appear in print without his
having mentioned its preparation even to
his family.
But the sweet nature of this
great man was shown in no way more
than
in
his relations with his chilfinely
dren.
For instance, he submitted to having his study “invaded for games of marbles, the carpet having a peculiarly desirable pattern.” The illustrations accompanying this article add much to its
attractiveness. A line full-lengtli portrait
ot Mr. Longfellow, and the small picture
of the poet iu liis study, have, we believe,
never
before been published. A facsimile is given of two stanzas of the poet's
verses entitled “A Fragment,” and often
overlooked by readers of his collected
works.
Prof. Charles Eliot Norton and
Mrs. Deland are among the contributors
to this number, w hich is one of much interest.
The Cambridge Magazine sells
for five cents a number, or iifty cents a
year.

Auburn.

at

now

South Africa,” by
“Empire Building
Albert Shaw, is the title of an instructive
and entertaining aiticle in the March
< osinopolitan.
It should be read by those
win would thoroughly comprehend the
the significance of the stirring events that
have recently happened in South Africa.
Another
interesting article is “The
M\story ot Giant," by Adam lladeau.
Rach "t tin- contributions, however, is
vo

Conference

iiaktland’s new woolen mill.
The

in

attnac

Maine

The coming 72d annual session of tlie
Methodist Episcopal churches of Maine,
to be held at the High street M. E. church
at Auburn, April 8th to 13tli, promises to
be the greatest Methodist meeting ever
held in Maine.
Bishop S. N. Merrill of
Chicago is to preside. Among the well
known men in the denomination who are
expected to be picsent are Rev. Dr. J. W.
Hamilton, corresponding secretary of the
Freedmen’s Aid and Southern Educational Society; Rev. Dr. Charles Payne, secretary of the hoard of education and expresident of the Ohio Wesleyan university; Rev. Manley S. Hard of Kingston,
Pa., secretary of the church extension,
and Rev. Dr. Beller, vice chancellor of
the new National University at Washington, D. C.
Rev. R. E.
Bisbee of New’buryport,
Mass., will lecture undei the auspices of
rhe Epworth League Friday evening, on
“The Soul as Architect and Sculptor,”
and his lecture will be profusely illustrated by the stcreopticon.
Dr. J. L. Leonard, the missionary secretary, will lecture
Thursday afternoon and evening. Dr.
Leonard is well known throughout the
country as a temperance lecturer.
Wednesday at 4 i*. m.. Prof. II. G.
Mitchell, of the School of Theology of
Boston University, will lecture on “Isaiah
the Prophet,” and Thursday at the same
time on “Profit and Loss; a Reckoning
with Higher Criticism.”
Saturday evening Rev. B. ( Wentworth of Skowbegan,
and Rev. (’. S. Cummings of Augusta,
will speak on “Methods of Evangelistic
Work in the Rural Districts,” and “The
needs and method of work among our foreign population,” will be treated by Rev.
Mr. Jones of Pleasantdale, and Rev. II.
E. Frohock of Biddeford.
Sunday the local churches will be supplied with pastors from the conference.
Monday morning the announcement of
the appointments of pastors w ill be made.
The Woman’s Home and Foreign Missionary Societies will hold anniversaries, at
which, Saturday afternoon, Miss Mabel
Ilevwood. missiouarv to Chiua. will sneak
aud also Mrs. Everett of New Bedford,
Mass.
The lay and preachers’ electoral conference to elect delegates to the general
conference at Cleveland, O., will be held
Friday. The lay conference is made up
of oue lay delegate from each church.
The question of making two districts of
the Maine Conference will come up and
there is much interest in the outcome of
the discussion.
At present there are
three districts, Portland, Lewiston and
Augusta. The same matter came up at
the last conference at Saco, aud the matter was referred to Bishop Boman, who
ruled that the matter lay over until the
conference.
The layman will have a
chance to vote on the matter at this conference.

Surely Host Welcome News to Sufferers From
Female Complaints.
It is a fact that our women, who suffer
from female complaints and are consequent-

ly weak, tired, nervous, <1 ragged-out and
full of pains and aches, do not have tne
same opportunity to he cured as do the res1-

I

Water

Deep

Register of

Vessels.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
New York Feb 12 for Yokahama.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at New
York Jan 23 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from Shanghac Feb 27 for Iloilo.
Alameda, Chapman, at Sydney, NSW, Dec
14, for sale.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
Y'ork Oct 28 lor Shaughae.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed
YTork March 17 for San Francisco.

and

hundreds ol

answer

to

queries

Baltimore trade paper favor Senatoi
Frye’s plan for a department of commerce.

from

a

Children Cryfoi Pitcher’s Castoria.

The fact that Cripple Creek is now
pouring gold into the Denver mint at the
rate of $1,000,000 a month has set men
prospecting for the precious metal everywhere.
New fields are being found and old
j camps long abandoned are being reopened.
Leadville, the famous silver camp,
j
managed in 1895, while producing thirteen and a half million ounces of silvei-,
sixty-two million pounds of lead, four
t and a half million pounds of copper and a
million pounds of zinc, to thresh out one
hundred thousand four hundred and ninety-nine ounces of gold, nearly $5,000,000
more gold than came from that
camp in
1894.
Cripple Creek has enabled Colorado to
wrest from California the title of “The
Golden State,” her output being nearly
$2,(KM),000 ahead of California. This is
her record for 1895:

Her Story of How She Was Restored to Health.
Condition

iorK

s'-m

njV
wm

nishing

practical

information for the
of to-day.
women
JSo letters are published without the
request of the writer. The strictest
confidence is observed. The following
letter represents thousands :—
I always enjoyed good health until six months before the birth of my
babe. Then T was very weak: my back
ached all the time.
My physicians
said I would be a II right after the birth
of the child, but I was not, although
at that time I had the best of care.
The pains in my back were almost unbearable. I had leucorrhoea in its
worst form; menstruations were painful.
“Any work or care would entirely
unnerve me.
When my babe was 11
months old, friends persuaded me to
take Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable
Compound. Before I had taken one
bottle I felt the effects.
My back did
not ache so badly, and I felt stronger.
After taking four bottles I felt well.
My ambition returned, menstruations
were
painless, leucorrhoea entirely
cured, and I could take care of my
babe and do my housework. I shall
always recommend your Vegetable
Compound for all women, especially
for young mothers.”—Mrs. H. L.

zz, ior ruruaiiu, u;
Ion 41 W.
D C Nichols, at Hong

from New York Jan 22 forShanghae; spoken
Feb 14, lat 12 N, Ion 27 W.
W J
Botch, Sew all C Lancaster, sailed
from San Franci sco March 7 for Siberia.
BARKS.

Adam W Spies, C JN Meyers, arrived at
New York Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, cleared from
Montevideo Jan 21 for Bostou.
Amy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
Hong Kong Jan 13 for Baltimore; passed
Jan 28.

Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
Demerara J an 25 for New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Baltimore March 11 from Washington, D C.
Edward Kidder, J H Park, from Junin

Gooi.d. Oregon, Wis.
If Mrs. Goold had been well before
the birth of her child, subsequent
suffering would have been avoided.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound should always be taken before
and after birth, in order that the
system may withstand the shock.

CATARRH

CATARRH
h the result of colds and
sudden climatic
It

can

be

cured

by

a

pleasant remedy which
is applied directly into
the nostrils. Being
it
absorbed
quickly
gives relief at once.
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and

poisons?

permitted to sell n a

not

permit any medicine
composed ?
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given

you:
1

it is

1

purely vegetable preparation,

and that

a

prescription oft he famous Dr. Paium-!
nearly thirty years, and that more y istoria is now

>:

a

with every bottle ?

I>o Von Know that Castoria is the
for

use

>

of all other remedies for children combined?
Do Voil Know that the Patent Office
other

Voo Know that

no
was
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Know that J5

or

cent

cents,

Department
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prison oflens* ?
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a

States.
to use

graining this

gover: nieut
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a

absolutely liariuless?
furnished {

arc

dose?

j
possessed of this perfect preparation, your childri a

kept well, and that you may have unbroken
Wdh tliese

i-»r

uite

the

D:. Pitcher and hi-

to

average doses of Castoria

Do Voil Know that when
be

the

<*t

one

because Castoria had been proven to be
no

1892—First year’s output.s 000,000
1893—Second year’s output. 2,100,(Win
j 1894—Third year’s output. 3,000,000
I 1893—Fourth year’s output. 8,000,000
I It is easy to see that the repeal of the
! Sherman law has been a
greater blessing
to Colorado than it can possibly he to any

interesting

countries, have issued exclusive right

44Castoria” and its formula, and that to imitat* their, is

tilings

are

worth

re.-;

?

knowing.

ft

They

are

facts.

to

sjjf

Tl|e fae-slniile

note that with all her gold, her farm,
orchard and live stock products for last
! year were $7,000,000 in excess of her
gold
output. One result of the development
of Cripple Creek is the increase in the
number of mining exchanges, there being
no less than a dozeu in Colorado. Colorado Springs claims that more
mining
shares are sold there daily than in any
other city in America.
It would be unwise for any one to invest in mining
shares without reliable information as to
the prospects of the property, and yet it
transpires that if in the absence of such
information an investor had bought one
thousand shares of each of the Cripple
Creek stocks listed on the Colorado exchanges January 1, 1895, and sold them
December 1, 1895, he would not have lost
| <>n
a single share.
[From “The Story of
Cripple Creek,*’ by Cy Warman, in the
February Reviews of Reviews.
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President Attacked.

vabca^eVi

SENATOR VEST
AND

MAKES A MOST VIGOROUS
SARCASTIC SPEECH.

Washington, March 18. The Senate
disturbed to-day by an unexpected

was

storm of sarcasm and invective from Sen\ est of Missouri, directed against
the President and members of the cabinet.
A comparatively minor measure was

BALM
arises

R.

the

SCOLD 'n HEAD

H. I-OODT* FHF.PT,

GOOD NEWS FOR WOMEN
A

Discovery Which Cannot

Be Esti.

mated in Dollars and Cents.

consideration, relating to the failof the Secretary of the Interior to
execute the law for the opening of an Inreservation in

Utah.

FOR OTIirR SfY.
remedy being injected ih ctly to the
T!isn

scat of {hose diseases
of tl»c. &cnito-lTinary
Organs, reign ires* no
change of diet, far©
guaranteed in 1 to 3
days. Small plain package. hy mail, $1.00.
mold only hy
29

STATE OF MAINE.

!

( 01!KT OF INSOLVENCY.
WALDO NS.
In the case of BURTON C. PAUL of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor.
You are hereby notified that with the approval
of the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said
County of Waldo, the second meeting of the
Creditors of said Insolvent is appointed to he held
at the Probate Court Ro. m in Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, on Wednesday, the fifteenth
day of April. A D 189(5. at two o’clock in the
afternoon You will govern yourself accordingly.
Civen under my hand and the order of said
Court this 11th da' of March, A. D. 189(5.
Attest:—JEdE’H D PARKER,
2wl2
Register f said Insolvent Court.

so

mild,

so

effective.

sharp criticism, and finally brought
;
Vest to his feet for a speech, briswith
caustic
tling
personal reference to the
President.
The Senator spoke of Mr. Cleveland's!
THE STERLING REMEDY CO.,
Montreal. Can.
New York.
Chicago.
recent speech in New York, where, said
Mr. Vest, “he stood with the ghastly
light of the hell-holes and the rum-sellers j
of New York blazing upon him, and cautingly said home missions must be used to !
civilize and christianize the west.
Mr.
\ est’s remarks came with such fiery enTIME TA HJ JL
§
such
oi
lanthusiasm,
picturesqueness
1
guage and such unctions humor that SenOn
after
>ov.
and
I
4,
trains
"•.mn-i-m,N95,
at
ators and spectators joined in frequent *
Burnham ami Waterville with thr"m_n trams In
2 Trips a Week to Bos
and long-continued bursts of laughter.
and from Bangor, Waterville, Port land and BosOne of Mr. Vest’s outbursts began;
ton will run
follows
“There is a disposition on the part of the
j
FROM BELFAST.
TV I INXK R
SKKVK
present administration to treat the west- !

^

i

JNO-TO-BAC

1

Maine Central R. R

Borin & Bugor S. S..
•(

1
ti

i

__

ern

people

as

though they

were

in

a

Ministers, Public Speakers, Singers,
and every one using their voice will find
Adamson’s Botanic Oougli Balsam an indispensable preventive. It immediately stops
that dry, husky feeling and cures every
form of cough or cold. 10c. and bbe.
“The Osmonds

by

are

bringing up

their

baby

magazine rules.”
“Boor child! I suppose when it is grown
they will expect it to understand magazine

poetry?”

(Chicago Record.

A

Household

Treasure.

1). W. Fuller of Canajoharie, N. Y., says
that he always keeps l)r. King’s New Discovery in the house and his family has always found the very best results follow its
use; that he would not he without it, if procurable. G. A. Dykeman, Druggist, Catskill,
N. Y., says that Dr. King’s New Discovery
is undoubtedly the best Cough remedy ; that
he has used it in his family for eight years,
and it lias never failed to do all that is
claimed for it.
Why not try a remedy so
long tried anil tested. Trial bottles free at
A. A. Howes & Co.' Drug Store. Regular
sizes 50 cents and §1.00.

crusty old bachelor Senator from New
thank his stars that the women of
are not allowed to vote.
With
women voting lie could not he elected fence
The

York
his

can

State

view'er in any township of the State.
go Inter-Ocean.

A

con-

dition of pupilage; as though they needed
a
correction and guardianship and prudence.
Even the president of the United
States lately on a missionary occasion
(laughter) spoke of the western as a land
of immorality and crime.
“I am a western man, and went to Missouri, when it was a frontier in sight of
the Indian and the buffalo.
I have lived
with those people nearly 50 years, and 1
to
our
say
president now, that if he will
interrupt his hunting ducks in North Carolina and silver Democrats in Kentucky
long enougn to come out west, we will
show him a God-fearing, self-respecting,
law-abiding people, we will show him
churches in which there is real and unaffected j»iety.
‘•If the president will come out we will
show him happy and < hristian homes
where the son, the husband and the father
Our spires may not go as near
pray.
heaven as do those of eastern cities.
We
may not have organs that roll delicious
tones along the fretted aisles, but we have
a people who
fear God and observe the
law and all the commandments as they
are given unto them.

[Shooting Stars.
io women wno are not well, and tired of the
useless, nauseating taking of drugs. Dr. Sanden of New York wishes to announce that he
has just issued a neat illustrated little book
fully explaining how they can treat and cure
themselves at homo by electricity. The treatment is so c >mmoa-sonse that it does not ad*
mit of failure, and every woman suffering femaio weakness, rheumatism, lumbago, kidney or stomach complaints. etc., does hersell
an injustice by not investigating it. The book
holds out no false inducements, but gives
sc 'res of plain references in
every State whr>
Imve been cured after all other treatments
failed. It is free by mail, upon application.
Address dr, SANDEN, 8£6 Broadway, !V©w
York City. ESTABLISHED 30
YEARS.

take,

to

Please buy and try Cascarets to-day.
Ten cents puts a box in your
They work while you sleep. If not pleased, buy no more.
Get free sample and booklet from your
druggist or from us by mail for the
Cascarets sold by all druggists, ioc. 25c, 50c.
Address nearest office.

“These problems in arithmetic
Are harrowing, l vow.
Last leap year she was thirty
And she’s twenty-seven now."

H. MOODY. BELFAST.

nice

This led to

Whatever may be the cause of blanching,
the hair may be restored to its original color
by the use of that potent remedy Hall’s
Vegetable Sicilian Hair Reuewer.

R.

Candy Cathartic Cure Constipation,
So

under

Mr.

Journal and The Tribune.

Get the

physician know of what

That it has been in

some

DS. E. C. WEST'S NEBVE AND B2AI17 TBEATHEHT
is sold under positive writ; m guarantee,
by
authorized agents only, to cun- W-a-ak M< mory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Powt r: .Lost Manhood;
Quickness: Night Losses: Evil Dreams: Lack of
(■onlidenco; Nervousness; ljassitude: all Drains;
Loss of Power of the (jcuerutive Organs in either
sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful
Errors, or
Excessi
( so of i obaeco. Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery. Consumption.
Insanity
and Death. By mail. $1 a box: six for $5; with
written guarantee to cur* <>;■ refund
money.
Sample package, containic hve days’treatment
with full instructions.
c
t
One sample
only sold to each person l»j mail.

W R Gilkey, arrived at
Boston March lb from Rosario.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at Salem Dec 20 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Jacksonville March lb from Bermuda.
H orace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
Baltimore March 18 from Charleston, S C.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, sailed from Boston Jan 13 for Apalachicola; spoken Feb 25,
off Alligator Shoal.
John J Marsh, Drink water, sailed from
Rock port Nov 11 for Port au Prince.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
Bangor Nov 27 for New York.
Linah C Kaminski, S Woodbury, cleared
from Philadelphia March 1(1 for Darien.
Lucia Porter, Grind le, arrived at Kingston,
Ja, Feb 22 from Pascagoula.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at New
York March 2 from Apalachicola.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadelphia March 18 from Portsmouth, N H.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Port
Tampa March 15 from Cienfuegos.
Sallie 1’On, W H West, arrived at Perth
Amboy Feb 18 from New York.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Norfolk
March 1(1 for Charleston, S C.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Boston March 14.

Georgia Gilkey,

pation

your

ingredients is published

|

dian

SCHOONERS.

pills
25*.

or

Do Yon Know that Castoria is

ure

changes.

Rose Inins, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
New York Fob 14 from Brunswick Ga.
Heals the Sores. Protects the Membrane from
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from ! Colds. Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
The
Balm is (juickly absorbed ami gives n lief at
Jan
2b
for
Gorantalo.
Sourabaya
St James, F B Clifford, arrived at New’ once. Price f>0 cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. f>»> Warren S' reet, New Yor k
York Feb 24 from Hong Kong.
St Lucie, J T Erskiue, cleared from New'
York Jan 15 for Port Natal; spoken Feb 4,
lat 18 N, Ion 39 E.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, at Rosario Jan 2 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Boston March 10 from Montevideo.

io* and

Do Von Know that you should not

its

druggists are

narcotic

labeling them poisons ?

unless you

Totals. $36,432,150
For the first time since 1871 Colorado
j has produced more gold than silver.
The following table is a complete hisI
tory of Cripple Creek’s gold production:

also

opium and morphine are stupefying

Do You Know that in most countries
without

1893.

is

^

Drops, Godfrey's Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrupmost remedies for children are composed of opium or
morphine?

«

Gold.....$17,340,493
Silver. 14,259,049
I Lead.
2,933,114
877,492
Copper.

it

ttotrar

Bateman’s

Do Yon Know that

Total.«

section,

I

ator

Falmouth, Eng.

The

*

Sr:::::::::,:;.:::::::::::

otner

■

■■■■■

IWIOTHERS. Do You Know
I

Gold.$17,340,493

j

■

?

Children.

and

——

Iron.
Stone.
Farms, orchards and live stock...
Denver manufactures.

|

Infants

for

Silver.
Lead.

Vegetable
Compound is

letter
received from women
is recorded,
and hundreds of
volumes of cases
treated aid in fur-

S,

for Hampton Hoads, at Valparaiso, leaking.
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
from Colombo.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Feb 20 from New' York.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Mollendo
March 18 from Newcastle, N S W.
Havana, Rice, cleared from Philadelphia
Jan 31 for Havana.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New' York March 4 for San Jose, Gnat.
Henry A Litchfield, arrived at New York
March 14 from Savannah.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, arrived at
Charleston, S C, March 4 from New' York.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared
from New York Oct 15 for Hong Kong;
spoken Oct 27, lat 35 3b, Ion 48 05.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed
from Boston Jan 15 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana March IS
from New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at New
York Fob 15 from Singapore.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Hamburg March 17 from Port au Prince via

j

Every

Wandering Jew
Kong Dec 5 for New York.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Yokaliama Feb 12 for New York via Kobe.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed

Aujer

j

Y unbounded.

uec

lat 24

Birth

jL

Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
from New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong;
spoken, Dec 10, lat 8 N, Ion 29 W.
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, sailed from
Hiogo Feb 11 for Manila.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, arrived at
Bristol, E, Feb 14 from San Francisco.
R li Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
Hiogo Jau 7 for New York.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, cleared from New
Y'ork Nov 26 for Anjer for orders; spoken
Jan lo, lat 23 S, Ion 28.
S P Hitchcock, Gates,arrived at New York
March 12 from Honolulu.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from London Feb 6 for New Y'ork; passed Dover 12th.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
Francisco Jan 5 for New Y ork.
I
St David, Carver, arrived at Amoy March
12 from New York.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Hiogo Feb 28 for New Y'ork.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
ist vv

After the

'll

York March 1 for Melbourne.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, arrived at Liverpool Feb (> from San Francisco.
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, arrived at Honolulu Feb 20 from San Francisco.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, arrived at
San Francisco Jan 1 from New York.
Josephus, 1* R Gilkey, sailed from New
York Jan 27 for Shaughae; spoken, no date,
lat 17 N, Ion 24 W.
Lleweilyn J Morse, Clapp, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 30 from Karluk.

irorn

and

From every city, town and hamlet on
this vast continent, come letters from
Buffering* women; from those whose
»
physicians have
S been unable to
r assist them, 01
\ from that numK j berless class
ujp* whose consdence in Mrs.
Pink ham's advice and the
cui ative properties of her

Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Hong Kong Feb 13 for New Y'ork.
El Capitan, A L Carver, at New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Jan 23 for Newr Y'ork ; passed Anjer Feb 3.
Gov Robie, Nichols, arrived at Hiogo Mar
13 from Philadelphia.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from New

spoken, Jan 25,

Before

of Her Child.

from New

dents of the great cities where the most sucLast year The Republican Journal Pubcessful specialists in female diseases reside. j
In other words, our women are debarred ! lishing Company bad a six months’ contract ;
from seeking a cure by the great and skilled
with the publishers of the New York Weekphysicians owing to the cost of travel to the ly Tribune by which the two papers were
large cities and the high fees charged by such
furnished to new subscribers at $2, and to
specialists.
Here, therefore, is a chance for the sick old subscribers paying in advance for $2.25.
and suffering women of our community A nother contract has
been made on even
" hich slum Id not he lost.
Dr. Greene, of 34
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., who has the more liberal terms, as set forth in our adlargest practice in the world and who is vertising columns. New and old subscribers
without doubt the most successful specialist are now
placed on an equal footing and all
in curing female complaints, offers to
give
free consultation by mail to all women suf- who pay for The Journal one year in adfering from these distressing weaknesses, vance can have The New York Weekly
discharges, pains and irregularities. You Tribune without extra charge. In remithave the priviledge of consulting Dr. Greene
it should be stated that the Tribune is
by letter describing your complaints and he ting
will, after carefully considering your con- wanted, as it will not he sent unless the redition, send a letter carefully explaining all quest is made. The New York Weekly
your symptoms, telling you everything about Tribune
is acknowledged to stand without a
your complaints so plainly that you will understand exactly what ails you. He will rival as the leading Republican paper of the
also give you his advice, based
It is a twenty-page journal and gives
upon his vast day.
experience and wonderful success in treat- all the news of the world, while its different
such
as
to
ing
cases,
just what to do to get
cured. All this will cost you nothing and departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
you can thus have consultation with the make a most valuable paper to all. The
best known ami acknowledged most success- Tribune is
very cheap at $1.00 per year,
ful specialist in the world without,
ieaving which is its price. The Republican Journal
home and at no expense whatever.
The
doctor is the discoverer of that greatest of all will be maintained at its present standard,
known medicines, Dr. Greene’s Nervura with
special attention to local and State
blood and nerve remedy, ami he lias discovnews. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
ered many other most valuable remedies.
Write to him now about your case, for this
Are you Ever Annoyed
is a chance to get cured which you may
never have again.
by a buzzing or roaring sound in your head ?
Have you difficulty in hearing distinctly?
Are you troubled with a continual dropping
Did You Ever
of mucous, irritating the throat and causing
Electric
Bitters
as
a
Try
remedy for your you to cough ? Is your breath unpleasantly
troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get affected and accompanied with bad taste?
relief. This medicine has been found to be Is your hearing less acute? If so, you have
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of catarrh and should at once procure a bottle
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonderful of Ely’s Cream
Balm, the best known remeand direct influence in giving strength and dy. The Balm will give instant relief.
tone to the organs. If you have Loss of ApWe acknowledge the receipt, from State
petite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
Spells, or are Nervous, Sliepless, Excitable, Treasurer Simpsou, of a copy of his annual
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells, report to the governor and council.
Electric Bitters is the medicine \ ou need.
Large bottles only fifty cents at A. A.
Beecham’s
for constiHowes & Co.’ Drug Store.

Chauncey M. Depew
other prominent men in

Cripple Creek’s Gold Output.

MRS. GOOLFS GRATITUDE,

SHIPS.
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Belfast, depar t.
City point.

; Waldo..
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.
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j
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1
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1
3
2
2
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TO BELFAST.

I
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i
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|
! Portland....1 l 00
I
A M
A M
Waterville. d lo
7 15
Bangor
—

—

A

M

A M
!*<••>

Burnham, depart..
Unity..

7 10
7 50
8 12
Thorndike.
i Knox.
18 25
Brooks.
8 50
Waldo..
to 02
10 15
Citypomt.
0 25
Belfast, arrive..

0 20

..

0 Bn

tO 37
0 53
11o on
tlO lo
10 25

A

M

tZ\i
M

I*

1

2<>

4
1

3<>
40

Merchant—“No X rays are required to rethe secret of my success iu business.”
Friend—“How do you account for it?” Merchant—“I advertise.” [Norristown Herald.
veal

j

Steamer- leave Bellast. weatheraii'i :■
t-ia. as lo!h «w
For Camden, Rockland ami Boston.
and Thursdays at .ibout
do t* >1.
F-'i
1
md
rsj'or!. lim-ksp.
(i Sat ui lay s .t
ibout
upon arrival of steamer from Bostoi
RETl KN IN*;
From Boston. Tuesday ami Fridays
From Rockland. ;om!iinf at t .11

*

£
15
1

I

g

s

days

*

>t
ardays at ibotti
From Bm ksjiort, Monday- and Ti»ars
ami Sat

A. M.

P M

5 <>5
5 25
5 32
5 38
5 50
02

j

FRED W. 10TE, Agent.
CALVIN ACST1N. fi.-nM Supt.
WILLIAM H. HILL, (ieu’l Manager

>

|
M»15j
6 20

[

Belfast and Castme M

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.oo
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. L (rowppv
PAYSON TI CKER.
Agent. Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Uen’l Manager.
F. E. Boothnv, Oen‘1 Pass, and Ticket Agent
Portland, Oct. 25, 1805.

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO NS.
COLKT OF I.YSOLYKMT.
In the matter of
JOHN F. DYER,
March 11. A. D. 1806.
Insolvent Debtor.,
It is hereby ordered that notice be given to all
persons interested in tIte settlement of the ac
count of NORMAN WARDWELL. Assignee of
the above named Insolvent Debtor, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks,
•>successively, in the Republican Journal, a
paper printed in Belfast, in said (minty. that they
may appear at a <‘ourt of Insolvency to be held at
the Probate Court Room on the second 1 aesday
April next., at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon, and object if thev sec cause.
CEO. i; JOHNSON.
Judge of Insolvency ( mat. W aldo < minty
A true copy. Attest
Jekk'h l). 1'akki:r. Register.
.<

■

STATE OE HA1NE.
«

You

notified that

the

hereby
approval
Judge of the Court oi insolvent y for "ait!
of
the
Waldo
second
meeting of the
County
Creditors of said Insolvent is appointed to l--‘ helu
are

with

Winter Arrangement —It Effect
1, 1895.

dr~>

•Brooksville, Mon.lays. We Inesdays
days.

Returning,

the l’rohate Court

R<*

mi

in

Belfast, in >aid

County of Waldo, on Wcdne.-da v. the lifteeuth
day of April, A. D. 1896, at two "'dock in the
afternoon. You will govern voiirsel! accordingly.
Given under my hand and the. order of said
Court this lltli day of March, A. D. 1896.
Attest
JERK’D D. PARKER,
2wl2
Register of said Insolvent Court.

leave Belfast

2.no

at

\

an

1

m

above named

landings.
Fasseiigers going Fast take stcamci
BelfnSt at 2 Oil i- m »-very Mom!
nesday and Friday. Take steamer next
all landings from Casiine to Bar Harl'
Fassenger.s going t.. Milibridge. 'one.-!
from

Macbias take steamer Castim- from li.
2.00 r. >t., stop over at
as: me.
•.do
Frank Jones next morning for all lamlin.
('astine to M.iclii is
1
A(IKNTS H. A (.rcer. Bed .-;
F
Rvder’s (
Win Fendletoii. IF
F
M
Vogell, Cast in. R. \ Dodge. I d .ok-.
nett

C. W
I ire

SWALLIDGE, Man
Insurance

c

Corns

OF HARTFORD, CONN
Incorporated in November. 1*71.
Commenced Business

of the

at

/

RTKAHKK
A,STINK, «•
mitting, will run every w
in connection with li. A B.S <
1
as 1
Leave *West Brooksville at 7 2<»
m
7 4b. llnglus F lint. s;iu,
1
o
Kynei
Lime Kiln, 9.20 irriving at 11< fast, 10

National

(Ol'RT OF INSOLVENCY.
WALDO 88.
'!'i > in I
In the case ot AI.ON/.O 1). .1 A< KSi >\
the County of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor.

L

A Mis \ ICIO-I '.
<.
B it n \uiis,

Capital Paid

up

ASSKIS

in

l>r.

on:

Pr*-id. t
Secret an

in Cash.

OKl'F.VItKU

1.000.000

n

31. 1895.

Real estate owned by : he comp.it•*., unincumbered
Loans on bond and mortgage (tir.-t
liensi
Stocks and bonds owned by the coin
._■
puny, market value.
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in the company's principal othce
and in hank.
Interest due and accrued..
Premiums in due course of collection,
..

\

..

STATE OE HAINE.
An Old and Well-Tiued Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
over lifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. WTinslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Ij’r4b

3

1.:

Portland.. 12 25
Boston
tiostou,

“

V M
;> 27
13 32

A M
t* p;
I" M

Waterville

j

M

WALDO 88.

4.

HURT OK INSOLVENCY.

Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
the company at their actual value.. .$3,8»
In the case of BRIGGS c. DAGGETT of Morrill,
LIABILITIES OITKMHKE 31, 1895.
in the County of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor.
You are hereby notified that with the approval Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims..
2P
of the .Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said Amount
required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks
County of Waldo, the second meet ing of the
1,*.:
Creditors of said Insolvent is appointed to be held All other demands against the comin
pany, viz: commissions, etc.
at the Probate Court Room in
Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, on Wednesday, the fifteenth Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net
l\14i
day of April, A. 1). 1896, at two o’clock in the Capital actually paid surplus
up in cash. l.ot*
afternoon. You will govern yourself accordingly Surplus beyond capital.
71
Given under my hand and the order of said
Court this 11th day of March, A. I) 1896.
AttestJERE’ H I). PARKER,
2wl2
Register of said Insolvent Court.

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus.. $3,8t;t
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast.

-*■

d

'ro«.>;‘,»"‘er9' l!epc^9\
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The

Thorndike.
.ids and bridges,

*'

28 88

Us

p

up evidence,
nerv, etc.
C..11. for 1895,

ig

>'

,i

-t

a

42 t>0
60 00
41 94
175 00
6 25
401 65

iS'.i.-)

hvdogs

1 y

t

$954 28
t.'wn.$1,100 00
the law.
85 46
>4 ;{3
42 00
6.25
9.00

hi 1 of 1895

m

-\,
t.ix

,v

who for thirty-two years was at the
head of Dartmouth Medical College,
belonged to the famous Crosby family
of physicians, which f >r several
general ;ns has furnished more distinguished medical men than any other
family in America. Ilis father was
Dr. Asa Crosby, of Dartmouth, who
procured the charter of the State
medical society, of which lie was for
thirty years a conspicuous member;
one brother, Dr. Josiali
Crosby, invented the invalid bed and the method
or
making extensions of fractured
limbs by adhesive strips; another
brother, Dr. Thus. 11. Crosby, was
chief surgeon in Columbian
College
Hospital during the war, and laUr
professor of animal and vegetable
physiology at Dartmouth College;
while Dr. Dixi Crosby himself was
the inventor and discoverer of various
important improvements in medicine
and surgery, including p new and
unique mode of reducing metacarpophalangeal dislocation, opening of abscess at hip-joint, etc., etc.
At the early age of twenty-four his
extraordinary shill and success in overcoming disease had already attracted
the attention of medical men throughout the world, and won for him the
highest honors. Ilis greatest achievement was the discovery of an original
method for perfecting and compounding in permanent form what has become known as his
prize formula,”
and which, u;nh r the name of Purit ma, is leg illy protected.
The foundation of this remarkable
v
heal discovery consists of simple
'v Ihi hand
>ots and herbs, and the
a
in il family
k o i\>r it lias de!-.• nd:‘d to the
h. .line of Crosby
physici ms from tin ir Puritan ancest a •.
Its peculiar vegetable composite a rend.-red it
necessary to brew it
whenever needed in the early days of
it
history, and aft r the scattering of
t’
I’uritaii families to remote locality
where the necessary ingredients

rebate.

..

by dogs..

way

.$1,327 (H
954 28

own.$372 76
..
$530 83
129 18

ns.

v

.401 65

.$ 665.48
tax. 1894.
-yo.
Ins.
mmissious.

155 32
470 57
37 94

iv

10.00
1,114.97
sc iii.. ds.
1.240.51

.os..$3,694 85
schools.$ 471 20
vrar.
837 79
30 00
mu.
ink and mill tax
429 91

o

.a!

|

.$1,268 90
<*f schools.
$1,240.57

i.rt

..

28 33

mw.

$1,526

\n

88

1,41230
v.t

.**

if>.>iircrs$

114.58

Pert-.wn, >211.943 00
Number of polls, 146.
i!inittee
ii
their report
the location «»f schools in

<

!'

be found, many attempts
made t<' put it up in permanent
all of which failed until Dr. Dixi
< : ":n' discovered means and
methods,
tec result of which is: Nature’s Cure
compounded iu the laboratory of
Common Sense.

established near the
::- Ward's
land and the
ins, «-ii the road leading
im

abolishment of the
and Philbrbk schools,

nd the

r

'•-!

;

:

i"d

li

li

selio. Is the

i. and

e;u

o

past

>

poor.
contingent expenses.
bills of other years.

•!.

schools.
high schools..
abatement of taxes.
interest on tow n debt.
Slate tax....

lie end

real

ilent

es-

:is.00
Personal

I.:

SO
88
2(5
00
1,1(58 55
285 50
44 75
1,1(50 43
(580 8(5
211
(575
896
50

keeping

winter term of

In-wevcr, being too
o| til*- 5til Week.
.Utnn Springs.
•:-•:11 re-ti estate. *185.503 nO
■■

1

1,052.(55

county

es-

451.(59

tax.

29,355.00
snient person-

al)

.015.

-ions..

IS 1.59
154 94.
20.55
190 54
(1ST 73
555 5*7
1,050 02
4:54 12
2,533 S3
755.5*1
533.5*8
144 00

seals.

91.00

nts.

w»5
tarui
rders.
I bridges.
..

i school purposes
full.

in
m

Unexpended.

oo

Net

a-suit
Feb

J

.-.*7,285.49

29, 185*6

£2,409 42

This sum is invested as follows:
Town of Brooks bonds.£ 500
orders.
(594
Cash on hand. 1,214
The treasurer’s report shows as follows;
Whole ain’t, rec’d.£7,4(54

■5.57

..

.*4,573.5*2

>•

4.480.55

v

wn.

ft

abilities.*

Balance

on

uiiiiittee report that schools
!•

j

Hiding
of

'ii

so

much

scholars

n-instate Nos.

f*

personal

Had

transferred to adjoining
have been a saving of
the expense. The amount
vn schools
was *1,540.14

Poll tax, £2.00.
Paid f«ir schools..£1,045.50
school books.
104.(55

■-Minting for board, wood,
total "I .*1,606 44.
For this
f

>

t--r

State Treasury, dog licenes..
Total resources of town.£3.368 77
liabilities
1,356 01
...

Liabilities less than resources_£2,007.76
30 00
450 51

Swanville.
Real estate

Personal

No. of polls, 177. Percentage of cash tax,
Pol! tax, $2 00. Percentage of highPoll tax, $1.25.
way tax, .007.
State tax. $401.00
282 85
County tax.
Town tax. 2,472 00

81,900.99

70
126 30

209

Overlay.
on highways.

Lincolnville.

real estate..§255,985.00
personal property_ 38,815.00

.8294,800.00
for schools.81,088 80
State
for 1894.

in
■in

town

*ol

money for 1895

966 65
77 03

82,122
1,883

balance.

d
>r

•d

238 56

High school.§300

00

280

00

L
balance.

d

Lermond road.
»rt of poor..
iental expenses.
'.ways.
ors to

of

schoolhouses.

!

26 40
50.92
110 86
900 00

714.94
303.30
205 69

town.89,(><>5.36
8,872 24

51 11

10-25

$3,217.30
estate $2,(542.05

Cash tax on personal and real
Poll taxes.

575 25

mill tax.
Rec’d from State,

xcessof liabilities..
793.12
trv, March 2. 1895.
§1,163 51
vear.

8,145,39

§9,308.90
t*.8 882.02
622 49
"it seal.
3 00
38 00
easury, dog tax.
5.10
'ing non-resident taxes.
•ii's orders. 6,216.911
‘Mary, March 2, 1896. 1,541 30

Brooks.

damage

to

,M>-

“yax. 003.
I?‘,1 h'hools.$
■"

"r

State.
repair*.

for school*.
1,1

u

unexpended.
tj'r frce high school.S
State.
'".tuition.
hue

high school.

It" !’ "“expended.
yheu. text hooka.§

584 00

534.27
100 00

§1,218.27

1,168 55
49

72

150.00

139 62
5 75
§295 37
285.50
9 87
84.86

Weak Lungs
Starved Nerves
Fagged Brain

Paid
Paid

on

Paid

on

town orders... $2,405 13
State tax.
401 09
highways. 1,701.72

In treasurer’s hands.
Total liabilities of the town.$

ma.

overlays.

250.00
120.31

Assessments for 1805.

84,040.33
181.53

84.231 10

83,830.08
1,500.07

Balance in town's favor.
liaised for schools.
State mill tax.
1 >ue from iast year.

82,321 3i
81,000 00
713 is
310 33

82,020
for teaching and board.

Due

fuel.
repairs and miscellaneous
liabilities.

275 00
100 aO
4105
13.50

Total expenses.

>1,040.11

81,218.1(5

Unexpended.

380.70

Searsport.
Valuation of real estate.8423,724 00
personal estate. 231,088 00

Total.8088,712 00
Number of polls, 353.
Rate of

taxation, 0127.
Raised for town purposes.85,405 On
County tax. 1,324 06
State
“.
2,205 31
421.27
Overlay.

89,805
tax.

34
134.43

89,040.10
Assessed for highways, labor. .£1,500.00
43.48
Overlay.
21.10
Supplemental tax.
£1,568
schools last March.8 524

Bal. tine
Raised for

32

schools. 1,400.00
free high school..
500 00
Mill tax, etc., for 1804. 1,050 31
83,474 33
Bills paid for school purposes. 2,562 90
Incidental expenses.8611 21
Paid for street lights.
02 31
Sears Library bills. 100 62
school books. 277 52
Memorial service. 40.00
interest.
2.26
Discount on taxes. 850.72
Abatement of taxes. 170 30
Paid lire department bills. 410 37
for support of insane. 135.40
town officers’ bills. 828.78
for support of poor. 630 01
repairs on school houses. 20171

Receipts by treasurer.$12,043.07
Disbursements
12,009.20
Assets. $2,049 07
Liabilities.
1,101.34

Balance.$
On deposit, rec’d. from sale of town

888

37

farm.$1,800 00
Freedom School

Report.
Raised by town for school purposes.

Expended for

schools_
fhll schools.
winter schools.
wood.
conveying scholars.
janitoring and supsummer

plies.

board

..

nexpended.

$500 00
382 09
25 03
33 27
o 32

$946 91
$219 80
202.00
214 (X)

43.10
31.00

34 92
74.25
$919.07
27.84

Invest

Money?

1,177 04
1,171 77

If so there are four things you wish
to know before you part, wit h your money.

Balance against the town.
$5 87
Raised for schools.$552 00
On hand from 1894.
0 49
Rec’d. from State. 519.35
tuition.
7 50

First.—Are tin* men who will handle
your money successful, capable, honorable business men?
the investment offer
Second.—Does
absolute security?
Third .— Will the income be more than you

resources

$1085 34
Paid teachers.$898 20
for fuel.
50 00

transportation.

Belfast’s bill, 1894.
Belfast per agreement, 1895.
Miscellaneous bills, janitoriug&c.
_

Overdrawn.

Appropriated
Expended

for

new

50 00
13 00
40(H)
59 04

$1110 30
24.90

buildings.$75

00

47.00

Unexpended.$28.00
Appropriated for books.$40 00

Paid

2.40

U nexpended.$37.00
There will be due for books, charts, etc.,

getting at present?
Fourth.—1 sit probable that in addition
to the regular dividends you
original investment will appreciate in value?
Not many investments that offer all
these inducements, are there?
The stock of the Petit ilanan Land
& Industrial Company offers every one
of them.

A SECURITY REDEMPTION

—B O N D—
guarantees every share of stock forever.
Pays Quarterly Dividends

Over

Unity.

Total valuation.$270,570
Raised for State tax.
$9:3(5
(5(51
county tax.
town schools.
1,000
poor.

school books.

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

00
33
99
00

1,000.00,
50 00

830.8

Stedman E. C. A Victorian anthology.
1837-1895.1218.12
Stevenson, R. L. and Osbourne, L.
The wrecker. 189(i. 147.29
Swan, A. S. Fettered yet free. A

is

Town

Per

/()

annum

anti in all probability will increase in
value at least 50 per cent, during tin
next year.
l’ar value $10.00 per share. How man}
shares do you want if every word of this
is true? A postal card costing one cent
will bring you the proof you ask for.

PETIT MANAN LAND & INDUSTRIAL CO.
or

w«
each

IT

WAS

Biggest

CAUGHT

IN

18(19

to

see

t

j

of

l,se

Washing Powder, and

Ivorioe

package alone

is

worth 15

money. No other so pur_ and good.
find nothing equal to it. The
of soap in
Toilet Soap.”
W. R. IIabinutok, Daytona, Fla.

lake

cents to us as a

THE

J. B. WILLIAMS CO., GLASTONBURY, CONN.
Makers of Williams' Famous Shav.ng Soaps.
GEg^List of Choice Premiums sent Free upon Request,

in bis ideas.
The
school sows the germ, and develops and
leads the way to the deeper sources of
investigation. It is now, too, an era when
young people, especially, are appreciating the value of the right kiud of reading.
“I have in mind many instances of
libraries, which, upon becoming free,
have increased so much in their
demand,
that it is simply positively alarming, and
to my thinking is hut the forerunner of
the universal establishment of free institutions of this kind.”
The

quick

A 1/2 lb. package costs her 12c.
Every package also contains a cake (£ fine toilet soap,
never sold for less than
5 cents. Take out this and she really pa vs or.lv 7 cents for the
Ivorine.
No other gives her so much for her

continually expanding

III..llfil.lift.ill...ill.ill,.

..lit,. ..ill,.

..ill.,

.1I1.

..I,.

.1.

.1.

..

..

Trout.
AND

WEIGHED

35

POUNDS.

It is dangerous to lay claim to having cap-

the largest fish on record.
A few
(lays ago one was caught at Moosehead
1
29
2
weighing
po'.nds and the claim was
made that it was the largest trout ever
caught in Maine waters. A correspondent
of tlie Bangor Whig, however, pups up with
the following:
The most magnificent specimen of the
great lake trout ever captured in this State
tured

of which we have any authentic record was
the big one captured by a Frenchman in
January, 18ii9, in Brand Selioodic Lake and
seut as a gift to “Oliver Optic” at the time
by Dr. A. C. Hamlin. This uveat tonne, which
I)r. Hamlin has named the Salmo Toma,
after the Indian hunter Peol Toma, weighed
here m Bangor over thirty-two pounds, and
measured in length 41 1-2 inches with a girth
of more than 24 inches. These measurements
were taken several days after its
capture,
ami it was then estimated that the fish must
have weighed 35 pounds at the time of its
capture.
An

fi C OTfl
nCo g u ri£U

iiu
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The great remedy for nervous prostration am! all nervous
diseases of tin* generative organ- <■
itlier sex, such as
Nervous Prostration, Fauing'w !,••.-■ Maunood, Impotency,
Youthful
Memal Worry, exEmissions,
E:mi>.
Nightly
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, wl-i.-b i.-a 1 to
Consumption and Insanity. \\ itli even ;b».Y ooi.-r w.- <riv«- a written
>..I«l at «« (.OO
guarantee to cure or refund the in- m \.
per box, <J boxes fui k.j.OO,

English Obituary.

*

lish Paper.

“For

MOTTS

— ihiswiii ii

Rowe.
In sad and affectionate remembrance of my dear mother, Sarah Rowe, who
departed this life February 14, 18itf>, aged (>4
years, and was interred in family grave, Anfield. (God was her valentine.—J. M). | Eng-

study ill heredity. 115.17
Tyler, .J. M. The whence and the
whither of man. 1890
910 9
West, K. The laureates of England,
from Ben Jonson to Alfred Tennyson.. .1218 5

A>PAnulisi.v„

DR MOTT'S niFMiru. < «... n,.v,
FOIt SALK Kl I!. II. MOODY, BELFAST, HAIM

Ohio.

Charity Suffereth Long.”'

Elections.

Freedom.
Moderator, D. W. Dodge;
Clerk, James Libby; Selectmen, I). W.
Dodge, C. E. Kuowlton, Wm. Sibley ; Tresurer, Knowles Bangs; Collector of Taxes,
Otis M.
Harvey; School Committee, A.
Small, C. W. Bangs, J. Libby, J. Thurston,

Our Fur-lture is

Moving

Simon Bradstreet.

E3ecau.-e

Moxtville. The town meeting, adjourned from the 9th to March 10th, was largely
attended and passed olT quietly.
At the
election of third selectman 22(3 votes were
cast.
B. F. Foster was chosen moderator
and C. N. Allen clerk. The auditor’s report was then read, and there being some
difference of opinion as to the financial condition of the town, it was voted not accept
the report, and

Here

Mrs. Laura C.

are

«J. C.

Ayer began life as
advertising his Cherry

and

a

Benevolent Home
and knowing the good Dr. Miles’ Nervine
has done me, my wish to help others, over-

in 1870, and is now rated as a millionaire.
A. B. Scott, of Scott and Bowne, was
at

moderate salary twenty
years ago; to-day his firm is spending

working

a

'>»

from $3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from $3.50

^hamber

my dislike for the publicity, this
In Nov. and Dec,, 1893,
letter may give me.
The inmates had the
LaGrippe,”
and I was one of tiie first. Resuming duty

FaV?v

A dear friend advised me to try
go on.
l)r. Miles* Restorative Nervine.
I took 2 bottles and am happy to say, T am
in better health than ever. I still continue
Its occasional use, as a nerve food,
A letter adas my work is very trying.
dressed to Milwaukee, Wis., will reach me.”
June 6,1894.
Mrs. Laura C. Phoenix.
Dr. Miles’ Nervine is sold on a positive

Cha!P.Vitlavl'!,ast
Since

MR. WILtsIS

guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
All druggists sell it at $1,6 bottles for $5, or
It will be sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, iud.

Dr. Miles’ Nervine
Restores Health

J. C.

Must Use The Knife
Said the Surge an, but Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy was taken
and the Knife Avoided.
The Union and Advertiser of Rochester
N. V., recently published the following in
teresting account of how William W. Adams
of 127 South avenue, that city, was saved
from a painful operation by the use Dr.
David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy.
Mr. Adams said : “Three years ago I was
taken with kidney disease very badly; at

upwards.

Sets from $10.50
upwards.
your own

price

Extra Soft Top IVhItrfbsses from $1 50 upwards.
Hair Top and Wool lower thaVver before.
Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than aov time

too soon, with the care of so many sick, l
did not regain my health, and in a month
I became, so debilitated and nervous
from sleeplessness and the drafts made on
my vitality, that it was a question if I could

clerk

Pectoral iu a
small way, but when he died lie left a fortune estimated at $15,000,000. C. L. Hood
began “that tired feeling” in a small way

a

comes

Made.

drug

Lounges

Phoenix, fUlwaukee Wls.

Matron of

Clement; Treasurer, J. O. Bartlett;
School Committee, D. W. Bennett and W.
Haskell; Auditor, E. E. Hall; Collector and
Constable, C. H. Clement. Voted to raise
for schools what the law
requires; for repairing schoolhouses §150; school books,
§50; support of poor, §(300; town officers'
bills, §3o0; support of insane, §525; repairing
South Montville bridge, §200; incidentals.
§500; breaking roads winter of '95 and '9(3,
§1,050; repair of highways summer 189(3,
§1,500; breaking roads winter ‘9C» and '97,
§1,500. Frank Bridges was drawn juiyman
for the April term of court.
Fortunes

1

•

J.

Great

buyers.

•

committee of three were
chosen, consisting of John Cary, Jonathan
Bartlett and F. A. Cushman, to thoroughly
examine the accounts and report at a meeting to be held the first Monday in June.
Other officers were elected as follows: Selectmen, Albert Gray, J. Longfellow and J.

How

are

offered at Pri'ces tint
tempt
s*ntof the barPins we offer:

lf IS

'ardsWood Seat Chairs from 25c
----wards.

a

,

we

have been in business.

.....

first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.
,IK
a

Thompson

& Son.

THE NAME OF THE NEXT

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES

WILL 15E ANNOUNCED IN
$1,000,000 a year for advertising. Brent
Good, proprietor of Carter’s Little Liver
Pills, started on a cash capital of $8.40,
and now cannot spend the money he is
times I was
prostrated; in fact,
making; and many others the same way. was so bad completely
that the day was set for the
Judicious advertising has made it possible doctors to
perform an operation upon me.
for Seabury & Johnson to spend
Of NOVEMBER 1th, I
annually But I decided I would not .submit. I had
$50,000 on popularizing their products; been put in hot water baths, and, in fact,
I ubiic inteiest will steadily increase, and the
W. I. Hanson Company $500,000 on Pink nearly every means was tried to help me.
ijuestion how the men whoso
Pills for Pale People, and Wells, Richard- Upon the day set for the operation I com- vote ruined the scale at the last election, are satisfied with the results under tin adminmenced
the
use
of
Dr.
David
istration
will
Kennedy’s
son &
make the campaign the most intensely exciting in ihe hisCo. $000,000 on Paine’s Celery
they elected,
Favorite Remedy, and from that moment
of the country.
Compound. Df\ A. L. Helmbold was at began to gain,
and it was not long b* fore I tory
one time a retail
druggist in Philadelphia. was entirely cured and have had no return
He finally began the manufacture of his of the trouble since.
My weight has in- THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
Buchu Compound, and put his entire sur- creased and I never was so well as I am
plus capital of $2,000 into a contract for now. T have recommended
the leading Republican family newspaper of the United
States, will publish till the
one month’s
advertising, and in a short
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless ..f party
time, comparatively, was enjoying a clear
affiliations.

income

of

$150,000 per year,

A

Two-Thirds Crop

55 Church Street, Belfast, Heine,
Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.

An

on

the

Albany, N. Y., despatch

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

besides

spending as high as $250,000 annually in
advertising. Orange Judd, the publisher,
owed his first success largely to the mistake of his office boy in ordering a page
advertisement instead of a column, is instructed.
[Bulletin of Pharmacy.
Hudson.

tire

Aug. 1, 1890, $109.85.
Real estate valuation, resident... .$205,895 00
Real estate valuation, non-resident
17,917 00
Personal estate valuation.
52,758.00

\ BRIGHT
WOMAN

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

TRIBUNE,

DO YOU EVER

$4,527 94
100 34

05

common

Rec’d State school fund and mill
tax.
Unexpended from last year.
Miscellaneous receipts.
Due from Palermo.

428.25

Schulze. A madonna of the
1895. 128.3
J. \Y.
Gleanings from the
sea.
1887.
94(3.22
Smyth, A. H. Life of Bavard Tavlor.

81

Paul

transportation.

257.23

B.

1890.!.*.....

1S04.

Committed for collection.
Total resources.
Total liabilities.

l
28

State Superintendent of Schools W. W.
Stetson has the following to say regarding
the educational advantages derived from
free libraries:
“Free libraries,” he said, “are the very
mainstay of popular education. The free
library is second to no institution except
that of the school, and so closely allied
are they in their makiug of the educated
young man and woman, that it is as much
the duty of the community to establish
public libraries as public schools.
“The school is continually growing, and
without an adjunct its growth is naturally

to-day.

of

Poe, E. A. Complete poems together
with a selection from his stories.. .1125 30
Sinclair, A. Two years on the Alaba-

Smidt,
Alps.
25.Oo Smith,

liaised for Memorial services.
free high schools.

Supplemental

Vikings

reading..1217.2

(Jet of your druggist this great
diseasf'-ennqncringdiscov.-ry (the price;.- *1 Hr the coir: -te treatment,’ con..;rI«■ <>t Puritana
sisting of one l»«■;t!»* of Puritana, 01
Pills, and one bottle of Puritana T u.n-b, all enclosed j»
ne package)or write
us, and you w ill bless the day when
you heard of Puritana. The Puritana Compound Co.,
Concord, > II.

on

T.

leon III. 1895. 847.1.5
Larned, Augusta. Old tales retold
from Grecian mythology. 526.10
Martin, E. S. Cousin Anthony and I. 1126 21
Mitchell, J. A. Amos Judd. 214.2
Moutresor, F. F. The one who looked on. 117 2
Life and love. 1795.. 91(3.13
Morley, M. \\
Moulton, it. CL Four years of novei

Puritana is the prize formula of
Prof. Dixi Crosbv, M. D., LL. D.,
for over 30 years at the head of
Dartmouth Medical College.

Highway deficiency,

W.

wedding. A novel. 1896.
Lano, Pierre de. The Emperor Napo-

after everything else has failed. Tt cures
cases that have been gi ven in is hopeless. 11 ores
pleasantly. Jtcures positively. I tcures permanently.
cures

519 35
52 00

sheep.

$4,0:34

§9,308.90

rsonal valuation.8240,260.00
fish polls at 82 each,
Number of road
1 «
ts. each, 216, 8108.00.
“*h tax, ,0175. Rate of

1

Kidneys

Rec’d from telegraph aud railroad
tax.
.01
Rec’d from tax of 1894.
795 21
Rec’d from tax of 1895
2,973 25
Miscellaneous receipts.
8.75

’•s.
•

It

(George Sand).

and medical work among the
fishermen of Labrador. 1895
542 7
Grinuell, G. B. Story of the Indian.. 453 13
J.
O.
The
Hobbs,
Gods, some mortals
and Lord Wiokenhain. 1895. 117.26
Holley, M. Samantha at the World’s
Fair. 1893. 226 30
The day of their
Howells, W D.
Life

Blood
A"‘lfor

A. L. A. D.

Master mosaic-workers. 1895. 124 13
Fenn, G. M. Young Castellan. 324 26
Field, Eugene. Love affairs of a bibliomaniac. 1896.1123 21
Fosdick, C. A. (Harry Castlemon).
Sportsman’s club series. 3 v.
The sportsman’s club in the saddle
315 33
The sportsman’s club afloat. 315.34
The sportsman’s club among the
trappers. 315 35
Frothiugham, O. B. Theodore Parker.
A biography. 811.34
Graham, P. A. Country pastimes for
boys. 1895. 337.7
Green, E. Everett. Shut in : a tale of
the siege of Antwerp. 149 12

Grenfell,

$3,217.30
Cash on hand, Mar. 2, 1895. $231.52
Rec’d from State, dog licenses.
53.59
Rec’d from State, School fund and

20.00

hooks.8
I gw*.

‘•■•s

48
92

00

.(>117.

360.75

1894.

valuation.£117,339.00
23,947 00
$141,280

431.75
64 29
25 00

ippiies and janitors.

1

pension.

State
l!

82,11069
§1,019 20

f

bridges.

713 18

s94.

M-liools to date.
I is outstanding.

and

town officers’ bills.
Allowed on taxes of 1888.
Paid State tax, 1895
County tax, 1895.

schools.* 5*17.00

.'nl mil! tax.
sped and E. A. Hich-

1

abatements.

highways

hoot has been provided
d has been provided for
and *25 paid for insurance.
1
drs was *282 52, for which
r■
’"ought, and such repairs
necessary. The amount ex-ks was -75.64.
Potter’s New
1
ph\ has been introduced.

362 (X)
60 5(5
215.84
809 80
8 50
571 22
403 39
48 00
4b (X)

]>oor.

lt

'-

Stomach
Liver
Heart

39,029.00

estate.

Total.£205,755.00
Rate of taxation, .017. No. of polls, 171.

i

*

i

5(54.(55

ash assessments. .£3,839 84
labor for highways. 1,500.00
Valuation of real estate.£1(5(5,72(5 00

n

p

hand Feb. 27, 189(5.£

Ain’t of

Board

and 9.

For ilisaassf of the

75

Knox.

ex-

opposition
the

00
(52
80

paid. 0,900,10

115.3;

throughout the town,

Natures
Cure

38
815.00

Debt last year.£
8,48(5.90
Tbe trustees of the sinking fund report as
follows;
Amount. last year.£1,(5*58 25
Rec’d from R. R. dividends.
5(58 00
R. R. and tel. tax.
54.25
interest.
123.92

25*2.70

a

Dudevant,

debt.£ 7,071

Reduction this year

100 26

Ml axes.

804 04

Total receipts. .£(5,5(59 72
Liabilities of town..£ 29,278 08
Resources
21,(501.70

>254.55> 00
Number of polls,

bills.*
• --iers.

1

>0,175 (58

Free Libraries.

Fadette. 124 6

-mi,

J’aiil for roads and bridges.
breaking roads.

summer

Library.

Books added during February and March,
1896:
Abbott, C. C. A colonial wooing. 1895. 232.31
Aiken, C. Methods of mind-training. .1042 1
Ahlen, H. M. A study on death.1024 25
Atkinson, P. Electricity for every923.9
body. 1895
Burnett, F. H A lady of quality. 1896 258 31
Samuel.
Hudibras.1221.17
Butler,
Butterworth, H. Boys of Greenway
Court. 1895
325.24
Butterworth. H. The 1 g schoolhouse
on the Columbia.
1890
325.23
Child, F. S. An old New England
town. 1895.1122.16
Cod in an, J. T. Brook Farm : historic

handicapped.
and personal memoirs. 1894
845 26
“But with a free library in reasonably
Coffin, C. C. Abraham Lincoln. 325 35
Couch, A. T. Q la. A love story. 1895 115.1 easy access to every school, the actual
in
Veneeffect will be, even in a very short while,
Davis, R. H. Three gringos
zuela and Central America. 1896... 548 4
a matter incomputable, and
which can
Dexter, M. Story of the Pilgrims... .1025 35 be measured
only by the practice, and
Doyle, A. C. Memoirs of Sherlock
actual
application.
Holmes. 143.38
“The youth of the period, I find, is
Dudevant, A. L A. D. (George Sand).

not to

•'

il, spring and

n

(

re

v.

f

They

Bow's Corner.

v \y

;•

v.

Free

Belfast

from head to foot,

Trade Marie

■

districts he abolish-

owns

cures

Puri tana

Prof. Dixi Crosby, M. D., LL. D.,

$90 72
82 33
24 59

P-

It

|

Puritana.

.untv town officers-:

vV

f'1"

of

Story

of the reports of

r:t«'ts

*

of

FAVORITE REMEDY
to many people, for it saved 1113* life.”
In speaking to Mrs. Adams, she said,
“About a year ago I was in a very feeble
state of health, being completely run down.
I bad doctored considerably, but without
perm <neut relief. One day one of 1113’ neighbors advised me to take Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy, which l did. My
trouble was dyspepsia, and for a long while
1 was unable to be about at all; but after
taking a few doses I was completely cured,

the 15th
8ays: The amount of ice harvested on the
Hudson may be fairly estimated at the present time at about two-thirds of a crop. The *
ami now enjoy good health.”
two greatest ice harvesting corporations are
j
Hundreds of men and women with that
the Consolidated and the Knickerbocker “run down”
j
condition, unable to work,
Companies. The Consolidated has housed ! have recovered health and strength through
440,000 tons and the Knickerbocker 920,000 this remarkable
remedy. It purifies the
tons. The Consolidated and Knickerbocker
blood, stirs the liver and kidneys to a healthy
companies combined control about 50 per action. In cases of rheumatism,
kidney,
cent, of the ice harvested.
liver and urinary troubles, it is a well-known

The Brighton Pine Tree Club of Boston
field its annual meeting and anniversary
Wednesday evening, March 18th. These officers were elected for the coming year:
President, Wm. Achorn; Vice President, A.
J. Furbush; Secretary, Miss R. E. Green;
Treasurer, Mrs. Hallett; Executive Committee, E. H. Riclimont, R Jones and
Charles Berry.

Also genetal news in attractive form, foreign
cot-rcspondem-c covering the /tews
of the world, an agricultural department second to none in the
country, market reports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in ,aeh
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate
descriptions <>l woman's attic, with at
varied and attractive department of household interest.
The “.\Yw \ uk Woe'Ty
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that of
any otl er
weekly publication in the country issued from the office of a daily, barge changes
are being made in its
details, tending to give it. greater life and variety, and especially
more interest to the women and the
young people of the household.
si til’h OIA Ij CJ Oj\ TliAC T enables

Republican

shall be at my office in Memorial building Saturdays from 10 a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 P. m.,
until January 1, 18%.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two per centon their taxes must pay by January 1 18%.
H. F. MASON, Collector.

I

Belfast, Sept. 1,1895.—29tf

to offer this

splendid journal

and

“

The

ONE YEAR FOR ONL7 $2.00,
CASH IN ADVANCE.
(The regular subscription price

specific.

TO TAX PAYERS!

us

Journal” for

of the two papers is

SUBSCRIPTIONS MAY BEOIN

AT

$8.00.)

ANY TIME.

Address all orders to

The

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W.
Best, Room 2
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
TRIBUNE will be mailed to you.

PILES !
When

we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.

Baby was sick,

When she

was a

When she became

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria

PILES !

PILES !

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching«of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
1 y46

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.
The

undersigned hereby gives notice

House for Sale.

to all

VERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that lie will
be at his office in McClintock Block, at the corner
ot Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday, May 20th, from 10 to 12 a. M.,to receive
N. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
payment.
For Belfast Illuminating Co.
May 13, 1805.—23tf

A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all fiuislted,
fine cellar,
city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
M. C. D1LWORTH,
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
*Utf

Searsport Locals.

found very near the exact amount due.
Mr. Harbutt further intimates that bills for
transporting scholars that should have been
deducted from the school 1'und have been
omitted. We think a careful examination
of the school account will show that at least
a full year's transportation bills have been
paid <jut of the school fund for 1895. Deducting two years' transportation bills from
the fund of a single year would be a new departure, and, to our minds, an injustice. In
this matter we have followed a well establislied precedent and what seems to be the
only practicable method,
We would say that if an arbitrary accounting with the school fund were insisted
on the schools would gaiu generally thereby, since there is now due the schools from
the town $1018—the entire State fund for

Flounders have arrived.

Sally Kice

Salem last week.

retmntd to

J. Shaw ol Iiaitland

C.

in town

was

|

Tues-

j

day.

i

M. Parse

W

Boston

in

is

on

business

a

trip.

I
1

Miss Betsey Staples returned fioin Bangor

|I
j

Monday.
Charles 1’. Ferguson is visiting friends in
Isle.

Presque
C apt.
tow

Nichols of lluckspoit

E. 1*.

in

was

Tuesday.

ii

Islf.sboro. Capt. Isaac C. Pendleton died
March 17th after a long and painful illness,
aged 74 years. He leaves a widow and four
son* and two daughters grown to manhood
and womanhood... .Mr. Savage, the architect, with a large crew will begin work this
week on a summer residence at Dark Harbor for a Philadelphia man. It w ill be a
large structure... .Capt. James Scott arrived home last week for a short vacation. He
has been a number of voyag< s in sell. James
M. Seaman for Capt. Pendleton.

1895.

We would invite Mr. Harbutt or any
others to a careful inspection of the town
: books, believing it will convince then there
Charles F. Treat is attending a business has been no effort on the part of anyone to
j misrepresent the finances of the town as rec oil*.g<- u, Muntgoineiy Aia.
{ gards the school fund, or any other fund.
B. 1Gen\ has Veen rea]ipointtd as su
Selectmen of Searsport.
]>t liiiteiident ol street lamps.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Frank 1. Gross has tmpiojinent in F. A.
Curtis grocery store.
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1-ort.

this week lor Mal-

Sanpypoint. Mr. and Mrs. Frank PerBuck sport and Mr. Fred Perkins of
Norcross have lately been here to see their
mother, Mrs. Louisa Perkins, who has been
ill of pneumonia, but is now improving_
Mrs. John Littlefield of Brewer made a
short visit to relatives here last week....
Robins were seen here March 20th....Miss
Sallie Rice left Thursday for Salem_Miss
May Sweetser of Searsport is visiting relatives here-Mrs. Jewett Ginn is in Gardiner for a few days-James Stow ers has re-
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Mead, principal
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been invited to spend the evening, and
h»und 21 of his school mates to greet him.
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faj.t. A. G. Ciossou,
Boston to Scarsport last
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oilers lor

sale

I And

they had. Games were
v.« .-t >uie of the liarhor.
This I played until about ten o’clock, when ref res litin* >t locations till Penobscot ments were served, consisting of cake,
I oranges, apples, candy, peanuts and pop
.nag

lots

u*-ar

the

Water-

a

friends since he has been with
us and we hope we may have his services
another year.
We learn that other places
are calling for him and his friends in Morrill
must he read;: io say what they are willing
to (U» in order to re tain him.... Your eorremany

Thursday

impassabh_Tlu-re
was a
11,1 i f"1 i'
pleasant gathering at B. J.’.
1-eiigiie are to haw a lmlleil
j.
; Tuesday evening, March 17th.
an -nppi
D he'*'
end entei taiuiiient in the
be lUelllM. li. 1,,th
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i'.ii
'1 >;l'
‘‘irtliday <d Clyde Hardinthis, 'I l.nisdiij evening. Admission ! l,
ii Mdcl'toi •!<
to
beis „i...

merry time

as

that time will close the C< nferenee year
with an Easter sermon. Mr. Holt has made

day that

roads

the

Eunice

superintendent... Rev.
H. I. Holt announces that he will preach
here next Sunday and in two weeks from

with the mail.
*

st..r.ii

Dr. T. N. Pearson

fa“ilj''
11a,al
sheep ranch

the first,

funeral of Mrs.

life....Miss Winnie Simmons has returned
to her school in Camden village after a two
weeks’ vacation-Trafton Hatch and Orris
Vickery have returned to Kent’s Hill.. .The
school committee of Morrill have elected

Brockton, Mass.,
position.
was

The

past 9 years. Her age was 85 years and 9
months. She professed religion 50 years ago
and has since lived a consistent Christian

gone, to

March 20tli
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Woodbury was held at the church last
Thursday, Rev. H. 1. Holt officiating. Mrs.
Woodbury was the widow of the late James
Woodbury of this town and had lived with
her daughter, Mrs. Alfred Jackson, the

Ualr>' arK in Loa AnSeSprawl anti
Calif.
les,
TlmyVlellt a "eek at Mr* Wil'

ar-

same

Morrill.

brother in Augusta_Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Bryant of Vassalboro came the 21st
tcTvisitr nhtiil Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Johu Foster*'* *Mrs* Ella B*
Brown aS<LMr

Merit hew."

vd at

to

with his

P. Gilkev, who took the
voyage
in sell.
Georgia Gilkev to South America,
arrived Leim
Sunday morning.
Bark Aiiee lived, ( apt. Alannou
ia

C. II. Littlefield’s stable. He
hasten beauties... .Fred Ames of Stockton
Springs sawed 11 cords of wood by horse
power for C. H. Littlefield in 7 hours. Now
is the time to get your wood manufactured.
-South Branch Grange miss their eight
young members who are attending school in
Castine. They have invited Granite Grange
to meet with them next Saturday evening...
I. H. Gould has gone to Brooks on business.
His wife is improving slowly.

...

^li>- \\

Ford,

the

The Ladies’Circle meets with
Mrs. Mary Daufortli, Thursday afternoon
aud evening, March 20th, at the G. A. R.
hall... .The Grange entertainment was postponed on account of the storm to Friday
evening, March 27th. During the sociable
there will be a sale and ice cream will be
served
Mr. Henry Grady spent Sunday

K. D. CoJcord.

Fiieuilslii], v0IJ^.

Harding are very sick....Mr. L. T.
Cummings, who is quite lame, slipped while
getting out of his carriage March 21st and
was
quite badly hurt... Mr. Harvey H.
Libby returned from Rockland last week
and will begin work for Bangs & Cummings,
confectioners, of Bangor this week.... Any
one in jwaut of a good early pig can find

Freedom.

1>, b. Beals ami Mrs. J. C. Gilmore

Mrs.

Grace M. Lib-

Wm.

school_Mr. AddiHampden
son Shute of steamer
Penobscot made a
short visit to his family last Sunday.

turned to

Miss

vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Libby. All will be glad to welcome
her home if only for so short a time.... J. T.
Lindsey, who has been at work this winter
in the sash and blind factory in Belfast, ret urm d heme, this week....The S. B. I. Society will meet 1 hursday (to-day) with Mrs.
Alice Haley-Mrs. Mary Mudgett and

kins of

term.
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Prospect Village.
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Boston market,

B Hyde, Capt. P. Pendleton,
Biverpooi lYiarclJ 20th lor New
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asleep on
a sill in his "pin .‘•lad last Saturday morning. He was easily <i is| ate he el and his pelt
taken.
He bad In en feasting OR a dead ben.
....Spring lias come and our farmers are
beginning to think al < ut v bat the crops for
the

Searsmont.
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an

season

shall
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1 lie

prospect
lor an a\ ei age <
I l ay is not good, but a
p
favorable Spring with a wet dune will
sometimes do wonders... .Mr. Roscoe P>.
Smith of Morrill and Mis. Viola E. Whitcomb ol Waldo Mere united in marriage
March ‘Jlst at the residence of the bride-

F. K.

groom, in the

i

James

|

St.

the estimate oi the amount due teachers
W ithout the approved bills we did not fee
warranted in stating the the amount posi
tively. We deny that there is anything vague
about the estimate, and claim it will be

Inez Ginn ; duett, “Gypsy Countess,”
Charles Banks, Anna Harriman; Mrs. Jarley’s wax figures. Miss Martha Harriman
was Mrs. Jarley and none could heat her.
it

a

good

time.

®
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K.

p
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g
*

Bonnett,

Johnsbury, Vt.
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It will pay you to look over
and varied assortment from
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down in health and
THE need a tonic.”
A. Cameron,
BODY
Bar Harbor, Me.
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s

Mary Gray

stopping at

is

SHIP

to

Scales Hedica! Co., Westbrook, He.

$14.00.

I

We have also the handsomest line of

J

|

I hat have

been sold in Belfast.

ever

Our window

H. A. STARRETT,

Wm. Goulds’.

Main Street,

If you don’t

wear

Rubber Boots
You will have a

SAILED.

terport.

Rogers, Lynam,

Rubbers,

0,1

“Frog

Stiff Hats,

Sensible People
Who Aim to

Soft Hats,

Save

March 23. Schs. N. E. Symonds, Dorr, New
York ; Laughing Waters, Eaton. Green’s Landing.

you
IF prove

AMERICAN PORTS.

Sold ONLY

Stockton
23T Courteous

to

over.

all.„g;

our

Bargain

Beam:. In Augusta, March 22, to Mrs. Hattie
Blaine Beale, wire ot H. Truxton Beale, ex minisPersia, a son.
Buy am-. In Brockton, Mass.. Mareh7.ro Mr.
and Mrs W alter (
Bryant, a daughter Mildred

;c* #

59c. Underwear

lTovidence.

Brunswick, Ga.. March IS. Ar, sell. Melissa A.
Willey, Cortland: 21, sld, sell. Sarah D.J. Raw-

sou, French, Boston.
.March lb. < Id. *«eh. H. J. Cottreii,
Darien, <>a
Haskell, l’niiiidelphia: 2 1. ar. sell. Susan N. 1’iekering, llaskel!, Boston via Tv bee.
Jaek.'-onxille, March IS. Ar. sell. Celia F.. Ran•lelk New York; eld, sell. .Etna, Cliiman, New
York.
< In. -ah. Helen G.
Cunta Gorda, March 21.
Most ie\ Holt. 1 la\ana f<
New Oilnus.
Norfolk, Maieli 17. Ar. >« h. W Wallace Ward.
Crov id. nee is, ar. sell. 1 <
ivndieton. Burgess,
Bnitiswiek.
March I'd. Ar, -eh. Sailie
Wilmington, N. (
l 't >u, Nt v\ Yoi k.
Cort>inoutl:, N. II.. March li*. Ar, seh.A. W.
Ellis. Fort Johnson ; 2»». ar, sell. Annie C. Chase,

left,

tits

as weh as

P, Palmer,

Dwight

..

j

*

We have them in all
colors.
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THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

so

COMPANY OF NEW YORK
RICHARD A. McCURD'1

|

Bennek-Cook. In Boekland, dar. !. 14 Idncr
'• ok, ho;: <d id
L. Benner and Maggie it
mo.
Lewis-Saw yew. In Koeklaml, Mai «i: it.*,, •gill. Lewis and Lilia Belle Sauver. Imth
I i;
k
!
land.
Mm tii-a.i. Michaels. In Beltust, Mareh 17. i.
!
Be\. L. W
Hanoi mis, (ie.nge 1
MiO|t,-',i
lsleshoro and Mrs. < aro h Aii<I,n<-'s
I a-Bast.
j
BMITH-W llttn-.Ml;. In Morrill, Mat. Ii 21. at the
residence ot the hr-idegroom. I*\ Ido. II. i.H,.ig
Bo.sC'oe B. Smith of Mornl1 ami Mrs. Vn -a Id
W lute.•mil <d Waldo.
WlllfoMl; WLN IW.'K It. Ill .A!. a 1 i 1
i-ci
j_\
hy Bev. 11. 1 Hol t, .I (■ hn M. W hit. u.. and Nettie
L. Wentworth, Both of Waldo.

am,,

his

MONARCH SHI

Masonic Temple. Belfast, Me,

|
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next to that our
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Cliiladeiphia.

Jtiick

GRADE
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iBMfckWl—liW 111 in Hillwi wwmn. iroiijsaa;

MARRIED

Sld, hark Henry NorCliaileston, Maieli 2 1
well, New York.
Yineyard Haven, Maieli 22. Ar, ship s. I*
< arleton. London Cor New York.
and sic. 23d
Colt Tampa, Mareli 22. Sld, sell R. \\ Hopkins, lliehborn, Carteret, N J
Savannah, Maieli 22. Ar, .-eh. W. il. Sumner,
Ceudleton, New York.
lVrnandina, March 22. Sld. seh. Gen. Adelbert
Ames. Small. Chiladelphia.
New Bedford. March 23.
Sld, seh. Curitan,
Sargent, New York.

<

*

SPRING OF 96

Copeland.

Bkvkrai;I-.. In North Haven, March d
Mr.
ami Mis. Samuel C. Beverage, a son.
Kieield. Ill Boorhhay. .March 1C. t. Bcv and
Mrs. l‘». S. l'ilield.a daughter -Coustane.t Hannah.
Leach. In I'ni-.n. March s, to Mr ami Mrs. B.
C. l each, a daughter.
Mii.i.ek. In Waldoboro, .Mareli i. t< Mr. and
Air-. Norman Miller, a daughter.
Alii lew
In Waldolii'i-.i, Mar. ]. ],
Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Miller, a daughter.
H«" M»v. in Belfast. March 22, to Mr. and Alts
B. A. lioundy. a son It) pounds.
Stephenson, in Belfast. Mareh gj to Mr at
Mrs. Dayton 1 Stephenson, a son.
S.\ LT l-.'l;.
In Belfast, .March IP. o. Mi ate
Mr-.
<Jeorge B. Salter, ;i son By ron M.

#

of HIGH
for the

BOKN.

ter to

bargai

SPLENDID LINE

....

OXLY A FEW i'XECES OF THA T

James Holmes, Bellast.

lMiiladelphia, March li*. Ar, seh. J. .Manchester
Haynes. Sawyer, Havana: 20, eld. Young Brothers, Snow, Boston; 21, eld, sell. R. F. Cettigrew,
Cortland; 23. ar, bark Giaoe Lynwood,Guantanamo: schs. Sarah E. Calmer, Whittier, Bath, 11. J.
Cottrell, Haskell, Darien.
Delaware Breakwater. March 20.
Sld, bark
Lizzie < alter, Dyer, Chiladelphia for St. Croix
Cortland, .March 22. Ar, bark Alice Reed,
Montevideo, lor Boston, and sld 23d.
Newport News, March 20. Sld, sell. Gov. Ames,

Absolutely pure

is not excelled

by any Hat on the market for style,
Look them
beauty and durability.

Springs.

treatment

by myself,

want

,

their worth
that look bigger out of t
than they do in, cotne

New

York, March 17. Ar, seh. Humarock,
Veazie, Guantanamo; 18, ar, brig Telos, Coney,
Bahia; li), ar, sell. Eliza .1. l’endleton, Fletcher,
Guantanamo; eld, sell. Edward Stewart, Demerara; 20, ar, sell. Electa Bailey. Biemen ; sld, bark
Addie Morrill, Andrew's. Buenos Ayres; 21, ar,
sell. Hattie H Barboui. Fleteher, 1'hiladelpliia;
eld, bark Rose Innis, Santos; 22, ar, bark Carrie
L. Tyler, Demerara; ship Luzon, Colombo.
Boston, March 18. Ar, seh Lizzie Lane, Ciosson, Wimerport; li), ar, schs. Daylight and Daniel B. Fearing, 1'hiladelphia; 22, ar, sells. Mabel
Jordan, Balano, Turk's Island; I). 1). Haskell,
Savannah ; 23, ar, schs. Fannie N Edith, Sarah L.

1

Money.

Caps.

in your

Throat.” We have a full stock
of Rubbers and Rubber Boots.

Win-

j

Belfast,

=

sprung styles,

ARRIVED.

Sell. Haniet

=

Hats & Caps.

»KWS.

March 11). Sells. Anna W. Barker, Blake. New
York; N. E. Symonds, Dorr, Grand Manan for
New York; Maria Webster, Turner, Mt. Desert.
March 24. Schs. Harriet Rogers, Lynam, Seal
Harbor, Minetta, Crockett. M interport.
March 25. Sell. 1*. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalhaveu.

and

la

a

#

IS A BARGAIN AND CAN'' I' Rfc
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■
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PORT OF BELFAST.

Davis

#

Cotton Dress Goods at 10c.
per

She. has quite recovered from her illness...
Mrs. Daniel Dickey has very much improved in health and it is now thought that she
may recover.... Miss Flora Forbes of Lowell, Mass., is spending the winter with her
mother at West Brooks.... Roscoe G. Edwards, who w'as severely injured in his mill
some weeks since, is
now driving about a
ittle and looking after his business.

March 18.

We have

®

EVERG(ES

W. Dow has for some months been very sick
and it is feared that she cannot recover....
Mrs.

line.

Special Leader Jacket for $5,III)

run

J;

our
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STATEMENT
For the year ending December 31 1885

Assets.iiil.S!:! “81
KM,*17.157

:,S

Surplus

77,

J.abilities

....

S26,S(ii:

...

Total liirmne
1 Ota! Paid
lS9d

$1S..V,(7,480 7,1
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Produce Market.

18, Mrs. John

Current.
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Geese, p lb,

GO//i
Tallow,
2«4
14//in Veal. |* lh,
0,/'7
12 Wool, unwashed. 14//15
8// Id Wood, hard. 3 GO//G 00
14a 10 Wood, soft, 3oo«3G(>
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assets

of the

Company.

have

ROBERT

Retail Price.

B^tou
Boston, March
day's quotal ions:
Butter— Cr< am,
17 a 20c.

Produce

Market.
are to-

choice, 24a25c; North, choice,

Cheese—Northern, choice, Kiaio 1-2.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 16 a 18c ; Eastern, 12 l-2e.
Beans—Pea, $1.20a 1.40 mediums, §1.20a 1.30;
yellow eyes, §i 3' (a 45; red kidneys, §1.15/' 1.25.
Potatoes—Choice Hebrons, 30a p bush; Rose,
Aroostook County. seed, 35,q4(>e.
Apples—Choice, p bbl, $3.50.^4.00; Baldwins

$3.00ia3 75.

ITour

Dogs

General Manager
2d Vice-President

Frederic Cromwell
Emokv McClintock

treasurer
Actuait
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*

►V
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and all property held in trust as -u irdian, <m u
ot March. A
1 • i sod.
tor, administrator or otherwise o x- pt >u«di as is
certain inst rnment. purporting t.
law
from
taxtationi.
winch.
tlic\
unby
exempt
w ;li and testament <d
<
1KLI.I A
possessed of on the first day of April next, ami!»
late I \\ iiitn port. in said U"iint\
piepared tosuhstantiate the same according :■> i.iw
ceased, h;i t > p; been ) resent id lor
For the purpose of n cei viug said list s, ;tml making
Ordered, That notice i»e tiiAcn i<
a record of transfersof real estate, the undersigned
interested b,- causing a copy ot this
will be in session at the assessors' office during
three weeks successively in
published
the business hours of each day. from the first to licnii
Journal, printed at Belfast, tlu.
the fifteenth day of April next (and m* hmiter,
at a Probate Court, to lie tier,
appear
and any personal examination of property by the
within ami for said County, on the
assessors wiil not be considered as a waiver for
day of Aprii next, at ten "i the clock
neglect of ant person in bringing in true and per- and show cause il ny thc\ have, wi.
fect lists, as required by law. Blanks on which to
should not be proved, appr *ved and a'
make such lists may be had at the a-sensors’ oMic.o
< KO. K. JOHNS' O
Belfast, March Id, I89t>.
A true Copy.
Attest:
C. N. BLACK.
1 Assessors
Bwld
JKKK'II D 1’ARKHl b
L. 1L MITRCII,
of
3wl3
,1. F. SHELDON, J Belfast.
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AGENTS.
WE HAVE butNO
sell direct
1

to t lie

1

LICENSED
hereby given that copies of the law relating to licensing (logs have been posted in the
different w ids of this city. This law requires all
dogs to be licensed by the first day of April of
each year
The law will be strictly enforced.
Belfast, March 21, 1896
3wl3
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.

1

QRANNISS Vice-President

A.

Walter R. Gillette
Isaac F. Llovd

| JA5. VV. FITZPATRICK, (ienernl Agent,
Portland, Me.
F. *L BLR ION, Agent. Belfast. Me.

Retail Market.

23, 1896. The following

Staples* Cotti

Robert Ol'phant
Wm P. [).■
J. m
COMMIT TE5

no

?»(>//1 00
Beef, corned, p lh, 7;//8 Lime, p hbl.
18 Oat Meal, p lh, 3 1 2«4
Butter, salt, p box,
4G Onions, p It..
2 1-2 a 3
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 4G oil,kerosene.gal, 13 a 15
Corn Meal, p bu,
45 Pollock, p It..
4«4 1-2
14 a 10 Pork, p It,,
7 a8
Cheese, p lh.
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1 20 Plaster, p bbl,
1 20
•>«!) Rye Meal, p lh,
o,3
Codfish, dry, p ih
0o«‘.)G
ranberries, p qt, 8a lo Shorts, p cwt..
lover Seed, p lh, 13a 14 Sugar, p lh, G 1-2//0 1-2
40
Flour, p bbl, 3 7G//4 7G Salt, T. E, p bu,
H.C.Seed, bu, 2 SG,«3 00 Sweet Potatoes, 4// 4 1-2
Lard p lb,
Wheat
2
1-2//3
Meal,
%11

Get

a

(signedI H. C. von Post
Cmas. R. Henderson
James C. Holden

Price Paid Producer

Apples, p bu,
50i«7f>jHav, p ton, 0 004/12 00
dried. p it,,
3 a 4
4',«f» Hides, p lh,
1 8G a 2 0( ll.amh. p ih,
Beans, pea,
Gu 7
3 On 45
medium, 1 (Huil 75 amb skins.
4 a 5
yePwevesl 4(0/1 Go Mutton, p 1!,.
Butter, |> ID,
lUa^o'Oats, p 1 >u, 32 lh. 3o u 32
oil 7 Potatoes,
Beef, p ll>,
20 a 2d
GO // GG j Round Hog,
4 1 -2 aG
Barley p bu,
Ida 12|Straw
Cheese, p th,
p ton, G 0<»r (', (><>
Chicken, p lh,
1C,// 18
12// 14 Turkey, p It,.

CalfSkins,
Duck, p ih.
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl. |> lh,

meetin
held

up;.

carefully performed the
duty assigned to them, and hereby certify that
the statement is in ail particulars correct andti.it
the assets specified therein are in possession o: the
Company.
In making this certificate the Commit .“e la ir
testimony to the high charade: f the investments
of the Company and express their approval
::.e
system, order, and accuracy with which the accounts and vouchers have been kept, and the
business in general transacted.

look) wife of Edward I lnur, a native ot Waldoboro, aged 67 years, 9 months and 4 days.
W ilson. In Camden, March k, Elizabeth Wilson, aged 40 y .ars.
Price

Examining

The Mcui.il Lite
ci New V tk

The Committee

sw r.Kii.AM>.
In Camden, March Ik, Hattie A
wife ol Geoige Sv.eetlami, age<l 42 years.
I lmkh. In Rockland, March 13, i. cimia, Over-

Belfast

dividend will be

a

comparison with the

74
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of the
I

c

Company,

Isle.shoro, March 17, Capt. Isan<

years
In Waldoboro. Match

iu

t*-es of M.is
in euther hi-:,
>
Committee
appointee
examine the annual Statement for the year ending
December 31. 1805, and to verify the same by

|

C.

I' ret:: the Surnlas
usual

1

Hilt. In Minneapolis, Minn., March in. Nam v.
I
Hilt, lormer.y .>! Rockland.
; widow of John <
aged 79 years. The remains were taken to Warn-n
lor interment.
1
Lkichk. In. Belmont, March 23, Horace Eeigl-.r,
aged about 7(> y ears.
Maiidocks. III North Searsport. Mar n 21. Medora A. Maddoeks, aged 42 years, 1 mo d: ami k

day s.

>.

Report

.iaughaged

—

I have carefully examined the foregoing
;eand find the same
be ■: rCtlAKLi-.s A. PWELLEK Auditor

(il

11A Kit ison In Peltast. March 21,1'.die (,
ter ot Mr. and Mrs. Charles U. Harris.u.,
year, 3 months and 19 days.

7s

;

ment

widow

Liny,

;.

$01 .017.did

Insira: e n. c: i
v >:•:■■■
thi> Statement is v.i..!
mi.
insurance
issued
and uaei J,
only
actually
cash is included.

Ceorge Dickey aged 8u years and ;; montlis.
ldih-'.n.
in' East Palermo, Man-h C Axie
Clidden, relict of ,t. nies Clidnen, aged 7'. years.
ot

$smr.07

from

He \ears.
■

Annuities in

gain in 1SU5

Nc.

At.den. In Napa, California, L11 gene Id Alden,
anati\e<d South Lnion, aged r.7 years.
Aikinson.
in i'hiladelphi.i. .March 14, diaries
*'.)• Atkinson, son .•! the late T. I*. Atkins,in. formerly ol Mont\ille, aged 2C wars ami .'months
Bean. hard. In Brewer, March _1. Mrs. Maggie
O- Blanchard, aged 2‘.' years, c months and ;• cay s.
''Atilt.
In Deer Isle. March 11, Mark Carr, aged

j

accuracy

?
5

IB1

■

question

®

“It gives me great
pleasure to testify to the

j Dr. Swan’s Nerve \

much pains will be taken to make it a
success... .The Knights of Rythias hall last
week was a very nice affair. Rrof. Whitten
of Belfast, assisted by local talent, furnished the music, and w e could not see but that.
Jerry played with all the vim that characterized him years ago when he used to play
here... .Mrs. Sadie Curtis is spending a lewat

E

you, cash the check.

cure

—:

"°‘rsf<;!t

a

proved... The local Woman’s Relief Corps
are to have an entertainment at the G, A.
R. Hall May night, with a dauceat the close,

weeks

it don't

merits of Dr. Swan’s
Dr'Ll'll
BEST (Serve and Blood Tonic. IT’S
1 was completely run »
OP
down and tired out.
ALL
Now, after taking GREAT
your medicine, I feel
di aah
BLOOD likeanewman. I have NERVE
so weU
for
toxics

g

Brooks. Ralph, son of Roscoe G. Edwards of this town, who has been in the
West about four years, most of the time in
the State of Washington, has joined an expedition to investigate the gold mines of
Alaska. He takes the steamer at Seattle for
Juno, Alaska, thence sacks over the Chilcot
mountains
three hundred miles to the
Yucan River. There they build a boat and
paddle on the river eight hundred miles to
the place of their destination. Lawrence,
his brother, is in Salem, Mass., as fireman
on the B. & M. R.
R-George Webber is
in Southern California tor the winter, and at
last reports his health was very much im-

presence of a number of friends
and relatives. Rev. H. I. Ilolt efficiateil.
Then
games were resumed until mid- ! Refreshments w ere served after the cere.ioi.i M. Stevens, who was called here
by
iglit. when the young people took their de- mony.
the sii'km ss and death of li is
father, B. F. i
parture. finite a mini her of nice presents
Stevens, relumed t•
POKE ION ports.
Middleboro, Mass.. I 'Vt*re
left to remind Clyde of his birthday.
j Winterfort. The funeral services of
Tenerille, March lb. Ar, sell. S. G. Haskell,
Mi'inlay. An obituary of Mr. btevens is
Mrs. C. W. Arey w ere held Wednesday fore; An epidemic of colds is
New
York.
in
Richardson,
at
raging
Troy
pubhsned elsewhere.
noon at the h< me of Mr. John Stoke 11,where
Deal,.'March li*. Anchored, baik Jennie Darkthe present time. Nearly
every family in
ness, Amsbury. Londt n tor New Yolk.
Frank Curtis and Sidney Treat, who are town
has one or more members afflicted, she w as hoarding w lie n she die d, conducted
Bermuda, March lb. In port, sell. Canie A.
employed on tin- pilot boats in Boston har- j Guile a number have been ill
by Rev. J. P. Sinn nton. Mrs. Arey was the Bueknam, Stubbs, Hum Fen amiina for I’omt-ato call
enough
rt ady lor sea.
l’itie,
Lor, have been promoted to boat keepers. for medical
j w idow ol the late E. ('. Aiej and she leaves
Cayenne, March 15. Ar, seh. Am ie G. (Jiiiner,
attendance, and even our docJn that rapacity they will command the
Snow man, Boston.
two daughters, Mrs. Mary McManus and
tor, who is on the go all the time, had an atmu. snip mnrv n.
i.neipooi, j\., aiaicu
heats in the absence of the pilots.
Miss Blanche Arey ; tw o grand-children, one
tack of the same distemper... .The school
Hyde, New \ <»i k.
Surinam, March 19. Ar, sch. John C. Smith,
ifc»uite a party of young people and others committee met March 21st and elected B. F. brother, J J. Durham of Boston, and a sisApalachicola.
ter, Mis. Mary Any of San Francisco. All
I arbadoes, March 11. In j« it, sch. Star «>f the
attended the Belfast Minstrel entertainment Harding, supervisor for the
ensuing year...
Sea, Hopkins, l<>r F«<rt Sj aim
were present except the sister.
Her
age
Friday veiling, and report an excellent pro- Benniah Harding has returned from a trip
Aniimouili, Match 23. Sid, ship May Flint,
was about 59 years.
A large number of
New Yoik.
gramme. A singular coincidence was the to Waldo aud Morrill... .Mr. Forrest PrenMARINE MISCELLANY.
neighbors and friends were present to manifact that the best performer in the company tiss is in Augusta on business this week....
Spoken. March 13, < if Key West har. sch. Ta
was born in Searsport.
The buildings on the Watson place at the fest their sj inpatliy w ith the bereaved family
In m l'ort lain] a for ( arteiet.
loia,
and the floral tril utes w ere profuse and veiy
1 isasi rs, N<\
'l’lie wreck of sch. Florida,
The school committee convened at Union Corner are undergoing repairs under the
heautilul. Mr. Durham who came from which went down at Salsbury Beach last monili.
school building last Saturday afternoon and supervision of Dr. M. F. Dodge.
has come ashore at Amesbury and now lies keel
Bcsti n to attend his sister’s funeral returnup on the beach. A quantity of wreckage lies in
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. M. C. Proctor and
chose Charles F. Smith as superintendent of
ed Wednesday night. Miss Blanche Any,
Hampton River, ami a considerable amount of
Mrs.
S.
G.
Pierce returned to their homes in
schools.
coal has washed up on the beach... Sch. Lydia
Mr. Smith is well adapted to the
w ho is teaching in Cambridge, will remain
M.
Davis, In m Roekporl Joi W ashingposition, having become familiar with the Massachusetts last week-Mr. and Mrs. here until after the Easter vacation. Master ton.Heeling-,
with ice, airived in ( hesapeake hay I4ih
State law in Massachusetts, where he was Frank Avery left here last Stduu'ay to visit
with loss of ligurthead, mainhoom broken, and
Phillip McManus will return to Portland, davits bent.. ..Sell. Thos. W. Hyde, Carver, from
his sister, Mrs. Fred Good win, in Hallowed.
count ted w ith the schools for several
years.
wli«re he is at school, this week....The Darien lor Bath, which has been reported overwill
return
to
their
Ik
me
in
due, arrived at Bermuda 17th with loss of part
Montpel- funeral services of Mr. W. S. Tainter were of
“From Manassas to Appomattox,” Gen. They
deckload hard pine and boat, sails damaged,
the
first
of
Banks
April-Charles
No.
held at his iate home Wednesday afternoon
One man lost overboard....ship Isaac Reed,
Lougstreet’s book on the civil war, for which ier, Vt.,
Waldo, from Philadelphia Aug. 7th for tiiogo,
Postmaster Sullivan is agent for this vicin- left for his home at Green’s Landing, March
under the cl aige of Gaifield Lodge, Rev. J. arrived
at port of destination March llHli.
Much
24th-Miss Ella Crocker of Stockton visitThe
P. Simon ton officiating. Mr. Tainter was a anxiety has been expressed lor her safety
ity, is said by some of our veterans, who
barktntine Robert S. Patterson, Capt.S. L. Tuned
Mrs.
her
Orrin
several
sister,
Luke,
days
have read nearly all the histories of the rekind husband and father and a go< d citizen. nell, which sld. f rom Punta Gorda, Fla. on Jan.
bellion, io contain most vivid descriptions of last week-Miss Vinuie Harriman visited He leaves a wife and two children, who feel 30, with a cargo of phosphate rock lor Balt, has
1 cen
up as lost. The R. S. Patterson be
battles, conveying clear and comprehensive friends in Stockton last w eek-Miss Emma their loss keenly. Among the beautiful longedgiven
to C apt. Tunnell and others of Phil .from
ideas of scenes described, in many of which Trivett of Prospect Marsh visited at Capt.
floral < fferingswere a crescent with the Odd which port the ve: sel hailed. She was built at
Evander Harriman’s last week_Capt.
MilibriUge, Me. in 1891, and registered 720 tons
General Lougstreet took part.
Fellow’s iinbhms from Garfield Lodge, The
vessel and cargo are covered by insurance....
aud Mrs. Evander Harriman visited Capt.
Sch.
Isaiah K. Stetson, Trask, at New York from
and a filial lyre from the Cornet Band,
M acoris; rtpoits had gaits from al, around the
The display of spring millinery in Clement
H.’s mother, Mrs. James Harriman of
and the long processions of Odd Fel- compass, lost and split sails ..Sell. Jacob M.
& Adams’ w indows has caused much comSearsport, last week-Capt. and Mrs. A. lows, Masons and band,members which fol- Haskell, at Boston March 23d from Brunswick,
W e will explain that the stylish
ment.
da., reports a fearful experience, from Match 1
J. Crocker of Winter port visited at Capt. E.
lowed him to the tomb showed the esuntil thi- 20tli terrific gales were encountered
bonnets were made by the gentlemen whc | D. Harriman’s recently.. .The many friends
and on March 4 a leak being sprung, the deckteem in which be was held by them.
load ol 00,010 lcct ol lmnbei was jettisoned to
attended the Cough sociable last Thursday of Capt. N. C. Harding of barge Belle of
....Two more
deaths occurrid in town ease the vessel, first mate llaniman was severeA number was issued to each I Oregon, which parted her lines and broke
evening.
ly
injured by a heavy sea... Barque Giaee LynMr.
Joshua
an
Wednesday.
Hewes,
agul wnou.
at Lewes, Del., March 21. In m Guantanalady, ami the gentleman holding the corre- away from the tow-boat, were glad to hear man who had been sick for a
long time, dii d mo, reports, having cxptiunced S. L. gale 18th
sponding number supplied his lady with his of his safe arrival at Delaware P>reakwater, in the morning. He leaves a wife and sev- itist. olf llatteras, and had decks swept and cabin
flooded ; lost mainsail, mainstay sail, and to) mast,
version of the latest Paris fashions. It wa.s
March l‘Jth.... The concert given at the eral sous and
daughters. Mr. Frank Stubbs, and broke maintopmast.
an amusing spectacle to see the gentlemer
< Harters.
Bark Adolph Obrig, Singapore to
schoolhouse, March 18th, was a great suc- who lived near Bald Hill Cove, died suddenNew York or Boston, general cargo, p. t. Bark
cess.
slashing ribbon w ith their jack-knives.
Following is the program: Violin
in
the
after
an
illness
of
Yilora
I!
two
only
ly
evening,
Hopkins, Portland t«i Buenos Ayres,
lumber, *7, Rosario, $8. Sell. Lizzie B. Willey,
solo, Allie Batehelder; Village of the Vale,
He was a very fine young man, ai d
days.
Following is a reply to the letter publishlurk’.to N< w Yoik, salt, f» 1-2 ctnts. Sch.
island
double quartette, Frank Avery and Charles
Lowaru Stewart, Ragged Island to New York,
w as the only child and sole dependence
f
ed last W'eek:
0 1-2 cents. Sell. Anne Lord, New York to
salt,
Banks, tenors, Mrs. Anna Harriman, and an
To the Editor of The Journal: Allow
aged father and mother.... Among those Gonaives, general eaigo, and hack to a port North
Miss Celia Ginn, sopranos, Miss Inez Ginn
us to briefly reply to Mr. Harbutt’s article
who arc reported on the sick list this week of llatteras, logwood, $1,800. Sch. Anna Pendleaud Mrs. Frank Avery, altos, W. H. Giun
in last week’s Journal so far as it reflects on
ton, Brunswick to Portland, lumber, $5.
Sell.
are Mrs. C. A. McKenny, Mrs. Benj. AtCharlotte T. Sibley, Jacksonville to New York,
the selectmen’s report and conveys the idea
and B. C. Avery, bass; duett, “I Don’t
laid
Mrs.
Anna
and
Mr.
Sell,
New
York
Rich
to
Frank
lumber,
$4.75.
Seavey,
wood,
that someone has been caught in an effort to
Want to Play in Your Yard,” Misses Vinnie
Norfolk, fertilizer, 75 cents, and back pig iron,
Crockett-Mr. Noah Dearborn returned to $1.25
misrepresent facts in regard to the school
and free wharfage. Sch. Senator Sullivan,
aud
Hattie Harriman; Wayside Cross,
fund of the town.
Fernandina to Baltimore, phosphate rock, $1.70,
his home in Bangor last Saturday_Miss
We understand his remarks at the an- male quartette, Frank Avery, solo, Charles
free wharfage. Sch Mary A. McCann. Norfolk
Chase has gone to Bangor for a few to
Sophia
nual meeting to have been prefaced by a
lumber, $3, coal out from New York,
Banks, B. C. Avery and W. H. Ginn ; chorus, weeks... .Mrs. D. H. Smith and Mr. John 50 Boston,
cents.
Sch. Warren Adams, Lambert’s Point
statement, or intimation, that the showing
“Hear Dem Bells,” Charles Banks, Anna M. Snow are both quite ill-Charles Haley to Galveston, coal, $1 32 1 2, discharged and free
of the report that there was due the schools
is able to be out again... .Mrs. Elmer Crock- wharfage. Sch. D. H. Rivers, Newport News to
at the close of the fiscal year a balance ol
B.
C.
I
nez
Harriman,
Ginn,
Avery ; “Silvery ett has been dangerously sick but is
$1 30. Sell. Linali C. Kaminski,
improv- Key West, coal,
some £52 was erroneous.
His article seems
to Darien, coal, p. t.
Sch. Nimbus,
sea,” the double quartette; “Jesus Lover of ing_Mrs. O. C. Clifford is visiting friened Philadelphia
to be a somewhat modified repetition of hi
Buenos Ayres to Boston or New York, hides, etc.
in Bangor and Orrington.
remarks. To prove his assertion he com
my Soul,” Mrs. Anna Harriman, obligato
$3,800.
bines with the school fund the appropria
solo, quartette, Inez Ginn, Mr. and Mrs.
tions for books and repairs, ignoring the
Frank Avery, W. H. Ginn; solo, “Old
faet that the three funds were entirely dis
Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
Folks at Home,” W. H. Ginn; chorus,
tinct, and that the two latter could in n<
be
to
increase
or
diminis’
used
so
as
Miss
Alice
way
double quartette; recitation,
the available school fund.
With equal pro
Ginn ; “Bull Dog on the Bank,” male quarpriety, fur the same purpose, might be iu
tette ; Growsoug, male quartette; recitation,
eluded the appropriation and expenditure fo
a hose cart.
That the book and repair fund
Allie Frye; song, Alex Bowdand; story, W.
were overdrawn the report shows, and nc
C. Bow'doin; trio, “Down Among the Daione denies.
sies,” Anna Harriman, Martha E. HarriHe also seems to
the
ol

Lay.

[If

East Northport is visiting relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Marriner aud Mrs.
Abbie Marriner spent March loth in Northport with Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. WadlinMrs. Jennie Ness has gone to Rome, New
York, to visit her daughter, Mrs. Thomas
R. Scully.

and

by, who is teaching school in Massachusetts,
is expected home April 4th tospend a week’s

...

\ oik.
Tiank

>'41 >0.

James Palmer was
quite badly injured in Freedom recently by
being thrown in in a sled
Mary Mason of
Moutville has gone to Cast ine to attend the
Normal School-M. J. Bartlett has returned to M. C. Institute, Pittsfield, and W. II.
Bartlett to the, E. M. C. Seminary, Bucks-

falup Henry
sailed Ikui

Cant, and Mrs. Evauder Haxpiwan and
and Mrs. Ross llarrimau were in town
last week, the guests of Mis. Abb.lt- Harri-

Centre Montyillk.

iiosario.
iast

S.'s sister,

to visit Mrs.

Horn

Georgia

sell.

be absent until

.ilit* win

David Newcomb.

CO U :> TV

ihursury.

t.

Mass.,

Mrs

Saturday

1

has been chartered to

ainved

alien

last

Herbert Black lias dressed and sent to the
Boston market fifty veal calves since Jan.
1st.
Those who have veals for sale should
! inform Mr. Black, as lie pa\sthe best prices.
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V\ c-ucMcy, Mass.

\ti..i g 11• >iu

fearful

Mr.

steamer
1

Ma il

a

...

Mrs. 11. T. Scribner went to New-

Mr. and

luting loaned knu wood for

N\

.add lliai i\el llils V\

loi

day

Frank Dow cut his foot in
i;er one day last week.

hay lor Bar llarhor.

»Jallies

apt.

iuV

im

,

d fatales.

niu

<

fat

iiou. fa. J.. Mil liken for

to

Palermo. Last Thursday night w e had
another flood, but no damage was done....
Gus. Toby has repaired his mill dam which
was
washed away, and is now sawing....
Vest. Toby is repairing bis mill dam at
Branch Mills in China, which was washed
away, and people are still hauling lumber.
.Thomas Rowe of Newton Centre, Mass.,
is in town spending a few days with his
brothers... .Mrs. 'William Osgood is visiting
friends in Boston, Mass... .Allen Goodwin
ami wife visited friends in Vassalhoro last
week-The selectmen held a meeting at
the old y ellow scliooll.ouse Saturday to contract for
building the two new schoolhouses. Jehu Bradstreet took the job for

East

Young of Camden visited her sister, Carrie
Wellman, March 22nd-L. A. Mahoney of

Notice is

_

W. B. Pbatt, Socy

at

10wl3

Farms for Salt

rousutn-

wholesale prices, hhip
anywhere for examination
before sale. Everything warranted. 100 styles of Carriages, 90 styles of Harness, 41 styles Riding^ad
dies. Write for catalogue.
ELKHART
Carriage A Harness Mfg Co.
Elkhart, Ind.
er

One farm of 75 acres, two story h«
shed, one. barn, hi) by 43, stable bo by \1
water and buildings in rood rep >
farm of 140 acres, brick house, I
stable to by 40, barn 5H by 42, shoe

good

buildings for tools. Buildings in poob
both farms, also some pasture and ti
These farms are situated in Unity a iliac
This property must be sold to settle
For further information inquire of
4wl3
F. A. BARTLETT.

■

